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ABSTRACT 
 
The impact of natural hazards such as earthquakes on mankind has increased dramatically 
over the last decades. Global urbanization processes and increasing spatial concentration of 
exposed elements such as people, buildings, infrastructure, and economic values in 
earthquake prone regions induce seismic risk at a uniquely high level. This situation, when 
left unmitigated, is expected to cause unprecedented death tolls, enormous economic and 
ecological losses, critical infrastructure and service failures, and poses a major threat for civil 
security, and a sustainable development in the future. To mitigate those perils requires 
detailed knowledge about seismic risks. As an important constituent element of seismic risk, 
the seismic vulnerability of the built environment has to be assessed. In particular, it is crucial 
to know about the behavior of the building inventory under seismic load. However, 
information about building inventories and affiliated seismic vulnerability is often outdated, 
unavailable, or simply not existent in many earthquake prone regions around the globe. 
Especially for analyses in development countries, which are often characterized by highly 
dynamic development and transformation processes related to urbanization, remote sensing is 
perceived as a promising tool for an economical up-to date, area-wide, and spatially consistent 
data collection in general. Numerous sensor systems with a high spatial resolution are 
nowadays available and enable a detailed detection, extraction, delineation, and 
characterization of urban morphology.  
The main goal of the thesis was to develop and evaluate tailored methods and procedures 
that allow for a viable seismic assessment of the built environment with remote sensing data. 
In particular, methods from the machine leaning domain were adapted to estimate 
vulnerability levels of buildings and homogeneous urban structures based on features derived 
from remote sensing and by incorporation of in situ knowledge.  
In this sense, we show for an earthquake prone test region in Indonesia (i.e., the city of 
Padang) how to derive a set of features for a comprehensive characterization of urban 
morphology based on multi-sensor remote sensing data. The data comprises multispectral 
IKONOS imagery, a normalized digital surface model derived from SAR measurements, and 
multi-temporal LANDSAT data. Features with significant explanatory power and the most 
suitable features for estimating seismic vulnerability levels of buildings are identified in 
combination with ancillary in situ information. Regression and classification models are 
learned that allow to estimate seismic vulnerability levels of buildings with viable accuracies. 
Subsequently, we introduce a hierarchical supervised classification approach to estimate 
seismic building structural types. Seismic building structural types characterize the main load-
bearing structure of a building and, thus, reflect the behavior und seismic load. Models are 
learned under consideration of scarce in situ observations and are applied to the building 
inventory of Padang. To demonstrate the applicability for earthquake loss estimations, 
scenario-based loss estimations are presented based on empirical fragility functions for 
designated types. 
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Analyses on individual building level need to be based on remote sensing data with a very 
high spatial resolution. This hampers utilization capabilities for large areas due to data 
availability and costs as well as processing requirements. When aiming at spatially continuous 
and consistent assessment approaches that are applicable for large regions, on a national level, 
or even globally, those data represent a clear limitation. To lower this limitation, we alter the 
spatial scale of analysis and propose concepts and methods to assess homogeneous urban 
structures. Urban structures represent areas in urban environments with a homogeneous 
composition of its constituent elements (e.g., buildings). Thus, a coarser level of urban 
morphology is addressed when compared to building level. However, this allows relying on 
remote sensing data with a lower spatial resolution but larger spatial coverage. In particular, 
we use height information from the TanDEM-X mission in combination with multispectral 
RapidEye data. TanDEM-X represents a spaceborne radar interferometer, which delivers a 
global digital surface model with an unprecedented consistent spatial resolution of 0.4 
arcseconds. To extract heights of elevated objects in urban environments (i.e., buildings), we 
propose jointly a novel region growing-based progressive morphological filter and a selective 
post-classification processing scheme. This is specifically done to cope with challenges that 
arise from the spatial resolution of the data and terrains with a high orographic energy. Based 
on the extracted information and multispectral RapidEye data, experiments are carried out in 
Istanbul (Turkey), which aim to assess the seismic vulnerability of urban structures under 
consideration of in situ information. Results suggest that a mixture of spectral and height 
related features provide most viable accuracies. 
Overall, this thesis provides some promising results, which show that remote sensing has a 
high capability to contribute to a rapid screening assessment of the seismic vulnerability of 
buildings and urban structures. Further work can build upon these results and may challenge 
empirical findings in further case studies, enhance developed and applied methods, transfer 
concepts and approaches to other sensor systems/data sources, or apply data and 
methodologies within integrative and holistic risk assessment strategies. 
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Zusammenfassung 
 
Die Auswirkungen von Naturgefahren wie Erdbeben haben in den vergangenen Dekaden 
dramatisch zugenommen. Globale Urbanisierungsprozesse und eine Zunahme der räumlichen 
Konzentration von exponierten Elementen wie Menschen, Gebäude, Infrastruktur und 
ökonomische Werte induzieren ein ungekanntes Risiko in erdbebengefährdeten Regionen. 
Wenn keine Abschwächung des Risikos erfolgt werden dramatische Folgen in der Zukunft 
erwartet. Diese umfassen eine beispiellose Anzahl an Todesopfer, enorme ökonomische und 
ökologische Verluste und Ausfälle bezüglich kritischer Infrastruktur und Versorgung. Um 
derartige Gefährdungen abzuschwächen sind detaillierte Informationen über seismisches 
Risiko notwendig. Die seismische Verwundbarkeit von Siedlungsarealen ist dabei als 
zentrale, konstituierende Komponente von seismischem Risiko zu berücksichtigen. In diesem 
Zusammenhang ist es von besonderem Interesse das Verhalten von Gebäudeinventaren unter 
einem bestimmten Erdbebeneinfluss abschätzen zu können. 
Allerdings sind Informationen bezüglich Gebäudeinventaren und zugehöriger seismischer 
Verwundbarkeit in vielen erdbebengefährdeten Regionen häufig nicht aktuell, 
uneingeschränkt verfügbar oder existent. Besonders für Analysen in Entwicklungsländern, die 
gleichzeitig von hochdynamischen Entwicklungs- und Transformationsprozessen 
charakterisiert sind, wird Fernerkundung als vielversprechende Methode gesehen, die eine 
ökonomische, aktuelle und räumlich konsistente Datenerhebung erlaubt. Heutzutage sind 
zahlreiche Sensorsysteme mit einer hohen räumlichen Auflösung verfügbar die eine 
detaillierte Detektion, Extraktion, Abgrenzung und Charakterisierung der urbanen 
Morphologie erlauben.  
Das Hauptziel der Arbeit war es maßgeschneiderte Methoden zu entwickeln die eine 
Bewertung der seismischen Vulnerabilität von Siedlungsräumen, basierend auf 
Fernerkundungsdaten, durchführbar machen. Im Besonderen wurden Methoden aus dem 
Bereich des maschinellen Lernens adaptiert, um Verwundbarkeitsstufen von Gebäuden und 
homogenen Siedlungsstrukturen zu bestimmen. Hierfür wurden Merkmale aus 
Fernerkundungsdaten abgeleitet und mit in-situ-Daten verknüpft.  
In diesem Zusammenhang zeigen wir für eine erdbebengefährdete Testregion in 
Indonesien (Padang) wie eine Gruppe von Merkmalen aus komplementären 
Fernerkundungsdaten abgeleitet werden kann, die eine umfassende Charakterisierung der 
urbanen Morphologie erlaubt. Die Daten setzen sich aus Multispektralaufnahmen des Sensors 
IKONOS, einem normalisierten Oberflächenmodell aus Radarmessungen und 
multitemporalen Landsat-Aufnahmen zusammen. Merkmale mit einem signifikanten 
Erklärungsgehalt und die geeignetsten Merkmale in Beug auf eine Schätzung des 
Vulnerabilitätsniveaus der Gebäude werden unter Berücksichtigung von in-situ-Informationen 
identifiziert. Wir bilden Regressions- und Klassifikationsmodelle die eine Schätzung des 
seismischen Vulnerabilitätsniveaus von Gebäuden mit hohen Genauigkeiten erlauben. 
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Nachfolgend stellen wir einen hierarchischen, überwachten Klassifikationsansatz vor, der 
es erlaubt seismische Gebäudestrukturtypen zu identifizieren. Seismische 
Gebäudestrukturtypen charakterisieren den Konstruktionstyp eines Gebäudes und reflektieren 
das Verhalten unter Erdbebeneinfluss. Die Modelle werden unter Berücksichtigung von in-
situ-Informationen gebildet und auf das Gebäudeinventar von Padang angewendet. Um die 
Relevanz des Ansatzes in Bezug auf erdbebenbezogene Schadensschätzungen darzustellen 
werden szenario-basierte Schadenschätzungen präsentiert. Dabei werden Fragilitätsfunktionen 
für verschiedene Typen verwendet, die empirisch auf Basis eines Erdbebenereignisses am 30. 
September 2009 in Padang abgeleitet wurden.  
Grundsätzlich benötigen Analysen für Einzelgebäude die Verwendung von 
Fernerkundungsdaten mit einer sehr hohen räumlichen Auflösung. Dies erschwert 
gegenwärtig die Nutzungsmöglichkeiten für große Siedlungsflächen auf Grund der 
Datenverfügbarkeit und zugehörigem Prozessierungsaufwand. Wenn man auf räumlich 
kontinuierliche und konsistente Bewertungsansätze abzielt, die für große Regionen, auf einem 
nationalen Level oder sogar global anwendbar sind, bedingen eben genannte Daten deutliche 
Limitierungen.  
Um diese Limitierungen abzuschwächen verändern wir die räumliche Analyseskala und 
schlagen Konzepte und Methoden vor um homogene urbane Strukturen zu bewerten. Urbane 
Strukturen repräsentieren Siedlungsflächen die von einer homogenen Zusammensetzung ihrer 
konstituierenden Elemente (z.B. Gebäude) gekennzeichnet sind. Entsprechend wird ein 
gröberer Level der urbanen Morphologie, im Vergleich zu Einzelgebäuden, adressiert. 
Allerdings erlaubt dies die Einbindung von Fernerkundungsdaten mit einer geringeren 
räumlichen Auflösung und größerer räumlicher Abdeckung. Wir verwenden 
Höheninformationen der TanDEM-X Mission in Verbindung mit multispektralen RapidEye-
Daten. TanDEM-X ist ein satellitengestützter Radar-Interferometer, der ein globales digitales 
Oberflächenmodell mit ungekannter räumlicher Bodenauflösung von 0.4 Bogensekunden 
liefert. Um aus diesen Daten Objekte in Siedlungsräumen zu extrahieren die von der 
Erdoberfläche erhaben sind (Gebäude), schlagen wir ein neues Verfahren („region growing-
based progressive morphological filter“) in Verbindung mit einem selektiven „Post-
Klassifikationsschema“ vor. Dieses Vorgehen ist Herausforderungen geschuldet, die sich aus 
der räumlichen Auflösung der TanDEM-X Daten und Terrain mit einer hohen orographischen 
Energie ergeben.  
Basierend auf dieser Information und Multispektraldaten des RapidEye-Systems werden 
Experimente in Istanbul (Türkei) vorgenommen, die auf die seismische 
Vulnerabilitätsbewertung von urbanen Strukturen abzielen. Analog zu bisherigen 
Vorgehensweisen werden aus Fernerkundungsdaten Merkmale extrahiert und mit in-situ-
Informationen verknüpft. Die Ergebnisse weißen darauf hin, dass eine kombinierte Nutzung 
von Spektral- und Höheninformation die besten Modellschätzungen ermöglichen. 
Insgesamt kann diese Arbeit einige vielversprechende Ergebnisse präsentieren die zeigen, 
dass Fernerkundung ein hohes Potenzial hat, um zu einer schnellen Vulnerabilitätsbewertung 
von Gebäuden und urbanen Strukturen beizutragen. Zukünftige Arbeiten können daran 
anknüpfen und beispielsweise empirische Erkenntnisse in weiteren Fallstudien anzweifeln, 
eine Verbesserung der Methodik vornehmen, Konzepte und Ansätze auf andere 
xi 
 
Sensorsysteme oder Datenquellen übertragen oder Daten und Methoden im Rahmen von 
holistischen Risikobewertungsstrategien anwenden.  
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1. TRANSFORMATIONS OF HUMAN HABITATS AND EARTHQUAKE RISK 
Fundamental transformations of human habitats impose new challenges with regard to natural 
hazard risks. It is estimated that more people live in urban environments than in rural areas 
since the year 2008 (UN, 2011). This migration process, from rural to urban areas, is expected 
to continue, and current estimates foresee a share of two-thirds of the world population living 
in cities in 2050. Generally, the world population is expected to increase from little more than 
~7 billion nowadays to ~9.3 billion in 2050. During the same time period, the absolute 
number of people living in urban environments is expected to increase from ~3.6 billion to 
~6.3 billion. Thus, urban environments worldwide are expected to absorb completely the 
projected population growth and also draw in some rural population (UN, 2012).  
Besides these prospective numbers, the past 40 years were subject to a witnessed 
transformation. In 1975 ~38% of the global population were urban residents, in 1990 already 
~43%, and nowadays little more than 50% live in urban environments (Ibid.). These figures 
illustrate a global urbanization process with unprecedented magnitude and dynamic. The 
increase of urban population has occurred during a time period that is comparatively short 
with respect to the return time of severe earthquakes. Earthquakes that had little impact in the 
past, when they hit sparsely populated and spatially fragmented settlement areas, are 
nowadays expected to shake urban agglomerations with millions of people (Bilham, 2009). 
Moreover, rapid urban growth, which occurs especially in developing countries, is often 
accompanied by the construction of unplanned and highly vulnerable settlements. These 
frequently change over short time scales with respect to location and extent (Wieland et al., 
2012).   
These described dynamic global urbanization processes, which are accompanied by 
increasing spatial concentration of exposed elements such as people, buildings, infrastructure, 
and economic values in earthquake prone regions, induce seismic risk at a uniquely high 
level. When left unmitigated, this situation is expected to cause unprecedented death tolls, 
enormous economic and ecological losses, and poses a considerable threat for civil security, 
and a sustainable development in the future (Bilham, 2009; Holzer and Savage, 2013; Tucker, 
2013). To mitigate those perils requires detailed knowledge about seismic risks. As an 
important constituent element of seismic risk, the seismic vulnerability of the built 
environment has to be assessed. In particular, it is crucial to have information about the 
building inventory and its behavior with respect to a certain level of ground shaking (Erdik et 
al., 2003).  
INTRODUCTION 
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Especially for earthquake loss estimation (ELE) modeling, the gathering of building 
inventory and vulnerability information represents normally the most time-consuming and 
expensive aspect (Dunbar et al., 2003). Conventional approaches to assess the seismic 
vulnerability of the building inventory, which incorporate an exclusive application of detailed 
in situ building-by-building analysis by structural engineers, may provide very detailed and 
high quality information, but are decreasingly able to cope with the high spatiotemporal 
dynamics of urban environments. On the contrary, information collected on a very broad 
spatial level such as spatially aggregated census data hampers the consideration of small-scale 
hazard effects in a downstream risk model (Wieland et al., 2012). Hence, building inventory 
data and affiliated seismic vulnerability information is often outdated, spatially aggregated 
and discontinuous, and in many earthquake prone regions of the world simply not existent. 
2. SEISMIC VULNERABILITY ASSESSMENT AND REMOTE SENSING  
The assessment and monitoring of the physical seismic vulnerability of built environments is 
a challenging task, especially when spatially consistent and large-area evaluations are 
required. In this sense, numerous studies emphasize that remote sensing can play a valuable 
role in supporting the extraction of relevant features for pre-event vulnerability analysis of 
urban environments (French and Muthukumar, 2006; Mueller et al., 2006; Sarabandi et al., 
2008; Taubenböck et al., 2009a; Borfecchia et al., 2010; Sahar et al. 2010; Borzi et al. 2011; 
Deichmann et al., 2011; Wieland et al., 2012; Pittore and Wieland, 2013; and GEM, 2013). 
The intrinsic advantage of remote sensing is the ability to offer an overview of building stocks 
and serve as a screening method for derivation of seismic vulnerability related features, such 
as shape characteristics, height, roof material, year of construction, structural type and spatial 
context. This topic is subject to a lively research and has gained much scientific 
contemplation in the past few years. Thereby, the research environment is constituted 
primarily by two distinctive science communities: remote sensing and earthquake 
engineering. Nowadays, concepts and methods are reaching a level, where they are found to 
be relevant and being accepted in both communities. This is evident, since the following 
studies are published in established journals of both communities.  
Taubenböck et al. (2009), and Borzi et al. (2011) characterize the built environment by 
means of remote sensing data and retrieve specific fragility functions for designated building 
types. Borfecchia et al. (2009) assess the vulnerability of buildings in a hybrid way, by 
combining in situ ground truth for selected buildings with information derived from remote 
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sensing data. Supervised classification techniques are subsequently applied to classify the 
residual building inventory. Wieland et al. (2012), and Pittore and Wieland (2013) use 
multitemporal Landsat data to discriminate homogeneous urban structures based on an image 
segmentation approach and semantically annotate them by utilizing a supervised classification 
scheme. Derived urban structures are subject to a more detailed analysis of the building stock 
with VHR optical data and a ground-based omnidirectional imaging system. The sensed 
information is combined with ancillary information (i.e., information from the world housing 
encyclopedia) for a subsequent probabilistic seismic vulnerability assessment. 
The cited studies provide promising empirical evidence with respect to the viability of the 
approaches. However, a number of points related to conceptual, methodological, and 
application-oriented considerations remain unaddressed, and give rise to a further scientific 
contemplation. In this sense, the subsequent section outlines the particular research objectives 
of this thesis. Generally, please note that in-depth distinctions to previous research can be 
found in the introduction of chapters III-VI. 
3. RESEARCH OBJECTIVES AND STRUCTURE OF THE THESIS 
As stated, recent studies introduced approaches to assess built environments under 
consideration of remote sensing data and presented interesting empirical evidence with 
respect to viability. However, the affiliated scientific canon regarding deployed concepts, 
developed methods, and used data is not comprehensively elaborated. In addition, empirical 
evidence on the viable application of remote sensing for seismic vulnerability assessment of 
built environments is still scarce. In this sense, this thesis is governed by the overarching goal 
to develop, apply, and evaluate tailored methods and procedures that allow for a seismic 
vulnerability assessment of the built environment based on remote sensing data.  
To this purpose, we first review a comprehensive body of scientific literature to give an 
overview on current concepts of risk, hazard, and vulnerability and contributing remote 
sensing related methods and applications in chapter II. From a qualitative and quantitative 
analysis of the literature, we identify research trends of the past years and uncover 
unaddressed perspectives and research gaps. Conclusions and direction for future research are 
drawn from a scientific, technical, multi- and transdisciplinary, and political perspective.  
Chapter III reports outcomes of an empirical case study carried out in the city of Padang 
(Indonesia). It aims is to answer the questions: (i) Which features can be derived from satellite 
remote sensing data that best explain seismic building vulnerability?; (ii) How suitable are 
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features derived from satellite remote sensing data for estimating seismic building 
vulnerability levels? These questions are addressed under consideration of in situ information, 
which characterizes the seismic vulnerability levels of buildings according to two engineering 
based assessment methods (i.e., a scoring method and a categorization according to the 
European Macroseismic Scale 98). We deploy very high resolution multispectral data (i.e., 
IKONOS), height information from a normalized digital surface model, and spatiotemporal 
analyses generated from LANDSAT data, and regression analysis and machine learning 
algorithms to address the raised research questions.  
Chapter IV complements previous analyses carried out in Padang by focusing on 
application-oriented perspectives with respect to earthquake loss estimation. Therefore, we 
propose a tailored hierarchical classification procedure to estimate seismic building structural 
types. We combine this information with available fragility functions for designated building 
types, which were derived empirically after the last severe earthquake in Padang on 30th 
September 2009. Scenario-based earthquake loss estimations are given to demonstrate the 
relevance of the approach.  
Up to this point of the thesis, the assessment of individual buildings is addressed. 
However, this induces the deployment of very high spatial resolution remote sensing data, 
which hampers today’s utilization capabilities for larger areas due to data costs and processing 
requirements. When aiming at spatially continuous and consistent assessment approaches, 
which are applicable for large regions, on a national level, or even globally, those data 
represent a clear limitation. This is why we alter the spatial level of analysis and subsequently 
propose concepts and methods to assess homogeneous urban structures. Urban structures 
represent areas in urban environments with a homogeneous composition of its constituent 
elements. Thus, a coarser level of urban morphology is addressed when compared to building 
level. However, this allows relying on remote sensing data with a lower spatial resolution but 
larger spatial coverage. In particular, we exploit multispectral data from the RapidEye 
constellation and elevation information from the TanDEM-X mission.  
To be able to infer valid height information of built environments in the subsequent 
analyses, we first design an algorithm for a viable normalization of TanDEM-X digital 
surface model data in challenging, non-flat terrain (chapter V).  
Chapter VI documents a procedure which comprises four main steps dedicated to: i) 
delineation of urban structures by means of an original and tailored unsupervised data 
segmentation procedure with scale optimization; ii) characterization of urban structures by a 
joint exploitation of multi-sensor data; iii) selection of most feasible features under 
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consideration of in situ vulnerability information; iv) estimation of seismic vulnerability 
levels of urban structures within a supervised learning framework. Experimental results are 
reported for the mega city Istanbul (Turkey), which faces an enormous seismic threat. The last 
chapter (VII) is dedicated to synthesizing outcomes of the five preceding chapters. Moreover, 
ideas and directions for future research are drawn.  
Chapters II-VI were written as standalone manuscripts to be published in international 
journals with peer-review. The different manuscripts contain sections related to introductory 
perspectives, study area and data, methods, results, discussions, and conclusions. This 
determines recurrence of a limited amount of material through these sections and thesis. 
Chapters II-VI were submitted or published in the time period from November 2011 until 
September 2014.  
Chapter II 
Geiß C, Taubenböck H (2013) Remote sensing contributing to assess earthquake risk: from a 
literature review towards a roadmap. Natural Hazards, 68, 7-48. 
Chapter III 
Geiß C, Taubenböck H, Tyagunov S, Tisch A, Post J, Lakes T (2014) Assessment of seismic 
building vulnerability from space. Earthquake Spectra, 30(4), 1553-1584. 
Chapter IV 
Geiß C, Aravena Pelizari P, Marconcini M, Sengara W, Edwards M, Lakes T, Taubenböck T 
() Estimation of seismic building structural types using multi-sensor remote sensing and 
machine learning techniques. ISPRS Journal of Photogrammetry and Remote Sensing, in 
press.  
Chapter V 
Geiß C, Wurm M, Breunig M, Felbier A, Taubenböck H () Normalization of TanDEM-X 
DSM data in urban environments with morphological filters. Submitted to IEEE Transactions 
on Geoscience and Remote Sensing, minor revisions. 
Chapter VI 
Geiß C, Jilge M, Lakes T, Taubenböck H () Seismic vulnerability assessment of urban 
structures with multi-sensor remote sensing. Submitted to IEEE Journal of Selected Topics in 
Applied Earth Observation and Remote Sensing. 
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ABSTRACT 
Remote sensing data and methods are widely deployed in order to contribute to the 
assessment of numerous components of earthquake risk. While for earthquake hazard related 
investigations, the use of remotely sensed data is an established methodological element with 
a long research tradition, earthquake vulnerability–centred assessments incorporating remote 
sensing data are increasing primarily in recent years. This goes along with a changing 
perspective of the scientific community which considers the assessment of vulnerability and 
its constituent elements as a pivotal part of a comprehensive risk analysis. Thereby, the 
availability of new sensors systems enables an appreciable share of remote sensing first. In 
this manner, a survey of the interdisciplinary conceptual literature dealing with the scientific 
perception of risk, hazard and vulnerability reveals the demand for a comprehensive 
description of earthquake hazards as well as an assessment of the present and future 
conditions of the elements exposed. A review of earthquake-related remote sensing literature, 
realized both in a qualitative and quantitative manner, shows the already existing and 
published manifold capabilities of remote sensing contributing to assess earthquake risk. 
These include earthquake hazard-related analysis such as detection and measurement of 
lineaments and surface deformations in pre- and post-event applications. Furthermore, pre-
event seismic vulnerability–centred assessment of the built and natural environment and 
damage assessments for post-event applications are presented. Based on the review and the 
discussion of scientific trends and current research projects, first steps towards a roadmap for 
remote sensing are drawn, explicitly taking scientific, technical, multi- and transdisciplinary 
as well as political perspectives into account, which is intended to open possible future 
research activities. 
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1. INTRODUCTION  
According to official estimates, the magnitude 7.0 earthquake in Haiti in 2010 killed 316,000 
people, 300,000 were injured and 1.3 million people were displaced, 97,294 houses were 
destroyed and further 188,383 damaged (USGS, 2011). Other prominent examples of the last 
decennium are the earthquakes in Eastern Sichuan in China in 2008 (87,587 casualties), in 
Pakistan in 2005 (86,000 casualties) or in Bam in Iran in 2003 (30,000 casualties). These 
immense figures emphasize the devastating impact of earthquakes, especially in countries that 
are not prepared for such an event. In 2008, for example, the NatCatSERVICE of the Munich 
Re’s database on natural hazards documented 750 loss events, with only 12 % from 
earthquakes (Munich Re Group, 2011). However, in the same year, 43 % of all fatalities and 
43 % overall economic losses around the globe were caused by earthquakes.  
In general, urban populations are expected to be killed by earthquakes in the foreseeable 
future in greater numbers than in the documented past (Bilham, 2009). Many hot spots for 
devastating future earthquakes are known and well documented (Dilley et al., 2005). For 
instance the mega city Istanbul, Turkey, with its estimated 15 million inhabitants is threatened 
by a 30–70 % probability of a major earthquake (Mw > 7), in the next 30 years (Parsons, 
2004).  
However, ‘‘the international community’s response to disasters has been mostly reactive, 
with only limited budget invested in prevention. (…) Even if there were a willingness to 
invest in prevention, the question would be: where?’’ (Peduzzi, 2006: 171). 
 Prior to this question, the concept of risk itself is subject to a vibrant debate within the 
scientific community, which constitutes an alteration of the perception of risk. While hazard-
oriented research strategies dominated the past (Lewis, 1999; Zhang et al. 2002), more 
integrative approaches to assess risk and its components, incorporating also human, societal 
and cultural factors, are in the focus of the scientific community nowadays (Turner et al., 
2003; Pelling, 2003; Cardona, 2004; Adger, 2006; Birkmann, 2006b; Thywissen, 2006; 
Mercer et al., 2007; Fuchs, 2009). This shift is based on the realization that natural hazards do 
not have an intrinsic dangerous character itself (Cannon, 1994; Wisner, 2007), but become 
disastrous if an unfavourable combination of several parameters comes together. In this 
regard, natural disasters are perceived as ‘‘un-natural’’ (O’Keefe et al., 1976; WB/UN, 2010), 
not solely triggered by natural events but also connected to social, economic, ecological, 
social and political aspects (Burton et al., 1993; Blaikie et al., 1994; Alexander, 2002; 
Schneiderbauer and Ehrlich, 2004; Smith and Petley, 2009). Therefore, disasters can be 
viewed as a consequence of a complex reciprocity between potentially damaging physical 
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events such as earthquakes, tsunamis, droughts, floods, storms, etc. and the vulnerability of 
the built and natural environment, society and economy, which are preconditioned by human 
behaviour (Birkmann, 2006b) and often constitute and manifest development problems (UN, 
1994; Yodmani, 2001; Alcantara-Ayala, 2002; Guinau et al., 2005; Schneiderbauer and 
Ehrlich, 2006).  
To consider these framing conditions for disaster management and develop strategies to 
reduce disaster risk, several integrative research concepts have been designed and postulated 
(e.g., Cutter, 1996; Turner et al., 2003; Wisner et al., 2003; Bogardi and Birkmann, 2004). 
Still, there is a lack within the scientific community concerning common ontologies and 
definitions (Hufschmidt, 2011) especially about terms like ‘‘risk’’ and ‘‘vulnerability’’ 
(Timmermann, 1981; Cutter, 2003; Thywissen, 2006). This is mainly due to an inflationary 
usage of those terms within several research contexts and scientific disciplines (Cutter, 1996) 
and the need to work in the context of different social and environmental conditions 
(Hufschmidt, 2011). 
Fig. II-1. Structure and content of the paper. 
 
In order to be able to categorize and discuss the role of remote sensing against this framing 
background of risk, this article gives a multidisciplinary overview of concepts and definitions 
and the associated theoretical assumptions and implications first. Despite this divergence 
about basic terminological questions, there is an increasing convergence about the need for 
robust and reliable indicators and methods to identify and assess risk and its components and 
utilize that information to reduce disaster risk (Kasperson et al., 2005; Villagran De Leon, 
2006; Birkmann, 2006b; Peduzzi et al., 2009; Heltberg et al., 2009). It has been stated 
numerous times that one of the most difficult issues in assessing risk is the gathering of 
appropriate data (Birkmann 2006a; Ehrlich and Zeug, 2008; Ehrlich et al., 2010). In this 
manner, remote sensing is perceived as promising tool for an economical, up-to-date and area-
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wide information collection in general (Dech, 1997; Paylor et al., 2005; Mueller et al., 2006; 
French and Muthukumar, 2006; Chiroiu et al., 2006; Esch et al., 2009; Joyce et al., 2009a; 
Guo, 2010). In particular, previous studies demonstrated that remote sensing is able to tackle 
certain aspects of earthquake risk. These reach from hazard-related analyses (e.g., Fu et al., 
2004; Stramondo et al., 2005; Philip, 2010) to vulnerability-centred assessments (e.g., 
Taubenböck et al., 2008, 2009a; Ehrlich et al., 2010; Deichmann et al., 2011). Thus, the 
second research target of this article is to identify and discuss these potentials and at the same 
time show the limitations of remote sensing contributing to assess earthquake risk.  
From a temporal perspective, remote sensing contributions to assess earthquake risk have a 
long research tradition. Remote sensing imagery is already used for hazard-related 
applications since the advent of research-oriented satellite systems and sensors four decades 
ago (Tronin, 2010). However, especially for vulnerability-related analysis, remote sensing is a 
less-established methodological element (Nassel and Voigt, 2006) and is perceived 
increasingly only in recent years as a valuable source of information (Deichmann et al., 2011). 
In order to disclose such developments and identify general trends, a quantitative analysis of 
the literature is performed reaching from 2011 back to 1991, which is completed by 
presenting actual research projects and initiatives in section 4. Finally, based on the previous 
chapters as well as on experiences in projects, advisory boards, at conferences and interviews 
with experts, a synthesis is given in section 5, which addresses explicitly scientific, technical, 
multi- and transdisciplinary and political perspectives in order to propose possible future 
research. The structure of this paper is visualized in Fig. II-1, which shows the aggregated 
content of the respective sections. 
2. CONCEPTUALIZATION OF RISK 
From a very general perspective, risk can be described as probability to suffer loss, damage 
and negative consequences (Burby, 1991; Brooks, 2003), referred to a present or specified 
future time period (Lafond and Gosselin, 1994; Coburn et al., 1994). Projected to the context 
of disaster and risk management, the probability of harmful consequences or expected losses 
is explicitly linked to the influence of a particular hazard for a given area (Downing et al., 
2001) to a given element at danger or peril (Schneiderbauer and Ehrlich, 2006). However, risk 
cannot solely be characterized as a function of a hazard, describing the possibility of physical 
harm, since elements exposed to a certain hazard can react differently in order of their degree 
of vulnerability, or resilience, respectively, if understood as antonym of vulnerability (Adger 
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et al., 2005), and therefore modify the realization of risk (Cannon, 1993; Chapman 2001; 
Schneiderbauer and Ehrlich, 2004; Samuels et al., 2009). In this manner, the risk for a 
particular system (e.g. city) can be described on the basis of two distinctive factors: (1) A 
potentially damaging event, phenomenon or human activity, which is constituted by 
likelihood of occurrence, intensity, frequency and location and (2) the vulnerability, which 
characterizes the degree of susceptibility of the elements exposed to that particular source and 
therefore manifest the relationship of the degree of exposure and the degree of damage 
(UN/ISDR, 2004).  
This conceptual superstructure of risk is very prevalent within the scientific community 
(Wisner et al., 2003; Birkmann, 2007), deployed in various theoretical and conceptual 
approaches and applications (e.g., Blaikie et al., 1994; Garatwa and Bollin, 2002; Bollin, 
2003; Rashed and Weeks, 2003; Sarewitz et al., 2003; UN/ISDR, 2004; Taubenböck et al., 
2008; Müller et al. 2011). Birkmann (2006b, 2007) reveals that the hazard event is primarily 
perceived as an external factor (see also van Dillen, 2004), while the term vulnerability 
describes the intrinsic characteristics of a system (Bohle, 2001). However, there are several 
definitions that adapt this separation of hazard and vulnerability, but divide the vulnerability 
part in further subcomponents (White et al., 2005; Villagran De Leon, 2006). A definition that 
is exhaustively used by the earthquake disaster risk community denotes elements at risk, 
which are understood as objects potentially adversely affected such as people, properties, 
infrastructure or economic activities, as autonomous component (UNDRO, 1979; Crichton 
1999; Granger, 2003; Masure, 2003; Schneiderbauer and Ehrlich, 2004; Peduzzi et al., 2005; 
Sinadinovski et al., 2005; Dilley et al., 2005; UNDP/ERRRP, 2009; Ehrlich et al., 2010; 
Deichmann et al., 2011). Thereby, the calculation of potential losses within frameworks of 
earthquake risk models such as HAZUS (FEMA, 2010), OpenQuake (GEM, 2011) or 
RiskScape (RiskScape, 2012) is carried out by combining determined hazard parameters, 
quantified and characterized exposed elements and their assessed vulnerability. Beyond, there 
are definitions that put vulnerability in a less broader context and therefore explicitly address 
within the risk definition components like, for example, resilience (Thywissen, 2006), 
deficiencies in preparedness (Villagran De Leon, 2006) or coping capacities (Davidson, 1997; 
Hahn, 2003) separately.  
In contrast, especially definitions and concepts evolved from global environmental and 
climate change research do not follow the separation of hazard and vulnerability (Cutter, 
1996; Füssel and Klein, 2006), but take the hazard and the exposure to it into account by 
considering anthropogenic actions, which indeed are effecting the environment and therefore 
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some of the hazards (Villagran De Leon, 2006). However, we maintain the conceptual 
superstructure of the UN/ISDR (2004) definition, since we focus on earthquake hazards, 
which are beyond the influence of human kind (Bollin, 2003) and discuss different 
perspectives on risk components at the respective passage. For overviews of risk definitions 
with respect to different scientific disciplines, the reader is referred to, for example, Brooks 
(2003), Schneiderbauer and Ehrlich (2004) and Thywissen (2006). Carreno et al. (2007) 
provide an introductory chronological description of the development of epistemological 
terms and concepts in the context of earthquake risk. In conclusion, according to Deichmann 
et al. (2011), it should be noted that all components of natural disaster risk show an inherent 
variability over space, and therefore, risk identification and assessment must rely on data and 
information with spatial reference. 
2.1. HAZARD 
Based on a wider understanding, hazards represent potentially damaging events, phenomenon 
or human activities, which may have negative consequences on human aspects (loss of life or 
injury), elements of the built environment (property damage) and environmental components. 
Hazards can be single, sequential or combined, both in their origin and effects (UN/ISDR, 
2004). For example, earthquakes may trigger other earthquakes (e.g., Pinar et al., 2001; Erdik 
et al., 2004; McCloskey et al., 2005; Marsan and Lengline, 2008) and/or secondary effects 
such as landslides (e.g., Bommer and Rodriguez, 2002; Huang and Li, 2009), tsunamis (e.g., 
Sahal et al., 2009; Taubenböck et al., 2009b; Rosenau et al., 2010; Strunz et al., 2011) or fires 
(e.g., Girgin, 2011), also in a cascading way (Schneiderbauer and Ehrlich, 2004), which can 
even be more disastrous than the initial hazard (Korup, 2010).  
Brooks (2003) notes that in certain definitions, there is some ambiguity as to whether 
hazards represent a trigger event or the outcome of such events. Schneiderbauer and Ehrlich 
(2004) state that especially in the disaster-related literature there are divergent views whether 
hazards should only describe naturally induced events or also include events that are triggered 
by human activities. In this context, Garatwa and Bollin (2002) make a distinction between 
real natural hazards such as earthquakes, volcanic eruptions and storms and socio-natural 
hazards such as floods, droughts and forest fires, which are also caused or exacerbated due to 
human intervention in nature. Analogously, Smith and Petley (2009) show the spectrum of 
environmental hazards reaching from geophysical events to human activities, where hazards 
with a high level of human causation such as air pollution, industrial accidents or bushfires 
are more voluntary in terms of their acceptance and more diffuse in terms of their disaster 
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impact in contrast to highly involuntary hazards such as earthquakes, tsunamis, etc. As 
already mentioned above, Schneiderbauer and Ehrlich (2006) emphasize that hazards often 
have interrelated causes, and therefore, the allocation of a hazard to one class may be difficult. 
However, if describing certain hazard-related risk components that are at the same time most 
likely hazard-specific (Brooks, 2003), it is crucial to determine basic characteristics such as 
magnitude (only events are considered as extreme, when some common level is exceeded), 
duration (persistence of a hazardous event), speed of onset (time between first occurrence of 
an event and its peak), temporal spacing (sequencing of events ranging from random to 
periodic), spatial extent (space covered by a hazardous event) and spatial dispersion (pattern 
of distribution over the space the impact can occur; Gravely, 2001, quoted in Schneiderbauer 
and Ehrlich, 2004).  
In this regard, earthquake hazards are typically characterized based upon the basic 
concepts of probabilistic seismic hazard assessment (Cornell, 1968) and described by 
probabilities of occurrence of earthquakes with a specified amplitude of interest for a given 
period of time (Robinson et al., 2006; UNDP/ERRRP, 2009; see Panza et al., 2011 for a 
critical discussion of the shortcomings of this method). In order to describe potential 
earthquake hazards, Sinadinovski et al. (2005) distinguish between regional seismic models 
(description of the chance of an earthquake of a given magnitude occurring in a specified time 
period in various parts of the region), attenuation models (general description how earthquake 
ground shaking or intensity decreases with distance away from the earthquake source) and site 
response models (description how local soil conditions will affect the ground shaking 
experienced during an earthquake). In detail, a pre-event earthquake parameter evaluation 
may include earthquake intensity, peak velocity, predominant period, potential earthquake 
source, liquefaction potential, etc. and also take the analyses of potential secondary threats 
into account (Tang and Wen, 2009) based on empirical, analytical or hybrid methods (e.g., 
Calvi et al., 2006; Crowley and Bommer, 2006). 
2.2. VULNERABILITY 
An international widespread definition of vulnerability in the context of risk research 
describes vulnerability as ‘‘the conditions determined by physical, social, economic and 
environmental factors or processes, which increase the susceptibility of a community to the 
impact of a hazard’’ (UN/ISDR, 2004). Although this definition provides little information 
about the specific factors or processes that constitute vulnerability, it is clear that vulnerability 
characterizes the combined conditions and situations of various elements of interest, which 
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make them prone being affected from the influences of an hazardous event (Bogardi et al., 
2005; Birkmann et al., 2011). Vulnerability has to be understood as a predictive concept, 
since vulnerability is a present attribute that describes and characterizes possible future harm 
(Wolf, 2011). Certainly, it should also be noted that within vulnerability research different 
schools of thought exist with partially significant differences regarding definitions and 
associated concepts (Birkmann et al., 2011; see also Birkmann, 2006b; Füssel and Klein, 
2006; Thywissen, 2006), since vulnerability is perceived basically as something abstract 
without a simple, clear notion (Hilhorst and Bankoff, 2004). However, Wolf (2011) argues 
that especially from a methodological point of view, which incorporates certain strategies to 
assess vulnerability, these differences are less conceptual but primarily terminological.  
The concept of vulnerability emerged within the social sciences as a reaction to a solely 
hazard-oriented reception of disasters and risk in the early 1970s (Schneiderbauer and Ehrlich, 
2004; Villagran De Leon, 2006). But already Timmermann (1981) stressed the heterogenic 
definitions of that term, which made it almost useless for a careful description. Bogardi and 
Birkmann (2004) note that vulnerability does not represent a clear scientific concept, what 
causes the paradox that the scientific community tries to measure vulnerability, but cannot 
define it precisely yet (Birkmann, 2006b). Rashed and Weeks (2003) state that assessing 
vulnerability and risk towards natural hazards can be regarded as an illstructured problem, 
without a unique, clearly identifiable and objectively optimal solution. Therefore, it is no 
surprise that within the actual scientific literature numerous definitions and pre-analytic 
frameworks have emerged, assigning a definition with respect to a specific epistemological 
view of several research disciplines (Wisner 2004; Brooks 2003) and enhance it with 
individual connotations in order to make the term operable for different research question. An 
overview of several definitions can be studied, for example, in Schneiderbauer and Ehrlich 
(2004), Green (2004), Thywissen (2006), Villagran De Leon (2006), Adger (2006), Fuchs 
(2009) and Cutter et al. (2009). Kasperson et al. (2005) and Füssel (2007) provide an 
overview of the evolution of concepts and approaches to vulnerability research, respectively.  
Within the social sciences, vulnerability refers to the susceptibility of a given population or 
social system to harm from exposure to multiple stressors (Alwang et al., 2001). It is directly 
linked to the ability to prepare for, respond to, and recover from hazards and disasters. Social 
vulnerability therefore explicitly focuses on demographic and socioeconomic factors 
(Briuglio, 1995) that increase or attenuate the impacts of hazard events on local populations 
(Cutter et al., 2009). The perspective of numerous definitions and concepts are human centred 
(Bohle et al., 1994; Adger et al., 2001; Cannon et al., 2003), incorporating the role of human 
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agency explicitly by attributing the driving forces of vulnerability on the social, political and 
economic pressures imposed on individuals, which constrain their responses and ability to 
cope with disasters (Forsyth, 2004; Adger, 2006; Walton et al., 2008). In this manner, Wisner 
(2004) tracks the progression of vulnerability from root causes to dynamic pressures to unsafe 
conditions, which then interact with natural events. Bohle (2001) emphasizes the double 
structure of vulnerability with an external and internal side, whereas the external side includes 
the exposure to potentially damaging events, and the internal side relates to the capacity to 
cope with, resist and recover from the impact of a hazard. Viewed from these perspectives, 
vulnerability depends almost as much on the preparedness and coping capacity of the affected 
society as on the natural hazards itself (Bogardi and Birkmann, 2004).  
Within the natural sciences, the focus is on physical damage assessment and related 
adaption processes, where vulnerability of a given entity (system, sector, region, etc.) may 
tentatively be defined as the expected damage resulting from anticipated environmental 
perturbations in consideration of the expected transformation and adaption processes (Corell 
et al., 2001). For example, the ‘‘end point’’ definition of Bogardi et al. (2005) views 
vulnerability as the residual segments of natural impacts that cannot be targeted by adaption 
processes. In this context, adaption-based approaches explicitly consider the examination of 
the adaptive capacity (O’Brien et al., 2004), which is necessary to improve the resilience and 
robustness of a certain system (Smit and Wandel, 2006). Therefore, the framework presented 
by Turner et al. (2003) sets vulnerability in the context of a human–environmental system 
with multiple perturbations and stresses, encompassing exposure, sensitivity and resilience as 
discrete but interlinked components of vulnerability.  
Definitions and approaches evolved from disaster management concentrate upon potentials 
of the population to overcome and recover from the impact of a hazard (IFRC, 1999). Blaikie 
et al. (1994) define vulnerability with respect to this kind of perspective as characteristics of a 
person or group in terms of their capacity to anticipate, cope with, resist and recover from the 
impact of a natural hazard. Furthermore, it involves a combination of factors that determine 
the degree to which someone’s life and livelihood are put at risk by a discrete and identifiable 
event in nature or in society. Therefore, Schneiderbauer and Ehrlich (2006) state that the 
focus of disaster management research also shifted from ‘‘hazard assessment’’ to 
‘‘vulnerability analysis’’.  
However, approaches evolved from engineering sciences mainly concentrate upon short-
term intensive extern influences on certain valued elements (e.g. buildings) and their related 
susceptibility by defining vulnerability as the severity of failure in terms of its consequences 
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(Coburn et al., 1994; Burton et al., 1993). The concern is not how long the failure lasts but 
how costly it is (Correira et al., 1987). From this point of view, vulnerability can, for example, 
be quantified by deriving an empirical relation between number of affected people and impact 
of a natural hazard (Vrijling et al., 1995). Especially within the engineering focused 
earthquake risk community (Smith, 2005), vulnerability is linked to the probability of collapse 
of buildings and critical lifelines considering specific earthquake scenarios and taking 
potential human casualties and economic losses into account (Menoni et al., 2002; 
Sinadinovski et al., 2005). Based on damage assessment approaches (Whitman, 1973), 
methodologies are developed that focus on physical components of seismic vulnerability. For 
instance, an assessment of damage for loss estimation studies combines parameters that are 
hazard related such as the determination of macro seismic intensity and peak ground 
acceleration with the analysis of the seismic vulnerability of built-up structures by methods 
such as displacement response spectra (Crowley et al., 2004) or capacity spectrum (Freeman, 
2004), depending on conceptual assumptions whether a single building is studied in detail or 
idealized classes of buildings are considered for scenario-oriented analyses (Calvi, 1999). In 
this regard, the likely damage to structures is modelled by expressing their vulnerability by 
damage functions and fragility curves (Robinson et al., 2006; FEMA, 2010). Seismic loss is 
therefore described as a function of exposure, which is represented by the amount of human 
activity at a certain location (e.g. stock of infrastructure), vulnerability, which describes the 
susceptibility of the infrastructure stock, the hazard, which is expressed by the likelihood of 
occurrence of a specified ground motion at a certain location and damage loss conversion, 
which refers to the mean damage ratio (Crowley et al., 2006, quoted in Daniell, 2009; Daniell, 
2011).  
Yet, integrative approaches, for example, incorporating human, financial, social and 
administrative aspects for describing earthquake effects (Coburn and Spence, 1992) are 
established, reaching widespread methodologies such as HAZUS-MH (FEMA, 2010), where 
also multi-hazard risk assessments are considered (Carreno et al., 2007). More extensively, 
Cardona (1999) developed a holistic approach evaluating disaster risk, where exposed 
elements are assessed in dependence of several aspects and dimensions of vulnerability. 
Vulnerability is therefore characterized based upon exposure and physical susceptibility, 
which is hazard dependent, as well as social and economic fragilities and lack of resilience or 
ability to cope and recover, which both are considered as hazard independent (Cardona and 
Hurtado, 2000). By overlaying and weighting normalized risk parameters that may come from 
a multidisciplinary perspective, earthquake risk is spatially expressed in a commensurable 
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way aiming at a holistic view (Carreno et al., 2007; Carreno et al. 2009a; Carreno et al., 
2009b). Adapting this holistic perspective, Birkmann (2006b) stresses that vulnerability 
should not be viewed as an isolated feature, but can be embedded within the context of a 
dynamic process, which implies that the focus has simultaneously to be on vulnerabilities, 
coping capacities and intervention tools in order to reduce vulnerability. Thywissen (2006) 
reveals that within earthquake engineering the susceptibility is often quantified by means of a 
damage ratio but especially intangible parameters related to, for example, environmental, 
institutional or human factors, which can often hardly be quantified properly, are set aside. 
However, all of the presented multidisciplinary definitions and concepts have the core notion 
‘‘potential for disruption or harm’’ in common (Wisner, 2004) and connect a specified system 
(e.g. region, social group, sector) with risk (Füssel, 2005), respectively. This perspective 
implies that the present and future conditions of the elements exposed can be viewed as the 
central elements of vulnerability (UNDP, 2004; Cardona, 2004; Thywissen, 2006), whereby 
the impacts as well as the receptors of natural hazards are considered (Fuchs et al., 2011). 
3. CAPABILITIES OF REMOTE SENSING IN ORDER TO ASSESS EARTHQUAKE RISK 
Generally, remote sensing techniques are widely deployed for contributing to numerous 
aspects of earthquake risk. They provide valuable information for both hazard- and 
vulnerability-related research. Regarding the disaster management cycle, which can be split 
into four phases (Cartwright, 2005), including pre-event phases such as reduction (mitigation) 
and readiness (preparedness), as well as post-event phases such as response and recovery, 
remote sensing has a numerous share in each of it (Joyce et al., 2009a). As already described, 
secondary effects of an earthquake, such as tsunamis, landslides, fires, are a critical part of a 
comprehensive and integrative risk assessment (Deichmann et al., 2011). However, in this 
review, only risk components that are directly related to earthquakes are considered. For 
remote sensing literature contributing to secondary effects, the reader is referred to, for 
example, Roessner et al. (2005), Hong et al. (2007), Han et al. (2009) regarding landslides, 
Yamazaki and Matsuoka (2007), and Pesaresi et al. (2007) with respect to tsunamis or Gitas et 
al. (2008) contributing to fire hazards. 
3.1. HAZARD PARAMETERS 
Remote sensing for earthquake hazard research evolved simultaneously to the first appearance 
of commercially available satellite images in the 1970s, which were used to map active faults 
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and structures (Tronin, 2006). Nowadays, applications contributing to the understanding and 
documentation of location, slip rates as well as the kinematics and dynamics of active faults 
on interseismic temporal scales are based on a wide spectrum of air- and spaceborne remote 
sensing reaching from optical sensors to radar systems (Tralli et al., 2005). 
3.1.1. PRE-EVENT 
Several aspects of pre-event earthquake hazard analysis are tackled by means of remotely 
sensed data. Especially in pre-event geological observations, remote sensing addresses the 
need for quantitative observational parameters on landforms, land cover and tectonic features 
(Philip, 2010). Deichmann et al. (2011) note that remote sensing can contribute valuable 
information for microscale zonation by deriving information for producing geological, 
seismic or soil maps. Thereby, digital suface models (DSMs) and multi-spectral imagery 
proved to be a valuable data source for a detailed, spatially consistent and thematically 
suitable site characterization (Yong et al., 2008a, b; Shafique et al., 2012). In this manner, 
Theilen-Willige (2010), Reif et al. (2011) and Shafique et al. (2011) analyse 
geomorphologic/topographic features and settings of earthquake hazard–prone areas by 
extracting geomorphometric/seismotectonic parameters based on digital elevation model 
(DEM) data, whereas, for example, Sitharam et al. (2006), Demirkesen (2008) or Duarah and 
Phukan (2011) also incorporate multi-spectral imagery for terrain analysis and the description 
of lineaments. Based on DEMs derived from light detection and ranging (LIDAR) surface 
expression of faulting can be mapped with a high accuracy and detail (Cunningham et al., 
2006; Begg and Mouslpoulou, 2007). By integrating optical data (Walker, 2006; Kaya et al., 
2004; Gonzalez et al., 2010) and DEMs derived from stereoscopic imagery (Fu et al., 2004), 
active faults can be mapped less detailed but for a larger spatial extent.  
By using multi-temporal synthetic aperture radar (SAR) data, pre-seismic land-surface 
deformations in the amount of centimetres can be measured based on the concepts and 
techniques of differential interferometric SAR (D-InSAR) (Kuzuoka and Mizuno, 2004; 
Stramondo et al., 2007; Bayuaji et al., 2010). Weston et al. (2012) compare earthquake source 
models determined by InSAR and seismic data and find InSAR to be a valuable technique for 
the estimation of earthquake source parameters such as location, seismic moment, and fault 
geometry. This technique has proven to be advantageous compared to, for example, GPS-
based measurements in terms of costs, coverage and data accessibility (Fornaro et al., 2009) 
and is used in order to evaluate the seismic potential of a region (Yen et al., 2008), quantify 
aseismic accumulation of strains between events (Fielding et al., 2004) and calculate slip rates 
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of segments (Ding and Huang, 2011), what also possibly allows to identify precursory surface 
deformations (Tsai et al., 2006). In this manner, Tralli et al. (2007) present a conceptual case 
for the assimilation of InSAR measurements into the HAZUS-MH earthquake module.  
Based on data from thermal sensors, short-term temperature increases prior to several 
earthquake events have been described numerous times for both surface and atmosphere 
(Gorny et al., 1988; Tronin, 1996; Ouzounov and Freund, 2004; Saraf and Choudhury, 2005; 
Ouzounov et al., 2006; Choudhury et al., 2006; Yurur, 2006; Ouzounov et al., 2007; Yang and 
Guo, 2010; Saradjian and Akhoondzadeh, 2011; Chen et al., 2011), what may hold 
information for earthquake prediction and warning (see also Saraf et al. (2009) for a 
discussion of reasons of correlation of these phenomena). Also, other anomalies related to 
earthquakes that can be detected by remote sensing instruments are discussed in the literature 
(Tronin, 2010) such as ionospheric (Kakinami et al., 2010) or cloud (Gup and Xie, 2007) 
anomalies. 
3.1.2. POST-EVENT 
Post-event hazard-related applications deal mainly with the quantification and measurement 
of earthquake-induced changes of the land surface. Takano and Maeda (2009) and Maeda and 
Takano (2010) present an approach to detect land-surface deformation induced by 
earthquakes based on spaceborne microwave radiometer data with a high timely resolution. 
Lineament analysis based on pre- and post-event optical data has shown significant changes in 
terms of number, spatial distribution and arrangement (Arellano-Baeza et al., 2006; Liu and 
Haselwimmer, 2006). Coseismic effects of strong earthquakes can cause gravity pertubations, 
which are detectable by spaceborne sensors dedicated to gravity field measurements (Tralli et 
al., 2005). For instance, the GRACE (Gravity Recovery and Climate Experiment) satellites 
enabled the measurement of gravity changes related to the 26 December 2004 Sumatra–
Andaman (Indonesia) earthquake (Han et al., 2006).  
Nevertheless, one of the main post-event application fields of remote sensing is surface 
deformation mapping, for what both optical and SAR data are utilized (Tronin, 2010). 
Approaches based on optical data use methods and concepts of change detection based on 
pre- and post-event data (Saraf, 2000) applying a sub-pixel correlation technique in order to 
be able to quantify horizontal movements with a high accuracy (Van Puymbroeck et al., 2000; 
Remi and Avouac, 2002; Dominguez et al., 2003; Avouac et al., 2006; Leprince et al., 2007; 
Ayoub et al., 2009).  
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Differential SAR interferometry (D-InSAR) is a widely established method for mapping 
significant surface-deformation signatures associated with faults, fractures and subsidences 
(Massonnet et al., 1993; Massonnet, 1995; Massonnet and Feigl, 1998) induced by 
earthquakes. For example, Reale et al. (2011) show the potential of a SAR system to monitor 
post-seismic deformations with a high timely resolution in an operational way. As already 
mentioned, there are also pre-event or inter-event applications of this technique, but it is 
regarded as the best tool for studying earthquake deformations especially at the moment after 
the shock (Tronin, 2010). Based on phase difference of multi-temporal radar observations 
acquired before and after a hazard event when deformation has occurred, ground deformation 
and displacements on the Earth’s surface in range of centimetres and millimetres can be 
measured in a spatially continuous way (Tralli et al. 2005; Joyce et al. 2009a). Pre- and post-
event SAR data were acquired, and D-InSAR techniques were applied, for example, for the 17 
January 1995 Kobe (Japan) (Ozawa et al., 1997), 9 July 1998 Azores (Catita et al., 2005), 26 
December 2003 Bam (Iran) (Stramondo et al., 2005; Erten et al., 2010), 24 February 2004 Al 
Hoceima (Morocco) (Tahayt et al., 2009), 26 December 2004 Sumatra (Indonesia) (Chini et 
al., 2008), 14 November 2007 Tocopilla (Chile) (Motagh et al., 2010), 12 May 2008 Sichuan 
(China) (Chini et al., 2010; Liou et al., 2010; Zhang et al., 2010) or 12 January 2010 Port-au-
Prince (Haiti) (Eineder et al., 2010) earthquakes to quantify co- and post-seismic 
deformations.  
Since InSAR provides precise measurements with a distance of a few kilometres away 
from the actual fault but is limited in generating complete deformation information in the near 
fault zone, Tronin (2010) states that a combined use of optical and SAR data–based 
displacement mapping techniques could be supplementary, whereas high-resolution optical 
data can be used for post-event deformation mapping in the epicentre areas. 
3.2. VULNERABILITY PARAMETERS 
Remote sensing for earthquake vulnerability assessment is a less long-established research 
field than for earthquake hazards itself. While some examples explicitly exploit and evaluate 
the capabilities of remote sensing generally (e.g. Rathje and Adams, 2008; Taubenböck et al., 
2008) or explicitly address certain vulnerability components (e.g. Chen, 2002; Mueller et al., 
2006), it can be stated that this part of earthquake risk is only in recent years subject to a more 
intense contemplation, especially from the remote sensing point of view. However, valuable 
efforts were made contributing to different vulnerability aspects of earthquake risk based on 
remote sensing concepts, data and methods, which are presented in the following section. 
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3.2.1. PRE-EVENT 
Generally, remote sensing–based mapping of land cover/land use, and components of the built 
environment such as buildings, infrastructures or lifelines on a wide geographical scope (Polli 
and Dell’Acqua, 2011) can be substantial and beneficial for risk assessment and management 
(Tralli et al., 2005). 
The potentials of remote sensing contributing to create (earthquake) risk building 
inventories and subsequent assessment of their physical vulnerability are discussed in, for 
example, French and Muthukumar (2006), Mueller et al. (2006), Ehrlich and Zeug (2008), 
Taubenböck et al. (2009a). Vulnerability-related building parameters that can be extracted 
from remote sensing data incorporate building footprint, height, shape characteristics, roof 
materials, location, period of construction and structure type. Especially very high and high 
spatial resolution optical imagery is found to be suitable to quantify and characterize the 
building stock based on manual cartographic methods, statistical enumeration of samples 
(Ehrlich et al., 2010) or automatic image information extraction methods (Sahar et al., 2010; 
Borzi et al., 2011). Especially the latest generation of optical spaceborne sensors are 
perceived as a breakthrough for operational applications especially where no alternative data 
source is available such as in third world countries and smaller and medium size remote urban 
areas (Deichmann et al., 2011). Combining several optical sensors and LiDAR data allows the 
automated evaluation of seismic building vulnerability with a high accuracy (Borfecchia et 
al., 2010), whereas, for example, the combined use of optical and SAR data is used to derive 
crucial parameters such as building footprint and floor number (Polli and Dell’Acqua, 2011). 
In order to contribute to the assessment of demographic vulnerability components such as 
the regionalized number of population, spatial disaggregation approaches of population 
census data based on remotely sensed data are proposed (Dobson et al., 2000; Chen, 2002). 
Aubrecht et al. (2012) provide an overview on available multi-level geospatial information 
and modelling approaches from global to local scales that could serve as inventory for people 
involved in disaster-related areas. In the absence of or when only outdated information on 
total population is available, approaches for spatial extrapolation of punctual population data 
have been presented (Taubenböck et al., 2007).  
Based on proxy variables derived from very high–resolution optical and LiDAR data Ebert 
et al. (2009) assess social vulnerability for an urban environment. Based on comparable data 
sets, Taubenböck (2011) uses physical proxies of the urban environment in order to build 
correlations of urban structure types (e.g. slums) with socio-economic parameters, such as 
income of the people, to spatially assess social vulnerability parameters, in this case financial 
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capacity to recover. Zeng et al. (2012) use medium resolution optical imagery for modelling 
social vulnerability. More specifically, Prasad et al. (2009) address social vulnerability by 
using very high optical data for the identification of socioeconomic clusters within the built 
environment in order to subsequently assess seismic risk. 
3.2.2. POST-EVENT 
Post-event applications that utilize remote sensing data and techniques deal mainly with the 
identification of land cover/land use change induced by an earthquake (Chang and Tang, 
2010). Analogous to pre-event studies, the focus of such applications is on the identification, 
description and assessment of the present and future conditions of the built and natural 
environment, and hence the elements exposed.  
Since remote sensing is the only technology capable of immediately capturing the damage 
situation over a large affected area after a hazard event (Vu and Ban, 2010), it has become a 
valuable tool during emergency response (Dell’Acqua et al., 2009). Especially for post-
disaster rapid damage detection, mapping and assessment, recovery and rescue information in 
cases of a disaster event, remote sensing has proven its potential and can be identified as an 
operational tool to support decision makers with up-to-date spatial information (Joyce et al. 
2009b; see also Saito and Spence, 2004; Voigt et al., 2007; van den Broek et al. 2009; Lang 
and Tiede, 2010).  
However, especially rapid damage mapping is still primarily based on manual 
interpretation  in order to avoid long (pre-)processing times (Trianni and Gamba, 2009) and to 
provide the acquired accuracy for rescue teams in events such as the 12 May 2008 Sichuan 
(China) (Wang et al., 2009b), 12 January 2010 Port-au-Prince (Haiti) (DLR-ZKI, 2010) or 11 
March 2011 Tohoku (Japan) (ICSMD, 2011a) earthquakes. Thereby, limitations due to 
misinterpretations and data availability are still a challenging task (Kerle, 2010). Recognized 
damage is typically limited to severely damaged structures (Jaiswal et al., 2011), and patterns 
of damage are more likely to be accurately mapped whereas the quantification of damage 
intensity appears not feasible (Corbane et al., 2011).  
Automated approaches are presented solely using post-event optical (Kaya et al., 2005; Vu 
et al., 2005) or SAR data (Balz and Liao, 2010), where the pre-event situation of buildings is, 
for example, simulated (ibid.; Wang et al., 2009a). However, the use of change detection–
based methods, which compare pre- and post-earthquake images, is perceived to deliver more 
accurate and reliable results in general (Li et al. 2008; Ehrlich et al., 2009). This is due to the 
finding that damage assessment is principally a change-detection problem, where the mapping 
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classes are correlated with the level of damages experienced by the structures in the area of 
interest (Trianni and Gamba, 2009). Based on optical pre- and post-event space- and airborne 
imagery, concepts and methods are developed in order to detect change and subsequently 
derive earthquake damage of buildings in an automated way (Mitomi et al. 2002; Yano and 
Yamazaki, 2006; Adams et al., 2004; Kosugi et al., 2004; Turker and San, 2004; Turker and 
Cetinkaya, 2005; Kumar et al., 2006; Yamazaki and Kouch, 2006; Sertel et al., 2007; 
Yamazaki and Matsuoka, 2007; Teimouri et al., 2008; Turker and Sumer, 2008; Aydöner and 
Maktav, 2009; Aldrighi and Dell’Acqua, 2009; Li et al., 2010; Vu and Ban, 2010), also 
incorporating pre- and post-event LiDAR data in order to reach a high level of morphologic 
detail and accuracy (Vu et al., 2004; Li et al., 2008).  
As data acquisition of optical imagery shortly after an earthquake may be limited due to 
cloud coverage and weather conditions and flight campaigns in remote areas can often not be 
carried out quickly, approaches are developed to assess earthquake damage to build structures 
by using pre- and post-event SAR data (Hoffmann, 2007; Gamba et al., 2007; Matsuoka and 
Yamazaki, 2010; Schmitt et al., 2010) or combine pre-event optical and post-event SAR 
imagery (Stramondo et al., 2006; Chini et al., 2009; Brunner et al., 2010).  
Also other elements of the built environment are under investigation, such as critical 
infrastructures–like transportation networks (Huang et al., 2009; Wang et al., 2011) and 
remote sensing–based monitoring of reconstruction activities have been reported (Guo et al., 
2010). Recent applications also deal with the assessment of ecological aspects of vulnerability 
of a system such as investigations of the impact of the 2008 Wenchuan (China) earthquake. 
These investigations focus on wildlife habitats using optical remote sensing data (Xu et al., 
2009; Deng et al., 2010) and DEM data (Yu et al., 2011) or quantify damage to vegetation 
based on pre- and post-event optical data (Ge et al., 2009). 
4. TRENDS, RESEARCH PROJECTS AND INITIATIVES 
4.1. TRENDS: WHAT WAS IN THE CENTRE OF RESEARCH? 
Numerous devastating natural disasters in the 1980s triggered the United Nations to proclaim 
the International Decade for Natural Disaster Reduction (IDNDR). Against this institutional 
background, the Tokyo Declaration of 1989 was followed by the forming of a UN Special 
Committee and the establishment of national secretaries and committees (Verstappen, 1995). 
In order to give a comprehensive picture on general developments, technological 
innovations and ‘‘hot’’ research topics on remote sensing capabilities in the earthquake risk 
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context since the proclaimed time period, a quantitative analysis and categorization of the 
literature is performed. This analysis is both meant to complement the previous review and 
serve as a profound basis for the subsequent discussion about future research activities in the 
next chapter. 
4.1.1. SEARCH CRITERIA AND SAMPLING METHODOLOGY 
Based on the assumption that researchers tend to publish in well-established journals (Caron 
et al., 2008), peer-reviewed journals listed in the Thomson Reuther’s ISI Web of Knowledge 
are screened from 1991 to July 2011. This is believed to give a significant overview of main 
developments and trends without aiming for completeness though.  
First, title, keywords and abstract of all papers listed are screened for a mandatory 
combination of the buzzwords ‘‘remote sensing’’ and ‘‘risk’’, ‘‘earthquake’’, ‘‘hazard’’,  
‘vulnerability’’ and the search terms’ lingual variations such as plural, adjective, respectively. 
This implies that remote sensing is regarded as a central methodological element in the 
respective paper which is worth being already pointed out or at least mentioned in the title, 
keywords or abstract and not only in the full manuscript. This might be especially true for 
papers published in journals related to research disciplines with a focus not strictly bound to 
remote sensing (such as this journal). In contrast, for papers published in remote sensing 
journals, there might be less emphasis of the central methodological element necessary, since 
a relation to remote sensing is normally a prerequisite to publish in such a journal. Therefore, 
all 23 journals listed in the Thomson Reuther’s subject category ‘‘remote sensing’’ are 
screened separately for the search terms without combing them with the buzzword ‘‘remote 
sensing’’.  
The search results in a large error of commission, but what is found to be necessary in 
order to keep the error of omission as low as possible. By manual inspection of the respective 
search results, papers are identified that have a direct relation to earthquakes and its 
components such as the analysis and applications already presented above. For reasons of 
consistency, for example, secondary threats that are tackled by remote sensing are not 
integrated. One may think of numerous papers that meet these search criteria like 
investigations of earthquake triggered landslides by means of remote sensing or tsunami 
damage observed from remote sensing data. Also papers that are identified based on very 
general search combinations, for example, ‘‘remote sensing’’ and ‘‘risk’’, such as 
investigations of droughts or malaria risks integrating remote sensing are naturally not further 
considered. 
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4.1.2. CATEGORIZATION OF THE LITERATURE 
Based on the sampling scheme and exclusion criteria, 251 papers were identified for the 
period from 1991 to end of July 2011. Following the presented categorization of the literature, 
the papers are indexed in dependency if the focus is on hazard or vulnerability components for 
pre- or post-event applications. Additionally, a categorization of the papers corresponding to 
the geometric resolution of the respective sensors deployed has been made.  
There is a considerable trade-off between the geometric resolution of remote sensing data 
and the aerial coverage of a scene or data set (Rathje and Adams, 2008). Generally, remote 
sensing data with a coarse geometric resolution provide large spatial coverage (in terms of 
scene size), what implies that fewer data sets are needed to evaluate a large area. In contrast, a 
high geometric resolution implies relatively small spatial coverage (in terms of scene size) 
(ibid.).  
In Tab. II-1, several remote sensing systems deployed in earthquake research are listed 
with affiliated geometric resolution, swath, and revisit capability. The categorization 
according to the geometric resolution of the sensors is adapted from the scheme presented by 
Neer (1999) (revealed in Möller, 2011) for optical sensors. Being aware that, for example, 
SAR data do not contain the same thematic information as optical data with the same 
geometric resolution, the categorization is later on adapted also for non-optical sensors for 
terms of consistency. Based on the quantitative sensor characteristics, a qualitative 
categorization of the sensors is made. Tab. II-1 shows the assumed spatial scales the 
respective analyses are typically applied on. These reach from ‘‘focal’’ to ‘‘local’’ to 
‘‘regional’’ to ‘‘national’’. Generally, it can be assumed that data with a coarser geometric 
resolution and larger spatial coverage per scene are able to contribute to overall evaluation of 
pre- and postevents studies, whereas it is yet both difficult and expensive to obtain high 
geometric resolution data over the entire area threatened or affected by an earthquake (Rathje 
and Adams, 2008). Clearly, the geometric resolution of the sensors, affiliated scene sizes and 
the spatial scales analyses are typically applied on have also to be set in context of the objects 
to be analyzed. There may be applications where no substantial added value may arise 
answering the respective research questions based on data with a higher geometric resolution. 
For instance, the use of coarse resolution remote sensing data in order to analyse large-scale 
phenomena and objects such as large active faults may deliver appropriate results, whereas an 
earthquake-related evaluation of small-scale objects such as buildings may, by trend, 
represent only a rough estimation based on such data. However, the categorization also aims 
to identify characteristic spatial scales for respective application fields. In addition, it should 
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be noted that some of the sensors shown in Tab. II-1 in the category ‘‘national’’ can be 
considered more as sensors allowing ‘‘continental’’ or even ‘‘global’’ analysis, but are 
integrated in this category for terms of lucidity. 
TAB. II-1. OVERVIEW OF SEVERAL REMOTE SENSING SYSTEMS DEPLOYED IN EARTHQUAKE RESEARCH 
 
Source: Sensor/Mode characteristics “Geometric resolution (Nadir) [m]”, “Swath [km]”, and “Revisit 
capability” according to Joyce et al. (2009). Characteristics for “Airborne LiDAR” are taken from Rathje and 
Adams (2008). 
 
4.1.3. RESULTS 
In Fig. II-2, the 251 identified peer-reviewed journal articles are visualized according to their 
assignment in terms of risk components, spatial scale and year of publication. As described, 
the papers are subdivided depending if the research is hazard or vulnerability related and 
Platform/Satellite Sensor/Mode
Geometric
resolution
(Nadir) [m]
Swath [km] Revisit capability
Categorization of
geometric resolution
according to
Neer (1999)
Spatial scales
analysis
are typically applied 
on according to 
swath/scene size
Airborne LiDAR 0.5-1
daily coverage of 
1-100 km² 
Mobilized to order
Worldview Panchromatic 0.46
Multispectral 1.85
Quickbird Panchromatic 0.6
Multispectral 2.4
Ikonos Panchromatic 1
Multispectral 4
Cosmo-Skymed^ Spotlight <1 10 ~37 hours
TerraSAR-X Spotlight 1 10
Stripmap 3 30
Radarsat-2 Ultra-fine 3 20 Every few days
SPOT-5 Panchromatic 5 60-80
Multispectral 10 60-80
Rapid Eye Multispectral 6.5 77 x 1500 1 day
ALOS AVNIR 10 70
PALSAR (Fine) 10 40-70
Radarsat-1/-2 Fine 8 50 Every few days
Landsat-5 TM Multispectral 30
Lansat-7* ETM+ Panchromatic 15
ETM+ Multispectral 30
TerraSAR-X ScanSAR 18 100
11 day repreat cycle;
2.5 day revisit capability
Radarsat-1/-2 Standard 25 100
Wide 30 150
ERS-2 30 100 35-day repeat cycle
Envisat ASAR standard 30 100 36-day repeat cycle
ALOS PALSAR (ScanSAR) 100 250-350
Several times per year
as per JAXA acquisition 
plan
Radarsat-1/-2 ScanSAR wide 100 500 Every few days
Terra /Acqua MODIS 250, 500, 1000 2300
At least twice daily for 
each satellite
NOAA AVHRR 1100 2399 Several times per day
Envisat ASAR ScanSAR 1000 405 36-day repeat cycle
 ^Figures quoted for one satellite constellation
* Problems with scan line corrector resulting in data gaps
coarse
resolution
regional
very coarse
resolution
national
medium
resolution
local
very high and
high resolution
focal
185
Every few days
16.4
16.5
11
11 day repreat cycle;
2.5 day revisit capability
Several times per year
as per JAXA acquisition 
plan
11 times every 26 days
1.5-3 days
1.1 days
1.5-3 days
Every 16 days
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further differentiated in pre- and post-event research. The spatial scales are to be understood 
according to the sensor categories in Tab. II-1. For multi-sensoral approaches, the category of 
the sensor with the highest resolution deployed is used. The temporal differentiation 
corresponds to the publication year of the respective paper. Note that the quantitative axis is 
logarithmically scaled. Furthermore, the absolute number of papers is visualized in a 
cumulative manner over time.  
First, the quantitative characteristics of the overall categories are noticeable. Continuous 
research was published with contributions to assess earthquake hazards and its components 
both for pre- and post-event analyses and applications (hazard-related pre-event: 97 papers; 
hazard-related post-event: 76 papers). Especially since the middle of the last decade, 
postevent damage analysis has increased (damage related post-event: 64 papers), whereas the 
number of papers dealing with pre-event vulnerability components is still comparatively low 
(vulnerability-related pre-event: 14 papers).  
In detail, pre-event hazard analysis on a (supra-) national scale dealt mainly with the 
quantification of possible earthquake precursors such as thermal anomalies of the earth 
surface and atmosphere. In contrast, regional, local and focal analysis focussed primarily on 
an identification, description and measurement of geomorphometric features and 
seismotectonic parameters such as detection of faulting. Especially analyses and applications 
which can be associated with the post-hazard category are based on the development of 
change-detection techniques such as D-InSAR for SAR-based or sub-pixel correlation 
techniques for optical data in order to quantify earthquake-induced surface deformations. 
Being less long in the interests of research, analyses and applications contributing to the post-
event impact-related part of earthquakes mainly contributed to assess structural damage of the 
built environment. The advent of high- and very high–resolution optical, SAR and LiDAR 
sensors enabled the quantification of earthquake damage with viable accuracies, whereas 
studies on a regional level offer quick overview assessments. 
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Fig. II-2. Visualization of the number of peer-reviewed journal articles differentiated according to risk 
components, spatial scales and year of publication based on a logarithmic scaled axis.  
 
Less found, but increasing since the last years, are concepts, analysis and applications 
focusing on the pre-event vulnerability part of earthquake risk that mainly deal with the 
detection and assessment of elements at risk such as buildings and their physical vulnerability 
using latest generation air and spaceborne remote sensing sensors. In this context, remote 
sensing can be regarded as a widely deployed source of data and established methodological 
element for hazard-centred studies, which was already used since the availability of satellite 
images (Tronin, 2006), whereas especially for pre-event vulnerability- related research remote 
sensing can still be considered as relatively new source of information (Nassel and Voigt, 
2006). We may conclude that this development is triggered both by the changing focus of the 
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scientific community that the assessment of vulnerability and its constituent elements is an 
important part of a comprehensive risk analysis and at the same time by the availability of 
sensors that first enabled an appreciable share of remote sensing capabilities to these 
components of earthquake risk. 
Finally, it should be mentioned that, beside the discussed developments and trends 
concerning the specific earthquake risk categories, an overall increase in peer-reviewed 
literature can be found. This increase follows a general increase in peer-reviewed publications 
related to remote sensing, naturally connected to the impressive pace of technical innovations 
in this scientific field (Blaschke, 2010). Additionally, the increase is also triggered by the 
scientific community perceiving remote sensing as a valuable tool in earthquake risk–related 
investigations. This finding is, for example, quantitatively manifested in documented research 
such as two special issues in remote sensing journals that deal with the detailed analysis of the 
Wenchuan (China) earthquake on the basis of concepts, data and methods of remote sensing 
(Satellite observations of the Wenchuan Earthquake, 12 May 2008, International Journal of 
Remote Sensing Volume 31, Issue 13 (Singh, 2010); Special Section on Remote Sensing of 
the Wenchuan Earthquake, Journal of Applied Remote Sensing, Volume 3 (Guo, 2009)). 
4.2. CURRENT RESEARCH PROJECTS AND INITIATIVES 
With the designation of the 1990s as the International Decade for Natural Disaster Reduction 
(IDNDR), the United Nations General Assembly recognized the importance of reducing the 
impact of natural disasters. Since then, many different initiatives have been started to 
strengthen international science and stakeholders to benefit to risk-reduction capabilities: 
 On the one hand, political initiatives and programmes are especially focusing on the 
use of earth observation data to tackle the multifaceted problem of earthquake risk 
management. The intergovernmental Group on Earth Observation (GEO) is 
coordinating international efforts to build a Global Earth Observation System of 
Systems (GEOSS). This initiative was launched in response to calls for action by the 
2002 World Summit on Sustainable Development, aiming at exploiting the growing 
potential of remotely sensed data to support decision-making. With the topic 
‘‘disasters’’ as one of nine ‘‘societal benefit areas’’ (SBA) within GEO, the political 
significance of this topic becomes obvious (GEO, 2011). The Committee on Earth 
Observation Satellites (CEOS), as a space component of GEOSS, coordinates civil 
space–borne missions to prevent unnecessary overlap. Since 2008, a CEOS Disaster 
SBA team coordinates all actions with respect to disaster management (CEOS, 2012). 
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 The Global Monitoring for Environment and Security (GMES) is a joint initiative of 
the European Commission and European Space Agency (ESA), which aims at 
achieving an autonomous and operational Earth observation capacity and is the 
European Union’s contribution to GEOSS. Pre-operational implementation of 
disasterrelated mapping services has been demonstrated in multidisciplinary pre-
cursor projects within the European Commission Framework Programme such as 
SAFER (FP7; SAFER, 2011) and PreView (FP6; PreView, 2012) aiming at real-time 
emergency response services or G-MOSAIC (FP7; G-MOSAIC, 2012) aiming to 
support early warning and crisis management operations. With GMES Initial 
Operation (GIO) Emergency Management Support (GIO-EMS), the goal is 
establishment of the operational service for post- and preparation phases (GIO, 2012). 
Within these frameworks, remote sensing plays a critical role as actual source of 
information for multiple hazards in rapid mapping and response applications. 
 Furthermore, the United Nations Office for Outer Space Affairs for instance is 
promoting international cooperation in the peaceful uses of outer space (UNOOSA, 
2011). Within, a 24-h hotline is operating as the United Nations focal point for 
satellite imagery requests during disasters and manages the United Nations Platform 
for Space- based Information for Disaster Management and Emergency Response (UN 
SPIDER, 2011), whereas the United Nations Office for the Coordination of 
Humanitarian Affairs (UNOCHA, 2012) acts as an operational coordinator in crisis 
situations. In 2000, the European, French and Canadian Space Agencies initiated the 
‘‘International Charter Space and Major Disasters’’ (ICSMD, 2011b). The Charter 
represents an institutionalized cooperation between commercial remote sensing 
systems operators (Digital Globe, GeoEye, Spotimage, etc.), and (inter)national 
operators (JAXA, USGS, ESA, etc.). The goal is to provide rescue teams and local 
stakeholders with actual (geo-)information immediately after an hazardous event. 
Thereby, the Charter is responsible for the initial satellite image acquisition and 
processing/mapping/analyzing facilities such as UNOSAT (UNOSAT, 2011), DLR-
ZKI (Voigt et al., 2007), SERVIR (SERVIR, 2012), SERTIT (SERTIT, 2012) or e-
GEOS (e-GEOS, 2012) transform remotely sensed data into actual information for 
emergency response. The derived information such as damage maps is subsequently 
used by humanitarian relief organizations such as ‘‘Medicins Sans Frontie`res’’, 
‘‘German technical relief agency’’ or ‘‘Red Cross’’ in order to direct supporting 
measures. 
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 Another major initiative from the private sector is the Global Earthquake Model 
(GEM) financed mainly by re-insurance companies—bringing together state-of-the-art 
science, regional, national and international organizations as well as individuals, in a 
global collaborative effort that aims at a lasting impact on seismic risk assessment 
(GEM, 2011). Remote sensing is among manifold disciplines—for example, civil 
engineering, seismology, architecture or social sciences—a crucial part to provide 
spatial, quantitative information for, among others, an intended global exposure and 
consequences databases. Remote sensing data and methods are developed for data 
inventory capturing, for interdisciplinary combination with in situ field measurements, 
gathering of existing earthquake databases, crowdsourcing, vulnerability estimation 
methods, etc. The initiative clearly reveals the community’s efforts for multi-, inter 
and transdisciplinary progress in earthquake risk assessment. Within the context of 
regional programmes such as the Earthquake Model Central Asia (EMCA, 2011), or 
the Earthquake Model of the Middle East Region (EMME, 2011), remote sensing is 
also used both for the assessment of seismic hazard and vulnerability.  
 On the other hand, manifold initiatives have been set up to coordinate and proclaim 
integrated, multi- and transdisciplinary programs for risk reduction. Among others, the 
International Council for Science (ICSU) proposed in 2006 that despite all the existing 
or already-planned activities on natural hazards, an integrated research programme on 
disaster risk reduction, integrated across the hazards, disciplines and geographical 
regions, is an imperative (ICSU, 2011). Within the United Nations, the ‘‘International 
Strategy for Disaster Reduction’’ (ISDR) is coordinating disaster risk reduction and 
ensuring synergies between the manifold players (UN/ISDR, 2011). For instance, the 
International Disaster and Risk Conference (IDRC) is complementing UN-ISDR’s 
governmental policy and strategy-oriented focus by concentrating on providing a 
network for experts, practitioners and institutions from science, technology, business 
and civil society (IDRC, 2011). Further initiatives are, for example, the Global Facility 
for Disaster Reduction and Recovery managed by the World Bank (GFDRR, 2011), 
which funds, for example, GIS-based platforms for risk analysis such as CAPRA 
(GFDRR, 2012). Therein, remote sensing represents a critical source of data. Another 
example is the integrated Disaster Risk Management programme managed by the 
Asian Development Bank (ADB, 2011). 
 The Understanding Risk Network (UR, 2012) is an example initiative connecting a 
global community of experts and practitioners to provide a permanent online space 
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where the community can share ideas and collaborate. Furthermore, conferences are 
held every 2 years. On a more stakeholder-related level, NGOs are found to have the 
potential to play a significant role in natural disaster mitigation and preparedness 
(Benson et al., 2001), since they can operate on grassroots level with communities, 
enjoy comparatively high operational flexibility and work often with the most 
marginalized groups in society (UN/ISDR, 2006). 
 
5. PROPOSING RESEARCH DIRECTIONS BASED ON THE STATUS QUO: TOWARDS A ROADMAP FOR   
    REMOTE SENSING 
This literature review of remote sensing data, methods, applications and products shows a 
huge methodological and thematic spectrum and proves high relevance to the risk community: 
the capability to provide consistent, up-to-date, independent and large-area spatial data for 
basically any location around the globe to support and analyse hazard and vulnerability- 
related questions at different spatial scales is beyond controversy. However, the qualitative 
and quantitative review also identifies key gaps in research and demonstrates differences 
between theoretical capabilities of remote sensing and the status quo. Based on this review, as 
well as on interviews with experts, experiences in related projects, advisory boards and at 
conferences, we propose research directions for remote sensing in order to increase the notion 
on earthquake risk and the field’s impact and relevance for the different groups involved. 
It is obvious that the issue of earthquake risk assessment and emergency management is of 
multidimensional complexity with different groups such as politicians, stakeholders 
(insurance) industry, different disciplines within science (e.g. seismology, geophysics, civil 
engineering, remote sensing, social sciences) as well as people themselves having different 
perspectives, different unsolved questions and different open issues. In this manner, we aim to 
derive, discuss and suggest a path for future research directions and initiatives according to 
these different points of view. 
5.1. RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE SCIENTIFIC RESEARCH 
In general, future scientific research needs to incorporate the documentation and 
understanding of earthquake hazards and related measurable effects as well as the 
characterization and assessment of the vulnerability of the elements exposed within a clearly 
accepted conceptual risk framework.  
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However, the manifold conceptual frameworks reviewed regarding risk and its components 
lack common taxonomy and nomenclature. We argue for a demystification of terminology 
and acceptance of new conceptual approaches only if significant value adding is achieved. 
This is crucial in order to overcome conceptual barriers by setting aside often emphasized 
differences, which are found to be less conceptual but rather terminological (Wolf, 2011). 
Since a fragmented understanding of epistemological frameworks is at danger to miss out 
innovative ideas and bundling strengths (Hufschmidt, 2011), the development of a common, 
framing taxonomy and ontology in the context of risk research has to be attained—as already 
postulated by, for example, Brooks (2003) or Janssen and Ostrom (2006). 
From a remote sensing perspective, manifold case studies have been carried out; however, 
examples evaluating the current maximum capabilities of remote sensing to assess earthquake 
risk in a systematic way are still absent. Thus, we propose integrative studies incorporating all 
remotely sensed data sets available to date—from LiDAR to SRTM, from SAR with different 
polarizations to panchromatic to multi-, super- and hyperspectral airborne and spaceborne 
data to ground-based remote sensing data with different geometric resolutions and repetition 
rates—to quantitatively and qualitatively evaluate the capability and limitations of multi-
source remote sensing for pre- and post event hazard and vulnerability analysis at different 
spatial scales. When brought out for areas that are representative for earthquake-prone 
regions, such systematic evaluations would demonstrate the specific capabilities and 
effectiveness of individual data sources. Subsequently, the results can be the foundation in 
order to provide consistent and area-wide seismic risk assessment and monitoring in a 
standardized and operational way by developing automated thematic processors.  
More specifically, as shown, remote sensing techniques allow for monitoring tectonic 
activities such as surface deformations from space. However, nowadays systematic and area-
wide monitoring is mostly restricted by data availability. For instance, Lundgren et al. (2004) 
show these capabilities of surface-deformation monitoring, but for the limited area of a 
volcanic region. However, missions that are capable of monitoring tectonic activities and geo-
tectonic threats from space with a high accuracy and high timely resolution are planned or in a 
conceptual phase. The proposed TanDEM-L mission (Moreira et al., 2011) aiming at a 
systematic, large-area interferometric monitoring will be a chance to better understand the 
Earth’s dynamic surface processes and to improve prediction capabilities in the long term. For 
instance, the understanding of correlations between displacements and strain build-up or 
relaxation may be improved (Eineder et al., 2009; Minet et al., 2008). More promptly, Salvi et 
al. (2012) emphasize that the Sentinel-1 (ESA, 2011) data acquisition strategy allows 
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effective coverage for interferomteric data over seismically active regions at global level by 
acquiring data in Interferometric Wide swath mode with 250-km swath, 5 x 20 m geometric 
resolution (in range and azimuth respectively), a minimum revisit of 12 days with one 
satellite, and 6 days with both. These data are found to have the potential to substantially 
improve scientific knowledge and allow operational monitoring of the seismic cycle. By 
means of such data, a geodetic monitoring from space and thus quantification of changes 
regarding seismic hazards becomes viable.  
Beyond this, Tronin (2006) states that future earthquake hazard–related applications may 
incorporate gas analysers with a high spatial resolution and sensitivity, which can be helpful 
for earthquake prediction and warning.  
Regarding vulnerability, the above-proposed high-end studies would allow for a systematic 
analysis of direct or indirect correlations between the phenomenon of vulnerability (e.g. 
building stability or time-dependent population distribution) and remotely sensed data. To 
accomplish such a proposition, systematic strategies and substantial databases for validation 
including pre- and post-disaster information on, for example, building stocks, their seismic 
vulnerability and (eventually) experienced damage is needed. The latter may be the basis to 
develop consistent and robust damage scales for remote sensing estimates according to 
different data such as optical and SAR with various resolutions as proposed by Rathje and 
Adams (2008).  
However, also for the assessment of pre-event seismic building vulnerability, common 
scales are needed in order to link remote sensing observations to scales that are designed to 
work on a comparatively high level of aggregation such as the EMS-98 (Grünthal et al., 1998) 
as well as locally adapted building codes. In this manner, remote sensing is not to be regarded 
as a panacea in general and can be further extended when, for example, combined with 
approaches such as automated ground-based data collection (Wieland et al., 2012), 
crowdsourcing (Heipke, 2010) or collective sensing (Blaschke et al., 2011).  
Although many regions of the world are characterized by a lack of available data, one may 
think of refining, for example, the existing aggregated geospatial information related to 
earthquake risk such as global building inventories (Jaiswal et al., 2010) or regional census 
data using remote sensing data for spatial disaggregation (Setiadi et al., 2010) and 
enhancement also. Vulnerability is less static but rather highly varying over space and time. 
Many earthquake prone regions of the world show a high dynamic in terms of, for example, 
settlement development. Thus, up-to-date assessment, monitoring and modelling of the 
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expectable timely developments of the elements exposed and their conditions is an essential 
task.  
We conclude the scientific recommendations with the observation that benchmarking of 
the manifold scientific contributions is largely absent. More research about research is 
mandatory to identify research gaps, promising solutions, dead ends or urgent needs for well-
directed prioritization of future science (see also Taubenböck and Geiß 2012 for a comment). 
5.2. SYNTHESIS FROM THE QUANTITATIVE ANALYSIS OF LITERATURE 
Overall, the quantitative analysis of literature on remote sensing for earthquake risk analysis 
clearly reveals an academic void for vulnerability studies in the pre-event phase. The lion’s 
share of research studies on pre-event vulnerability have to deal with the constraint of small-
area coverage. From our point of view, highly detailed analysis on building level are essential 
to demonstrate the applicability of remote sensing generally, but the intrinsic advantage of the 
bird’s eye view of remote sensing is large-area coverage. The availability, costs, data handling 
and processing requirements especially of highresolution data represent nowadays a clear 
limitation regarding an area-wide deployment (Rathje and Adams, 2008). Against this 
background, it can be stated that still strong efforts have to be undertaken working towards an 
area-wide, detailed and yet integrative derivation of earthquake risk parameters in an 
operational way.  
Thus, we propose further research that explicitly addresses settlement scales on a coarser 
morphological level such as structure types that can be detected, characterized and assessed 
properly and cost-effective (see also Wyss, 2012) when using remotely sensed data with 
geometric resolution characteristics that enable at the same time large-area coverage. 
Furthermore, future research has to be directed to vulnerability assessments beyond 
isolated, singular case studies. Thus, generic methodologies and frameworks are needed, 
which allow for applicability (implying transferability) around the globe. However, 
adjustments due to local and cultural idiosyncrasies cannot be bypassed. As complexity and 
investment for vulnerability analysis on highest scale are significant, we propose to direct 
research to a coarser level of abstraction, but therefore allowing area-wide coverage in a 
standardized way and if favoured adjustment to highest spatial and thematic detail. This also 
goes along with the idea of the research initiative of GEM to provide data and methods—
among other disciplines—to basically allow generating systematic and standardized results all 
across the world. In order to prioritize tasks and areas of interest, research has systematically 
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to be directed to earthquake risk hot spots (Dilley et al., 2005) and subsequently hierarchically 
brought out on multiple spatial scales. 
5.3. FUTURE NEEDS FROM A TECHNICAL PERSPECTIVE 
From a technical perspective, the constantly increasing availability and accessibility of 
modern remote sensing technologies provides new opportunities for a wide range of 
applications. However, still today, one major constraint is data costs. These are often too high 
for large-area coverage, or if smaller areas are needed, data costs often are beyond the 
willingness or capabilities of local authorities. While satellite data are relatively low priced, 
some applications need high repetition rates or three-dimensional analysis, where mostly 
airborne and thus cost-intensive remote sensing is required. Future spaceborne missions such 
as the Sentinel programme of the ESA (ESA, 2011) intend to provide continuity and 
guarantee the availability of ERS, Envisat and SPOT-like observations (Berger and 
Aschbacher, 2012) to service providers and users since the technical lifetime of other 
missions will come to an end and in particular make data available free of charge.  
Among others, launched, planned or proposed missions such as TanDEM-X (global DEM 
data with a geometric resolution of ~12 m and relative vertical accuracy of ±2 m; Lopez-
Dekker et al., 2011), ALOS-2 (L-band SAR system with a geometric resolution of 1–10 m; 
JAXA, 2011), the RADARSAT constellation (planed as a medium resolution C-band mission 
it also includes high-resolution modes at 3 and 5 m, which were primarily designed for 
disaster management; CSA, 2012), DESDynI (L-band SAR with a geometric resolution of 
~10 m and a multiple beam LiDAR instrument with a geometric resolution of ~25 m and 1 m 
vertical accuracy; DESDynI, 2011), CARTOSAT-3 (multispectral sensor with a geometric 
resolution of 0.25 m panchromatic; Katti et al., 2007), ALOS-3 (optical sensor with a 
geometric resolution of 0.8 m panchromatic and the capability to take stereo images with a 
swath of 50 km; Suzuki, 2012), WorldView-3 (superspectral sensor with a geometric 
resolution of 0.31 m panchromatic; DigitalGlobe, 2012) or EnMAP (hyperspectral sensor with 
a geometric resolution of 30 m; Heldens et al., 2011) have the potential to play a key role in 
future earthquake research. Thereby, the tasking of satellites (constellations) becomes more 
important in order to be able to provide the right images at the right time with the appropriate 
geometric resolution (ESA II 2012).  
Furthermore, technical developments such as unmanned aerial vehicles may become a 
viable option especially for post-event rapid damage mapping (Bendea et al., 2008; Suzuki et 
al., 2008).  
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At the same time, the foreseeable increase in data volume will induce new challenges in 
terms of data storage, handling, mining and processing techniques. Investment in processing 
is still comparatively high due to mostly not fully automation of information generation 
procedures. During processing, adjustments are often needed due to, for example, different 
atmospheric conditions, land cover types, different user’s requirements or the algorithms are 
still in experimental status. Therefore, robust methodologies are needed, as, for example, 
automated settlement detection approaches based on optical (Pesaresi and Gerhardinger, 
2011; Pesaresi et al., 2011) or SAR (Esch et al., 2010; Gamba et al., 2011) data, which build 
the basis for implementing fully automated processing chains reaching from data acquisition 
to user-ready products. In order to address the computational requirements of especially time 
critical applications, the use of approaches such as high performance computing models 
(Plaza and Chang, 2008) appears promising.  
We observe that regarding quality indicators the remote sensing literature predominantly 
focuses on accuracy assessment of the resulting product. However, this is not enough without 
a throughout discussion on performance analysis of the approach deployed with indicators 
such as degree of automation, level of semantic information derived, timeliness of product 
generation, robustness due to changes in input images or input parameters or economic 
viability considerations.  
On the topic of risk assessment using remotely sensed data an unmanageable number of 
projects have been, are, or will be running. In general, reporting and thus information sharing 
is a critical problem that can be tackled with the possibilities to disseminate geospatial data 
and results through, for example, online solutions such as GeoNode (GeoNode, 2012). Also 
virtual globes such as Google Earth allow visualizing and sharing data, analysis and results in 
an easily accessible way.  
Moreover, technological advancements in recent years have made it possible for Volunteer 
and Technical Communities (V&TCs) such as OpenStreetMap (Ramm et al., 2010), Ushahidi 
(Ushahidi, 2012), CrisisMappers (CrisisMappers, 2012), Virtual Disaster Viewer (VDV, 
2012), Google Map Maker (Google, 2012), InSTEDD (InSTEDD, 2012) and others to 
provide increasing support to disaster risk management and emergency response efforts with 
spatial knowledge. OpenStreetMap even coordinates a Humanitarian OSM Team (HOSMT, 
2012). Thereby, the principle of open data sharing is of crucial mutual benefit for 
participating parties and especially for the remote sensing community in support of non-
duplicative classifications, target-oriented product derivation, post-classification product 
enhancement or the availability of validation data.  
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However, regarding geodata, missing data documentation, standards such as proposed by 
the Open Geospatial Consortium (OGC, 2012), compatibility or sharing of software is a not 
negligible problem. Generally, we experienced that municipalities/governments are working 
with different software environments and individual definitions of describing the spatial 
domain. Feasible ways are possibly initiatives such as, for example, INSPIRE, which in that 
particular case aim at establishing an infrastructure for spatial information in Europe to 
support environmental policies on a community level, and policies or activities which may 
have an impact on the environment (INSPIRE, 2012). To fully use and integrate the 
advantages of remote sensing products and enable comparisons, standards are required, on the 
data format, the land cover classes mapped, the spatial scales and units used, etc. 
5.4. THE NEED FOR TRANSDISCIPLINARITY 
Especially, the last paragraph includes the need for transdisciplinarity, since scientific results 
are valueless if they do not transform into practical value. In order to overcome the paradox of 
‘‘knowing better and loosing even more’’ (White et al., 2001), the use of knowledge in hazard 
management has to be considered explicitly, whereby Fekete (2011) states that an assessment 
of the application of scientific results by the users should also be a critical part of research.  
In this manner, projects such as LinkER (LinkER, 2012) explicitly support the 
implementation of operational service products in emergency response.  
In general, the authors experienced a knowledge gap between the stakeholder’s and the 
remote sensing community. The knowledge gap includes, for example, data availability, data 
costs, data requirements or operational procedures, capabilities of products and thus the 
development of applying remote sensing to earthquake hazard and vulnerability assessment as 
well as post-event capabilities. Comprehensive surveying of the user and stakeholder 
community, including consolidation of user demand, setting of precise pass/fail criteria on 
selected quality-of-service parameters and the specification of user requirements is necessary 
(ESA II, 2012). Cartographic representation turns out to be an important aspect for the 
acceptance of the derived indicators. Examples are WebGIS, easily available data and 
applications with the capability to visualize and calculate results specific to the individual 
needs of particular stakeholders.  
Another constraint is the difference between requirements and capabilities regarding 
accuracy of the respective products: the synoptic overview of remote sensing in the previous 
section shows area-wide and spatially highly detailed information extraction for various 
applications, but, for example, the accuracy of extracted pre-event vulnerability– related 
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information cannot compete with cadastral data sets. On the one hand, accuracies of 80–90% 
and sometimes even higher provide an objective basis for decisions and should increase 
credibility of EO-based solutions. On the other hand, these earth observation products are not 
established at the current legal foundation and now need to find juristic acceptance.  
From a transdisciplinary perspective, the question arises to what extent the remote sensing 
community wants to engage for promotion of usage of its own data, results and products, or if 
this is to be seen as a political task. In any case, the promotion should be emphasized to, for 
example, major risk conferences such as the International Disaster and Risk Conference 
(IDRC) or major insurance industry conferences such as RIMS (RIMS, 2012).  
The engagement for promotion has already been pushed by an ESA workshop (ESA II, 
2012), which brought together the earth observation service industry, scientists and insurance 
and reinsurance companies. It was initiated in order to identify needs and common aims for 
the future usage of remotely sensed data. Key findings address inter alia the demand for a 
consistent and systematic provision of data and derived products for the extent of coverages 
required (most likely from national to global coverage). Beyond this, the establishment of new 
business models (e.g. based on a market survey) for EO data and products are demanded in 
order to reduce respectively share the cumulative costs for large-area coverage and provide 
standardized delivery mechanisms dealing with barriers related to licensing, since there is a 
clear message that says that industry budgets are limited for EO-based information. Preferred 
solutions when it comes to information distribution are platforms such as PERILS (PERILS, 
2012), which provide a single access point to data and information. 
5.5. THE NEED FOR MULTIDISCIPLINARITY 
The need for truly multidisciplinary research regarding natural hazards is often still little 
addressed (Fuchs et al., 2011). However, the integration of data, information, techniques, 
tools, perspectives, concepts and/or theories from two or more disciplines is not only 
promising to lead to new knowledge, but a must to tackle such multifaceted problems of pre- 
and post-earthquake hazard and vulnerability analysis. As one example, the established 
service of earthquake loss estimates in near real time allows specifying this need for 
multidisciplinary integration.  
Real-time estimates of damage to buildings are based on calculating the acceleration of 
ground motion in settlements near a reported earthquake and depend critically on accurate 
knowledge of hypocentre and magnitude. However, the highest uncertainties for real-time 
assessments of casualties depend mostly on too little knowledge on the basic structures of the 
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affected buildings (Wyss et al., 2006). The example of the indirect correlations between the 
phenomenon of building stability and remotely sensed data (see Sect. 5.1), requires systematic 
evidence of dependencies. This can only be achieved with sufficient databases on 
georeferenced buildings and their structural vulnerability.  
The ways in which real-time loss estimates can be improved include the following. (1) 
Deepen the database on population and building stock (Wyss, 2004)—a global requirement 
for social sciences, civil engineering, architecture, remote sensing, geography and beyond 
this, also governments. (2) Refine the earthquake source model used for strong motion 
calculations to allow extended sources of a length appropriate for the announced moment 
magnitude and (3) reduce the uncertainty in hypocentral depth estimates by a catalogue of 
regional most likely depths for the entire globe—requirements to geophysics, soil sciences 
and seismology. Finally, (4) educate local disaster managers on the benefits and limitations of 
international loss estimates in real time (ibid.)—requirements to capacity development and 
transdisciplinary communication. One may add that research on transferring damage 
assessment into economic losses is an obvious and necessary follow-up.  
As it becomes more and more understood and accepted that single disciplines are 
decreasingly able to progress individually, we would like to emphasize this paradigm shift 
and propose the willingness for an open dialogue about expectations, requirements, best 
practice guidelines (e.g. in form of white papers), capabilities and limitations beyond long 
established communities. This could serve as a ground-breaking step to transfer remote 
sensing products into value-added products for the manifold players within the risk 
community. 
5.6. A POLITICAL PERSPECTIVE 
Last but not least, from a political perspective, the societal loss of earthquakes is and will be 
enormous (see Sect. 1), for example, expressed in financial loss the Haiti earthquake in 2010 
was estimated to 7.8 billions US dollars. Despite manifold scientific innovations, the problem 
of earthquake prediction in a deterministic sense has not been solved yet (Zschau et al., 2002). 
Thus, continuous promotion and financing of integrated research and innovative 
technologies for prevention and early warning measures is crucial. As already mentioned 
above, an integrated research programme on disaster risk reduction, integrated across the 
hazards, disciplines and geographical regions, is an imperative (ICSU, 2011). Coordination 
between manifold funding agencies, streamlining of procedures and frameworks setting 
priorities based on political directions, scientific advice and user requirements need to be 
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established to ensure non-duplicative projects, well-directed progress and implementation 
phases. Initiatives with a voluntary nature such as, for example, GEO (GEO, 2011) may serve 
as valuable institutionalized platforms in order to achieve the mentioned goals, but are 
nowadays confined due to their restricted financial resources and limited commitment of 
members.  
A noble, but unrealistic goal would be the implementation of a general framework for a 
systematic global collection of all initiatives and projects, data, research results, information 
products, developed tools, participating stakeholders and a documentation of lessons learnt 
and best practice examples. A commendable example is demonstrated by the ‘‘Atlas of 
Vulnerability and Resilience Research’’, which collects all research studies, theses, reports 
and even minor studies that deal with vulnerability and resilience in the context of disasters 
for Germany, Austria and Switzerland (Fekete and Hufschmidt, 2012).  
Along this, an improvement in operational interfaces, a networking platform to increase 
user involvement, foster discussions and collaborations among the manifold stakeholders 
along the chain of risk management is essential. A commendable, initial example of this 
proposition is for instance the above-mentioned Understanding Risk Network (UR, 2012). 
However, an institutional responsibility for these tasks is unclear, not to mention knowledge 
about general responsibilities at global to local levels.  
From a remote sensing perspective, the ensuring of continuity of earth observation sensors 
and data availability and the subsequent derivation of precise, objective and reliable 
information is essential to promote sustainable development. As an example, making use of 
remote sensing applications to track the temporal and spatial growth of urban areas as well as 
the changes of exposure of vulnerable elements is a crucial topic. Also, assisting institutions 
in rapid, precise and objective assessments of impacts of earthquakes as a way to facilitate the 
delivery of humanitarian assistance to those communities affected by earthquakes is a 
necessary task.  
However, the main challenge within the field of disaster reduction is to change people’s 
perception so that they can recognize this notion of disasters as the outcome of a development 
process whereby societies have implicitly generated vulnerabilities and risks, which become 
evident during the disaster (Villagran de Leon, 2006). With its fascinating images from above 
remote sensing is pre-destinated to reach the broad public. This can be the basis for raising 
awareness and creating consciousness of potentially affected people; this is a promising step 
for a major reduction in their personal vulnerability. The transparent communication of 
complex scientific results in an easy accessible environment and understandable language is 
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of crucial importance, also when addressing stakeholders and politicians. However, it is clear 
that the step from scientific results to policy-making is challenging and often neglected, 
unfortunately from both sides.  
Moreover, this review of the manifold different aspects—scientifically, technically, trans- 
and multidisciplinary and politically—without claiming to be complete, is meant as 
contribution towards an open dialogue among all involved parties for promoting remote 
sensing capabilities to support sustainable development. 
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ABSTRACT 
This paper quantitatively evaluates the suitability of multi-sensor remote sensing to assess the 
seismic vulnerability of buildings for the example of the city Padang, Indonesia. Features are 
derived from remote sensing data to characterize the urban environment and are subsequently 
combined with in situ observations. Machine learning approaches are deployed in a sequential 
way to identify meaningful sets of features that are suitable to predict seismic vulnerability 
levels of buildings. When assessing the vulnerability level according to a scoring method, the 
overall mean absolute percentage error is 10.6%, if using a supervised Support Vector 
Regression approach. When predicting EMS-98 classes, the results show an overall accuracy 
of 65.4% and a Kappa statistic of 0.36, if using a naïve Bayes learning scheme. This study 
shows potential for a rapid screening assessment of large areas which should be further 
explored in the future. 
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1. INTRODUCTION  
Most casualties from earthquakes are associated with collapsing buildings. Therefore the 
rapid urbanization observed in earthquake prone regions places more people at risk than ever 
before. As a consequence, the death toll in urban areas is expected to reach unprecedented 
levels (Bilham, 2009). Developing countries are characterized by dynamic urban growth with 
large shares of unplanned, spontaneous and often highly vulnerable settlements. 
Simultaneously, these settlements are highly variable over short time scales (Wieland et al., 
2012). In this regard the continuous assessment and monitoring of the seismic vulnerability of 
buildings is a challenging task, especially when large-area evaluations are required. Numerous 
studies emphasize that remote sensing can play a valuable role in supporting the extraction of 
relevant features for pre-event vulnerability analysis of built-up structures (French and 
Muthukumar, 2006; Mueller et al., 2006; Sarabandi et al., 2008; Taubenböck et al., 2009a; 
Borfecchia et al., 2010; Sahar et al., 2010; Borzi et al., 2011; Deichmann et al., 2011; Wieland 
et al., 2012; GEM, 2013). The intrinsic advantage of remote sensing is the ability to offer an 
overview of building stocks and serve as a screening method for derivation of building 
vulnerability related features, such as shape characteristics, height, roof material, year of 
construction, structure type and spatial context (Geiß and Taubenböck, 2013). 
Approaches evolved from engineering science to assess the seismic vulnerability of 
buildings such as the quantification of displacement response spectra (Crowley et al., 2004), 
capacity spectrum (Freeman, 2004), or damage probability matrices (e.g. EMS-98; Grünthal 
et al., 1998) consider single structures, studied in a detailed analytical way, or aggregated and 
idealized classes of buildings, that can be assessed for large-area applications (Calvi et al., 
2006). Existing studies have focused on two different approaches linking remote sensing data 
to seismic building vulnerability: (i) by defining a direct relation, by for example, 
vulnerability curves based on features that can be gained from remote sensing data 
(Taubenböck et al. 2009a; Borzi et al., 2011) or (ii) by using remotely sensed data primarily 
for spatial inter- and extrapolation of in situ surveys, by for example, supervised classification 
techniques (Borfecchia et al., 2010). The former approach can only perform well if finding 
and defining valid vulnerability curves based on the available input features for respective 
built-up structures (Taubenböck et al., 2009a). Analogously, the accuracy of the latter 
approach is highly depending on finding significant and robust proxy variables that have a 
high correlation with in situ observations. Typically only a small number of features that 
influence seismic building vulnerability, such as building height or shape features are 
reflected directly or can be gained from remote sensing data. Naturally, both approaches are 
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further dependent on the accuracy of the derived features and the precision of the results may 
vary with respect to local idiosyncrasies and different built-up structures. To date, studies 
have evaluated the potential of remote sensing in a solely qualitative manner (Mueller et al., 
2006) or presented results that emphasize the viability of the use of remote sensing 
(Borfecchia et al., 2010), but lack the identification and documentation of the necessary and 
meaningful features. The goal of this paper comprises the quantitative evaluation of the 
potential and limitations of satellite remote sensing for assessing seismic building 
vulnerability in Padang, Indonesia. High resolution optical imagery, height information from 
a normalized digital surface model (nDSM), and multi-temporal medium resolution optical 
data, are used to calculate features that characterize the urban environment. These are 
combined with in situ data about the buildings’ vulnerability levels. The in situ assessed 
vulnerability levels are based on a scoring method and the well-established EMS-98 scheme. 
By using techniques of machine learning feature selection we aim to identify the most 
relevant features that can be used for the estimation of seismic building vulnerability. 
Techniques of regression analysis are also utilized to determine the strength, direction and 
significance of independent variables on the dependent variable, namely in situ assessed 
vulnerability level. Therefore, our first research question is as follows: 
1. Which features can be derived from satellite remote sensing data that best explain seismic 
building vulnerability?  
Subsequently, we assess the accuracy of supervised regression and classification techniques to 
answer the question:  
2. How suitable are features derived from satellite remote sensing data for estimating seismic 
building vulnerability levels? 
2. EXPERIMENT SETTING AND DATA 
2.1. STUDY AREA AND GENERAL EXPERIMENT SCHEME 
We chose the city of Padang, Indonesia because it is situated in one of the most earthquake-
prone regions in developing countries worldwide. Padang is located in West Sumatra and is 
the capital city of the Sumatera Barat province. It has approximately one million inhabitants 
and represents the third largest city on the island of Sumatra (Fig. III-1). The dynamic urban 
system of Padang is characterized by a high concentration of inhabitants and infrastructure. 
Padang has supra-regional relevance with an international airport and railway connection. The 
city plays an essential economical role for the coastal region and mountainous hinterland. Off 
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the coast of Padang the Sunda Arc marks an active convergent plate boundary, placing the 
city in a zone of extremely high probability of severe earthquakes and secondary effects such 
as tsunamis (Taubenböck et al., 2009b). On September 30th 2009, Padang was hit by an 
earthquake with a moment magnitude of Mw = 7.6. Despite its size, the Sunda megathrust was 
not ruptured and the stress on the Mentawai segment, which was accumulated over 200 years, 
was not significantly reduced. The megathrust strain-energy budget remains at a high level, 
threatening a great, and also tsunamigenic earthquake with a magnitude Mw > 8.5 on the 
Mentawai patch (McCloskey et al., 2010). 
Fig. III-1. Overview on the location of the study area Padang, Indonesia, in situ and remote sensing data; (a) in 
situ assessed buildings represented as points and superimposed on (b) multispectral IKONOS imagery; (c) 
normalized digital surface model (nDSM) as basis for height estimations; (d) multitemporal LANDSAT data for 
spatiotemporal analyses. 
 
To evaluate the potential of remote sensing for assessing the seismic vulnerability of 
Padang’s buildings we followed the schematic workflow shown in Fig. III-2. Based on remote 
sensing data we calculated features on two different spatial levels, building and block level 
(see Tab. III-2 for a detailed list of features). Subsequently, the in situ data with affiliated 
vulnerability information was added. Techniques of machine learning based feature selection 
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and regression analyses were then used to identify features that were most suitable to assess 
seismic vulnerability levels and quantify their explanatory content. Under consideration of the 
results, we built several supervised regression and classification models and assessed the 
accuracies of the predictions. In-depth explanations are given throughout sections 
“experiment setting and data” and “methods”. 
Fig. III-2. Overview of the general experiment scheme followed in this study, which is subdivided according to 
the main categories “data”, “feature calculation” and “evaluation”. Detailed explanations are given throughout 
sections “experiment setting and data” and “methods”. 
 
2.2. IN SITU DATA AND SEISMIC VULNERABILITY ASSESSMENT 
The in situ data on seismic vulnerability in Padang was collected in February/March, 2008 
within the “Last-Mile” project (Taubenböck et al., 2009b). The building inventory database 
compiled for Padang, based on a ground truth survey, includes information about physical 
characteristics of 434 buildings in the city. The sampling scheme of the buildings aimed at 
both the incorporation of all existing housing types of Padang (from informal small shacks to 
high-rise commercial buildings) and broad spatial coverage (from the urban center to 
periphery suburbs) (Fig. III-1). The database includes information about geometry, material of 
bearing structures and walls, foundations and local soil conditions, material of the roof, type 
of building, etc. For most of the inspected buildings the dataset is supplemented by results of 
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physical tests providing information about the reinforcement and quality of concrete of the 
main bearing structures. Additionally, for every building in the database there is an indication 
of the damage level due to previous earthquakes (Taubenböck et al., 2013). Based on this 
data, a vulnerability scoring approach and a classification according to the EMS-98 scale was 
carried out to assess the seismic vulnerability of the buildings as explained in the next two 
subsections. We incorporate both methods in this study to provide an assessment that reflects 
local idiosyncrasies and expert knowledge (scoring approach), and an assessment according to 
a more generalizable and wide-spread scheme (EMS-98). The working definition of seismic 
building vulnerability of this paper is related to engineering driven definitions, whereby 
vulnerability describes the probability of damage to a building under specified earthquake 
influence (Whitman, 1973). 
2.2.1. DATA FROM SCORING APPROACH 
We incorporate data from a vulnerability scoring approach, which was carried out after the in 
situ data collection within the “Last-Mile” project. It is based on an indexing method (see e.g., 
Calvi et al., 2006 for a general description of such methods) that incorporates local expert 
knowledge. The aforementioned documented building parameters are first expressed 
quantitatively on a normalized scale. High values express characteristics that are considered 
as favorable, regarding the buildings’ seismic vulnerability. Subsequently, individual weights 
for the respective parameters are assigned based on expert observations made in the study 
area during previous research. For instance, an established method to assess the stability 
properties of reinforced concrete is the aforementioned Schmidt rebound hammer test. 
Completed structural survey results in the study area confirmed the hammer test outcomes to 
be the most important indicator and are therefore given the highest weight. Finally the 
weighted values of the respective parameters are summed up. For brevity the reader is 
referred to Mück et al. (2013) for a detailed description of conceptual and methodological 
details of this approach. Fig. III-3 shows the distribution of the scoring values within an 
interval of [10.85, 25.6], a mean value of 18.4 and a standard deviation of 2.89. Lower scoring 
values express higher building vulnerability, while higher values represent lower 
vulnerability. 
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Fig. III-3. Distribution of the scoring values for 434 in situ surveyed buildings within an interval of [10.85, 
25.6]. 
 
2.2.2. EMS-98 CLASSIFICATION DATA 
The classification scheme of the European Macroseismic Scale (EMS-98) (Grünthal et al., 
1998) was initially designed for Europe. However, it is accepted as a useful point of reference 
for other areas when collapse data are absent (Jaiswal et al., 2011). According to the EMS-98 
different types of buildings are classified into six vulnerability classes, denoted alphabetically 
from A (highest vulnerability) to F (lowest vulnerability). The classification depends 
primarily on the building material and the type of structure, taking into consideration a variety 
of additional factors (such as constructional and architectural features, quality of materials and 
workmanship, age and state of preservation, etc.), which may affect the seismic performance 
of the buildings. As mentioned, this kind of information is contained in the in situ data set. 
Additionally, available reports of the West Sumatra Earthquake of September 30th, 2009, 
containing descriptions of damages for different types of buildings in the affected area, are 
considered (Sengara et al., 2010). It is worth noting that among the main causes of damage 
reported, poor quality of materials and construction was mentioned. This should be taken into 
account when assessing the seismic vulnerability of existing buildings in the area. 
As a first step, all buildings were differentiated based on the material of the main structural 
elements: steel, concrete, bamboo, and wood. For the case of steel structures, according to the 
EMS vulnerability table, the class E can be assigned as the most probable one with the range 
of probable classes C-F. For wooden structures the class D can be assigned with the range of 
B-E. Bamboo structures are not included in the EMS-98, however we considered that they are 
similar to, but slightly more vulnerable than wooden structures. We therefore assumed a 
proper range for these structures is C-D (with the less probable range of B-E). In the case of 
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concrete structures, we had to keep in mind the existing uncertainty of the structural type (in 
the database there is no indication if the structures are made of concrete, masonry units, or 
reinforced concrete frame). Therefore for concrete structures we assigned the class C initially, 
with the less probable range of A-E. Secondly, we took into account weaknesses that are 
mentioned in the inventory database. If necessary, the corresponding modifiers were applied 
to the initial vulnerability class. Assessment of weaknesses should be building-type-specific, 
by examining if the principal rules of earthquake-resistant design (including quality, 
regularity, homogeneity, ductility, overall integrity and stability of the structure) are observed. 
The following essential weakness characteristics were considered: wide openings of the 
ground floor (which may cause soft storey effects), very thin bearing elements (columns and 
beams) or their absence, lack of reinforcement (or low reinforcement ratio) of the main 
structural elements, poor results from the hammer tests. If some of the listed weaknesses can 
be identified, the vulnerability class of such buildings was downgraded. Besides weaknesses 
there may be strengths (e.g. relatively high reinforcement ratio or enlarged dimensions of the 
bearing structures), however, we do not take those into account due to the reported poor 
quality of materials and workmanship in the area in general. Another illustrative indicator of 
seismic performance of structures is the damage observed from previous earthquakes. Based 
on this we downgraded the vulnerability class in the case of moderate to severe damage to 
class B or even to the range of A-B, depending on the structural type. Tab. III-1 shows the 
EMS-98 classes assigned and the affiliated number of buildings. For some classes there were 
only a sparse numbers of instances, and so some classes were aggregated. The bold letter 
indicates the most likely vulnerability class. This is done to have a more sufficient number of 
samples per class for applying supervised learning approaches. 
TAB. III-1. EMS-98 CLASSES AND AFFILIATED NUMBER OF INSTANCES 
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2.3. REMOTE SENSING DATA 
As mentioned, no remote sensing data set or derived products offer the complete set of 
features that are frequently used for analytical engineering assessments. However, remote 
sensing offers a huge spectrum of sensor systems that may deliver useful data for a subset of 
seismic vulnerability indicators. Active remote sensing, such as airborne LiDAR (Light 
Detection And Ranging) measurements, are frequently used to extract buildings heights (e.g., 
Sirmacek et al., 2012). When combined with optical data, high resolution Synthetic Aperture 
Radar (SAR) can be utilized to derive crucial building features such as footprint and height 
(e.g., Polli and Dell'Acqua, 2011). The latest generation of multispectral spaceborne sensors 
such as IKONOS, QuickBird-2, GeoEye-1 or WorldView-2 enables satellite based detection, 
characterization and assessment of objects in urban environments, on a large scale (e.g. 
Maktav et al., 2005; Weng and Quattrochi, 2006; or Rashed and Jürgens, 2010). Especially 
for developing countries and remote areas, the airborne acquisition of data is still a 
challenging task in terms of flight campaign preparation and keeping data costs reasonable. 
We therefore utilize data with resolution characteristics that can be achieved by spaceborne 
sensors for this study, which are comparatively low priced and easily available, although we 
are aware that especially airborne sensors, can achieve higher resolutions. For the evaluation 
of spaceborne remote sensing capabilities multispectral IKONOS imagery, height information 
from a nDSM and LANDSAT data were acquired within the “Last-Mile” project 
(Taubenböck et al., 2009b). 
The optical IKONOS imagery (acquisition date: 2005-04-12) covers a spectral range of 
0.445-0.853 μm, with a geometric resolution of 1 m in the panchromatic band and 4 m in the 
multispectral (blue, green, red, nir) bands. The satellite has a revisit capability of 1.5-3 days 
and the sensor’s swath-width of 11 km allows covering large parts of cities. The data were 
pansharpened and atmospherically corrected using the ATCOR (Atmospheric and 
Topographic Correction) model (Richter, 1996). Height information was derived from a 
digital surface model (DSM) and a digital terrain model (DTM). Measurements from the 
models were based on the return signals received by two radar antennas mounted on an 
aircraft, and the application SAR interferometry techniques (see Li et al., 2004 for a detailed 
description of the technique applied). Both data sets have a geometric resolution of 5 m and a 
Root-mean-square-error (RMSE) regarding the vertical accuracy of 1 m. To receive relative 
height information of elevated objects a nDSM is calculated by subtracting the height values 
of the DTM from the height values of the DSM using map algebra. Although the height 
information for this study was acquired based on an airborne sensor, the data resolution 
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characteristics can also be achieved or even refined when using along-track stereo data of 
spaceborne sensors, such as Cartosat-1, IKONOS, or WorldView-2 (Sirmacek et al., 2012). In 
addition, we used data from the LANDSAT sensors Thematic Mapper (acquisition date: 
1989-07-25) and Enhanced Thematic Mapper (acquisition date: 2000-07-15). Both sensors 
have 7 multispectral bands covering a spectral range of 0.45-2.35 μm with a maximum 
geometric resolution of 30 m (TM) and 15 m (ETM+) (Irish, 2008). The satellites have a 
revisit capability of 16 days and the data can be accessed free-of-charge within a public image 
archive which dates back to 1972. 
3. METHODS 
3.1. FEATURE CALCULATION 
Before we calculated features from the remote sensing data we first manually digitized the 
building footprints and derived building blocks from a road network (Taubenböck et al., 
2008a). In the subsequent steps, features were calculated for both. The building level was 
used for calculating features that refer to characteristics of the respective building (designated 
by the subscript B), whereas the block level (designated by the subscript S), was used to 
describe the spatial setting the respective buildings are embedded in. This is why we chose to 
use building blocks derived from a street network rather than artificial spatial units, such as 
quadratic objects. This allows us to reflect the urban morphology, which is constituted by 
distinct areas that are generally irregularly shaped. Simultaneously, the difficulty of having to 
determine the optimal kernel size a priori is avoided (Herold et al., 2003). 
The calculated features relate to the building objects’ two-dimensional extent and the 
description of their shape characteristics to directly reflect the influence of geometry on the 
vulnerability level. Through manual image interpretation a further distinction of buildings 
with “flat” and “non-flat” roofs was made. In addition, the multispectral information available 
was used to calculate both 1st and 2nd order statistical values on the building level as well as 
on the block level. Thereby, the spectral information on building level primarily serves as a 
descriptor of roof surface material and arrangement (Mueller et al., 2006); whereas the 
information on building block can be utilized to describe distinct urban structures (Herold et 
al., 2003; Wu et al., 2008). Mean and standard deviation values of the different image bands 
as well as band ratios, which are intended to emphasize spectral dissimilarities, were 
calculated. Rotation-invariant texture measures for the panchromatic and near-infrared band 
were calculated using both the co-occurrence matrix (GLCM, Haralick et al., 1973) and grey 
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level difference vector (GLDV, Weszka et al., 1976). Texture is the term used to characterize 
tonal or gray-level variations in an image. It has been demonstrated that it can provide 
supplementary information to overcome a lack of spectral resolution (Pacifici et al., 2009). 
Features explicitly describing the spatial context consist of the calculated distance to 
neighboring buildings, the area of building blocks and the average size of the buildings 
located within. Furthermore, spatial metrics such as proportion measures of land cover classes 
“buildings”, “sealed”, “grass/meadow”, “trees”, and combined classes such as “vegetation” 
and “impervious surface” are calculated based on an urban land cover map derived from the 
IKONOS data. The urban land cover map has a high overall accuracy of 97% correctly 
classified pixels based on an automated object based, hierarchical classification methodology 
and subsequent manual enhancement (Taubenböck et al., 2009b). Additionally, a semantic 
classification which is built on physical features that describe the urban morphology is 
incorporated. The classification describes the socio-economic status of the population by 
distinguishing “slums”, “suburbs”, “low income areas”, “medium income areas”, and “high 
income areas” (Taubenböck et al., 2009c). Housing clusters that describe the socioeconomic 
level of occupants represent a proxy variable that has already been used in previous studies 
for the assessment of seismic risk (Prasad et al., 2009). The incorporation of height 
information allows the calculation of 3D features such as building floor number, which was 
calculated with an accuracy of 86.7% (Taubenböck et al., 2009c), floor space, ratio of 
diameter and height as well the average building height within a building block. Slope values 
are calculated at the block level to describe topographic location. By analyzing two Landsat 
images, the period of construction was derived at the individual building level based on a 
semi-automated post classification change detection procedure, with an overall classification 
accuracy of 89.1% for 1989 and 92.4% for 2000 (Taubenböck et al., 2008b). 
Overall, each building object is represented by a 132-dimensional feature vector, whereby 
73 features are related to individual buildings, and 59 provide block level information. The 
features calculated (i) aim to reflect features that went into the calculation of the in situ values 
when they can be quantified by means of remote sensing data, such as building height or 
geometry, (ii) represent the spectrum of features frequently utilized in previous studies on 
remote sensing based building vulnerability assessment, and (iii) features that were used to 
discriminate urban built-up structures by means of remote sensing previously. 
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TAB. III-2. LIST OF FEATURES DERIVED FROM REMOTE SENSING DATA. 
 
3.2. FEATURE SELECTION ANALYSIS 
The selection of features to be used for regression and classification models is generally a 
difficult task, especially when dealing with a huge number of features as in this study. These 
often exhibit redundancy, are highly correlated, and suffer from the “Hughes phenomenon”. 
The latter describes the effect that for a limited amount of samples the predictive power 
decreases as the dimensionality of the feature vector increases (Hughes, 1968). Therefore, two 
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machine learning based feature selection algorithms were applied on the data set. The feature 
selection approaches were chosen because they can handle both regression problems and 
evaluate discrete valued variables. Furthermore, one can discriminate algorithms which 
evaluate individual features and those which assess subsets of features (Hall and Holmes, 
2003). As such, the Relief-F (Kononenko, 1994) approach was chosen because it enables to 
rank individual features. Additionally the Correlation-based Feature Selection (CFS) method 
was chosen, since it enables the scoring of the value of groups of features (Liu et al., 2002). 
3.2.1. RELIEF-F 
The focus of the Relief approach is to rank features according to how well their values enable 
the discrimination of cases that are near to each other. The underlying assumption is that a 
suitable feature should have different values for cases from different classes, and similar 
values for cases from the same class (Liu and Schumann, 2005). This principle is 
implemented by random sampling of an instance from the input data and the subsequent 
locating of its nearest neighbor from the same and opposite class. Values of the features of the 
nearest neighbors are then compared to the sampled instance and used to update relevance 
values for each feature. We used the enhanced approach “Relief-F” presented by Kononenko 
(1994), which allows handling of multi-class data (Robnik-Šikonja and Kononenko, 2003). 
Relief-F also smoothes the influence of noise in the data by averaging the contribution of k 
nearest neighbors of each sampled case (Hall and Holmes, 2003).  
Primarily two parameters need to be defined when calculating relevance values: the 
number of cases m and the number of nearest neighbors k. According to Liu and Schumann 
(2005), m is also set to be the number of all training cases since a larger number of cases 
implies more reliable approximation, and k is set to 10, without weighting the nearest 
neighbors according to their distance. We tested several values for k (10, 20, 30, 40), the 
results of which showed little sensitivity to k values in this study, with only very moderate 
variations of the relevance value W(A). W(A) gives an indication in the interval [‒1, 1] to 
what degree the respective feature is relevant. If W(A) > 0 then there is some degree of 
relevance, whereas features with a value W(A) < 0 are not relevant. 
3.2.2. CORRELATION-BASED FEATURE SELECTION (CFS) 
Under the premise that suitable groups of features contain variables highly correlated with the 
feature to be predicted, and are uncorrelated with each other, the CFS approach evaluates the 
value of subsets of features. Thereby, a matrix of feature-class and featurefeature correlations 
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from the training data is calculated first. The degree of intercorrelation between two features 
or the correlation between feature X and class Y, which is in the range of [0,1] is quantified as 
ݎ௫,௬ ൌ 2.0 ਀ ൤ ݃ܽ݅݊ܪሺܺሻ ൅ ܪሺܻሻ൨ (III-1) 
where ݃ܽ݅݊ ൌ ܪሺܺሻ ൅ ܪሺܻሻ െ ܪሺܺ, ܻሻ represents the information gain between features and 
classes, and H(X) is the entropy of the feature (Liu et al., 2002). Subsequently, a score value is 
assigned by using a heuristic in the form of 
ܯ݁ݎ݅ݐ௦ ൌ ݇ݎ௖௙തതതതඥ݇ ൅ ݇ሺ݇ െ 1ሻݎ௙௙തതതത
 (III-2) 
where ܯ݁ݎ݅ݐ௦ is the heuristic of a feature subset S with k features, ݎ௖௙തതതത represents the average 
feature-class correlation, and ݎ௙௙തതതത	represents the average feature-feature intercorrelation. The 
numerator gives an indication of how predictive a set of features is and the denominator 
reveals the redundancy among them. Subsets that contain irrelevant features (with low 
feature-class correlation ݎ௖௙തതതത) and features with a high redundancy (high feature-feature 
correlation ݎ௙௙തതതത) are evaluated as unsuitable subsets of the feature space (Liu and Schumann, 
2005). Since features are threatened independently, the CFS approach is not able to identify 
strongly interacting features. Nonetheless, empirical studies revealed that this method is able 
to identify useful features under moderate levels of interaction (Hall and Holmes, 2003). We 
used the greedy stepwise search, where the CFS approach starts from the empty set of features 
with a stopping criterion of five consecutive fully expanded non-improving subsets 
(preliminary experiments showed that the result of feature selection in this study is not 
sensitive with respect to the specification of the stopping criterion). Then the subset with the 
highest merit within an interval of [0, 1] revealed during the search, was selected (Liu et al., 
2002). 
3.3. REGRESSION ANALYSIS 
To further explore the strength, direction and significance of the features derived from remote 
sensing data regarding the dependent variable (in situ assessed seismic building vulnerability), 
we deployed simple ordinary least squares (OLS) regression models for the scoring approach 
and generalized ordered logit regression models to examine the influence of the features on 
the respective EMS-98 classes. The basic linear regression model takes the form  
ݕ ൌ ܽ ൅ ߚݔ ൅ ߝ (III-3) 
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with y being the depended variable, x the independent variable, α represents the intercept, β 
expresses the slope of the relationship between the two variables, and ε is an error term. 
Regarding the situation where there is more than one independent variable, the regression 
model is typically expressed as follows 
ݕ ൌ 	ߚ଴ ൅ ߚଵݔଵ ൅ ⋯൅ ߚ௡ݔ௡ ൅ ߝ (III-4) 
where β0 is the intercept and β1 ‒ βn represent the slope coefficients for the independent 
variables x1 - xn (see e.g. Kleinbaum et al., 1998 and Montgomery et al., 2001 for a thorough 
discussion of the simple and multi-linear case). The OLS method minimizes the sum of 
squared vertical deviations between the observed values in the data set and the values 
predicted by the linear approximation. Therefore, the regression line describes, as close as 
possible, the original values of the dependent variable. 
When the dependent variable has a categorical character, the probability of falling into the 
categories 1 to i of the dependent variable with I categories is set in relation to the probability 
of falling in the categories i+1 to I: 
Logit(Y1…i/i+1…I|X) = b0i – b1X1 – … – bkXk (III-5) 
To take into account the ordinal character of the EMS-98 classification, a generalized ordered 
logistic regression model is used (see Williams, 2006 for a detailed description). The main 
advantage of generalized ordered logistic regression over ordinal logistic regression is that 
one does not have to make the assumption that the influence of a predictor is the same for 
each stage (proportional-odds or parallel-slopes assumption) (Peterson and Harrell, 1990). 
The applied partial proportional odds model tests the parallel assumption for each of the 
independent variables and calculates unique beta-coefficients for those violating the 
assumption. Generalized ordered logistic regression models are therefore less restrictive than 
ordinal regression models, but more convincing than multinomial logistic regression models. 
In ordered logistic regressions one single regression constant is calculated for each category 
of the dependent variable. 
The regression analyses are solely applied with the features contained in the subsets with 
the highest merit as evaluated by the CFS approach. This group of features delivered the best 
results regarding the supervised regression and classification approaches that are described in 
the next section. Furthermore, we eliminated collinear variables. To track the composition of 
the models’ performance the explanatory variables were grouped according to the feature 
categories in Tab. III-2 and entered into the regression equations in a stepwise, hierarchical 
way. 
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3.4. SUPERVISED REGRESSION AND CLASSIFICATION 
To predict the respective scoring values and EMS-98 classes, we deploy supervised regression 
and classification techniques that are based on the delineation of functions from labeled 
training data. Each instance of the training data is constituted by a dependent variable and an 
n-dimensional vector of independent variable(s). The supervised learning scheme analyzes the 
training data and a generalized regression function (for continuous dependent variables) or 
classifier (for discrete dependent variables) is delineated to correctly estimate new examples. 
3.4.1. SUPERVISED REGRESSION  
For estimating the scoring values we compare the merits of multi-linear regression models 
and Support Vector Machine (SVM) based regression models which are able to represent non-
linear boundaries between classes. As described above, multi-linear regression is based on the 
assumption that the dependent variable Y and its predictors X1, X2, …, Xn are directly related 
by a linear combination. Since linear regression models predict poorly in the presence of a 
nonlinear or non-additive relationship, a nonlinear Support Vector Regression (SVR) 
approach is additionally utilized. SVMs determine a suitable set of parameters that places a 
decision surface, the so called hyperplane, between the different classes of training samples 
according to their position in an n-dimensional feature space. The optimal separating 
hyperplane is identified as the maximized margin between the different classes and the 
hyperplane. In a modified form SVMs can also be applied for function estimation (see Smola 
and Schölkopf, 2004). Detailed theoretical background of SVMs is given in Vapnik (1995, 
1998), Cortes and Vapnik (1995), and Burges (1998). 
For the calculation of the regression models, the sample data were separated in a stratified 
manner to use one half of the samples for building the models, and the other half for 
validation. Regarding the linear regression approach, we excluded collinear features. As a 
measure of the relative goodness of fit, the Akaike information criterion was used for model 
selection. For the nonlinear approach we used the Sequential Minimal Optimization algorithm 
for regression as proposed by Smola and Schölkopf (1998) with a poly kernel and a regression 
optimizer introduced by Shevade et al. (2000). Regarding the comparison of the actual and 
estimated vulnerability values, we calculated a set of statistical accuracy measures: Mean 
Error (ME), Mean Percentage Error (MPE), Mean Absolute Error (MAE), Mean Absolute 
Percentage Error (MAPE), Standard Deviation (StDev), Relative Standard Deviation 
(RStDev), Pearson product-moment correlation coefficient (R), and RMSE. 
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3.4.2. SUPERVISED CLASSIFICATION  
For estimating seismic vulnerability classes according to the EMS-98, we tested several 
supervised classification techniques (SVMs, radial basis function networks, backpropagation 
multilayer perceptrons, and random forests) and finally selected a simple naïve Bayes 
approach, since it outperformed the other classification techniques for a specific set of 
features. This has been evaluated with respect to the overall accuracy and Cohen’s kappa 
statistic (Foody, 2002). The simple naïve Bayes approach represents a probabilistic classifier 
applying Bayes’ theorem with strong underlying (naïve) independence assumptions. The basic 
assumption is the presence (respectively absence) of a particular feature of a class is unrelated 
to the presence (or absence) of any other feature, given the class variable. The aim is to assign 
an object I to one of a discrete set of categories C1, C2, …, Cm by using its observable features 
X1, X2, …, Xn. The probability of I belonging to a respective category is calculated by applying 
Bayes’ theorem. This is further reduced by assuming mutual conditional independence. 
Subsequently, I is assigned to the category with the greatest probability (Boyles et al., 2007). 
For a detailed description see e.g., Duda and Hart (1973) or Lewis (1998). 
Analogous to the regression approach, the sample data were separated in a stratified manner, 
with half of the samples for building the classifier and the other half for its validation. As it 
can be seen in Tab. III-1, the data set used for training the classifier is imbalanced. This is 
when an uneven distribution of data patterns exists and the number of training instances of a 
majority class is much larger compared to other minority classes. Hence, the classifier is bias-
prone and tends to favor the majority class (Nguyen et al., 2008). To increase the size of the 
minority classes and balance the class distribution, we oversampled the training data by using 
the Synthetic Minority Over-sampling Technique (SMOTE; see Chawla et al., 2002). 
Thereby, new instances are generated based on the “known” distribution to improve the 
generalization capacity of the learned classifier. The synthetic instances are added in the space 
between minority examples, emphasizing the class border in favor of the minority class. This 
principle is applied since the emphasis of class borders is useful in learning efficient 
discriminative classifiers (Cieslak et al., 2006). As mentioned, the classification outcomes are 
evaluated by calculating the overall accuracy and the kappa statistic. Additionally the user’s 
(precision) and producer’s (recall) accuracies as well as the receiver operating characteristics 
(ROC Area) for the individual classes are calculated. 
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4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
4.1. FEATURE SELECTION ANALYSIS 
4.1.1. SCORING APPROACH 
For the scoring approach the Relief-F algorithm reveals 70 features with a relevance value 
W(A) > 0. Due to limited space, only the first 21 most important features are presented what 
equals the number of features revealed by the CFS approach (Tab. III-3). One can observe 
similarities regarding the selected features. Most of the features that have a relevance value 
W(A) > 0 are included also in the CFS subset; exceptions include four spectral features of 1st 
order and two features of 2nd order. Furthermore the features “Roof Type B”, “Asymmetry B” 
“Perimeter B“, Floor Number B”, “GLCM Homogeneity S pan” and “GLCM Angular 2nd 
Moment S pan” are merited as very influential by both algorithms, although they have 
completely different search heuristics.  
From the 21 features ranked as most important by the Relief-F approach, 12 are related to 
buildings, whereas 9 are related to the block level. Thereby, the “Structure Type S” is merited 
as most important. This gives an indication that the combined use of physical features is 
suitable to discriminate homogeneous urban areas that show similar vulnerability 
characteristics. This feature is followed by roof type and average building height per block. 
The building height can be considered as an important feature in general, since the floor 
number of the individual buildings is ranked 7th and represents a feature which is also 
considered relevant by the CFS approach. The subsequent features that are top-ranked 
primarily describe the geometry and extent of individual buildings. The merit of the best 
subset found from the CFS approach is 0.506. The CFS approach reveals a group of features 
that consists primarily of building level features (16), rather than of block level features (5). 
Analogous to the Relief-F results, features that characterize the geometry of the individual 
buildings are included in the set. The CFS subset also includes numerous features that are 
related to spectral information of 1st and 2nd order. In contrast to the Relief-F results, features 
that explicitly describe the spatial context were not included. 
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TAB. III-3. FEATURES REVEALED FOR THE VULNERABILITY SCORING APPROACH USING THE RELIEF-F AND CFS 
FEATURE SELECTION
Relief-F (Ranker) CfsSubsetEval (Greedy Stepwise) 
Value Feature Name Feature category Feature Name Feature category 
0.0435 Structure Type S 
IKONOS - Spatial 
context 
Perimeter B IKONOS – Extent 
0.0239 Roof Type B IKONOS - Shape Asymmetry B 
IKONOS – Shape 0.0142 Avg. Building Height S DSM - 3D Features Density B 
0.0110  Width B 
IKONOS - Extent 
Roof Type B 
0.0109  Perimeter B M(1)/M(4) B 
IKONOS - Spectral
Information (1st 
order) 
0.0106 Dist. 3rd Neighbor Building B IKONOS - Spatial 
context 
M(2)/M(3) B 
0.0105 Floor Number B DSM - 3D Features M(2)/M(4) B 
0.0098 Length B 
IKONOS - Extent 
M(1)/M(2) B 
0.0076 Area B M(3)/M(4) B 
0.0071 Dist. 2nd Neighbor Building B 
IKONOS - Spatial 
context 
[M(4)-M(3)]/ [M(4) + M(3)] B 
0.0069 GLCM Homogeneity S pan 
IKONOS - Spectral 
Information (2nd 
order) 
M(2)/ 
[M(1)+M(2)+M(3)+ 
M(4)] B 
0.0064 Degree of Building Density S 
IKONOS - Spatial 
context 
M(2)/M(4) S 
0.0062 Share of LC class "sealed" S 
M(2)/ 
[M(1)+M(2)+M(3)+ 
M(4)] S 
0.0060 Dist. 1st Neighbor Building B 
[M(4)/M(3)]/ 
[M(1)+M(2)+Mean(3)+ M(4)] S 
0.0059  Average Building Size S GLDV Angular 2nd Moment B pan 
IKONOS - Spectral
Information (2nd  
order) 
0.0056  Effective Area B DSM - 3D Features GLDV Angular 2
nd Moment B nir 
0.0055 Area Building Block S IKONOS - Spatial 
context 
GLCM Angular 2nd Moment S pan 
0.0052 
[M(3)-M(1)]/ 
[M(3)+M(1)] S 
IKONOS - Spectral 
Information (2nd 
order) 
GLCM Homogeneity B pan 
0.0045 Asymmetry B IKONOS - Shape GLCM Homogeneity B nir 
0.0042  
GLCM Angular 2nd Moment S 
pan IKONOS - Spectral 
Information (2nd 
order) 
GLCM Homogeneity S pan 
0.0042 GLCM Standard Deviation B pan Floor Number B DSM - 3D Features 
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4.1.2. EMS-98 CLASSIFICATION 
Regarding the EMS-98 data set, the Relief-F approach scored only eight features with a value 
W(A) < 0. The best CFS subset has a merit of 0.106 and consists of nine features (Tab. III-4), 
whereby these features all have a positive W(A) value. The features “Structure Type S”, 
“Floor Number B”, “Std. Dev. Blue(1) S”, “Compactness B”, “Share of Impervious Surface S”, 
“Std. Dev. Red(3) S”, which are part of CFS subset are also ranked as very influential by the 
Relief-F approach. The majority of features refer to the block level for both methods. Similar 
to the results of the scoring approach, the “Structure Type S” is merited as most important by 
the Relief-F approach, followed by the estimated period of construction. Again, the height 
characteristics of the urban environment play an important role, since the individual height of 
buildings and the average building height per block are considered very influential. The CFS 
subset contains features related to geometry and spectral characteristics. Additionally, features 
which describe the spatial context where the buildings are embedded in, are given notable 
scores. 
TAB. III-4. FEATURES REVEALED FOR THE EMS-98 CLASSIFICATION USING THE REFLIEF-F AND CFS 
APPROACH 
Relief-F (Ranker) CfsSubsetEval (Greedy Stepwise) 
Value Feature Name Feature category Feature Name 
Feature 
category 
0.0589 Structure Type S IKONOS - Spatial context Area B IKONOS – 
Extent 
0.0212 
Period of 
construction S 
LANDSAT – TM, ETM+ Compactness B 
IKONOS – 
Shape 
0.015 Roof Type B IKONOS - Shape Std. Dev. Blue(1) S IKONOS - 
Spectral 
Information (1st 
order) 
0.0143 Avg. Building Height S DSM - 3D Features Std. Dev. Red(3) S 
0.0142 Main Direction B IKONOS - Shape GLCM Entropy B pan 
IKONOS - 
Spectral 
Information 
(2nd  order) 
0.0132 GLCM Std. Dev. S pan IKONOS - Spectral 
Information (2nd  order) 
Average Building Size S 
IKONOS - 
Spatial context 
0.0124 Floor Number B DSM - 3D Features Share of Impervious Surface S 
0.0113 [M(3)-M(1)]/[M(3)+M(1)] S IKONOS - Spectral 
Information (1st order) 
Structure Type S 
0.0112 GLCM Homogeneity S pan IKONOS - Spectral 
Information (2nd  order) 
Floor Number B DSM - 3D 
Features 
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4.2. REGRESSION ANALYSIS 
4.2.1. SCORING APPROACH 
Results from the OLS models (Tab. III-5) indicate that the building height and features that 
describe the geometry of individual buildings are the most important remotely sensed 
determinants of seismic building vulnerability, with significance influence at the 99.9 percent 
level. The combined use of these features results in an adjusted coefficient of determination of 
0.254, which covers approximately 85% of the explained share of variance. The additional 
features related to 1st and 2nd order spectral information alone, can raise the model’s R² value 
to 0.299. This finding is reasonable since the first mentioned features are reflected by 
comparable features part of the scoring value calculation itself, although for example, the 
geometry parameters are approximated mathematically in a completely different manner. 
4.2.2. EMS-98 CLASSIFICATION 
Tab. III-6 summarizes the results of the generalized ordered logistic model. It shows that 
having a higher value of “Area B” increases the likelihood of being in class B-C or C-D-E, 
and therefore to be less vulnerable. Compact structures are more likely to be assigned to a 
class of higher vulnerability. In contrast, Low Income Structure Types (Structure Type S = 
Low Income) again have a higher chance of belonging to a class of lower vulnerability in 
comparison to slum structure types (note that no differences are observed between other 
structure types and the slum structure). Unique beta-coefficients are calculated for the 
influence of the “Floor Number B” on the different EMS-98 classes. This indicates that the 
parallel assumption was not met for this variable. Having a higher “Floor Number B” 
increases the chance of being in EMS-98 group A-B in comparison to the others. An even 
stronger negative effect of “Floor number B” is found for the probability of belonging to 
EMS-98 class B-C. The latter finding is contrary to the effect of “Floor Number B” regarding 
the scoring approach. However, this observation reflects oppositional assumptions associated 
with the different assessment approaches. Regarding the scoring approach, an increase in 
building height increases the value, implying lower vulnerability. Based on this it was 
assumed that high rise buildings represent engineered structures that are built in a more 
sophisticated way than informal (low rise) settlements. For the EMS-98 there were no such 
unidirectional assumptions made and the analysis results indicate that higher buildings are 
more likely to be more vulnerable. This is consistent with observations derived from damage 
data collected after the Mw = 7.6 event on September 30th, 2009 (Sengara et al., 2010). 
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TAB. III-5. RESULTS OF SIMPLE OLS MODELS REGARDING THE SCORING APPROACH (COEFFICIENTS AND 
STANDARD ERROR). THE GROUPED FEATURES WERE ENTERED INTO THE REGRESSION EQUATIONS IN A STEPWISE 
HIERARCHICAL WAY 
 
TAB. III-6. RESULTS OF GENERALIZED ORDERED LOGIT MODELS REGARDING THE EMS-98 CLASSIFICATION 
(COEFFICIENTS AND STANDARD ERROR). FIRST SECTION REFERS TO THE RELATION OF CLASS A-B AND C-D-E; 
SECOND SECTION REFERS TO THE RELATION OF CLASS B-C AND C-D-E (ONLY RELEVANT FOR “FLOOR NUMBER 
B”). THE GROUPED FEATURES WERE ENTERED INTO THE REGRESSION EQUATIONS IN A STEPWISE HIERARCHICAL 
WAY 
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4.3. SUPERVISED REGRESSION AND CLASSIFICATION 
4.3.1. SUPERVISED REGRESSION 
The multi-linear and SVR models are calculated based on (i) the originate 132-dimensional 
feature vector, (ii) the 70 features with a positive degree of relevance as evaluated by the 
Relief-F algorithm, (iii) the group of 21 features with the highest merit as revealed by the CFS 
approach, and (iv) the further reduced set of features as used for the regression analysis (RA) 
(collinear features were removed from the subsets (i),(ii), and (iii) for the linear models). The 
evaluated model estimation results are given in Tab. III-7. 
TAB. III-7. EVALUATED RESULTS OF THE MODEL PREDICTIONS OF DIFFERENT FEATURE SETS COMPARED TO 
REFERENCE VALUES 
 
Multi-linear Regression 
Used features MAE MAPE ME MPE StDev RStDev R RMSE 
All features 2.33 13.32 ‒0.56 ‒3.02 2.56 14.32 0.43 2.98 
Relief-F W(A) > 0 2.02 11.84 ‒0.11 ‒0.58 2.07 11.29 0.48 2.62 
CFS subset 1.84 10.99 ‒0.17 ‒0.91 1.52 8.33 0.56 2.41 
CFS subset (RA) 1.80 10.81 ‒0.20 ‒1.10 1.45 7.96 0.58 2.37 
Support Vector Regression 
Used features MAE MAPE ME MPE StDev RStDev R RMSE 
All features 1.88 11.26 0.02 0.13 1.91 10.37 0.53 2.48 
Relief-F W(A) > 0 1.79 11.07 0.43 2.31 1.72 9.13 0.57 2.42 
CFS subset 1.72 10.61 0.23 1.25 1.54 8.28 0.59 2.36 
CFS subset (RA) 1.73 10.67 0.24 1.31 1.63 8.73 0.59 2.36 
 
 
When using the CFS feature set and the SVR approach the best results are achieved, with 
lowest MAE (1.72) / MAPE (10.61) and RMSE (2.36) and highest linear correlation (R = 0.59) 
of the model estimates. This demonstrates the viability of the approach. Furthermore, the 
nonlinear approach shows better predictions compared to the linear approach regarding the 
respective set of features used. The actual vulnerability values and the predicted values for the 
best model are visualized in a scatter plot (Fig. III-4). One can observe that the model 
overestimates low scoring values, buildings with a high seismic vulnerability – and 
underestimates high scoring values – characterizing buildings with a low seismic 
vulnerability. This observation is also true for all other models calculated. 
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Fig. III-4. Scatter plot of the actual and predicted scoring values (SV) by using the CFS feature subset and the 
SVR approach. 
 
4.3.1. SUPERVISED CLASSIFICATION 
As mentioned above, the best result of all classification approaches in combination with 
different feature sets evaluated (analogous to the different feature sets used for building the 
supervised regression models), was achieved with the naïve Bayes classifier and the features 
revealed by the CFS approach. With this set of features only, the classifier performed 
considerably better than the other classification approaches evaluated. This is most likely 
attributable to the low pair-wise correlation of the features in this subset. The overall accuracy 
for the classification is 65.4% with a “fair” (Landis and Koch, 1977) Kappa statistic of 0.36. 
The classification performance for the respective EMS-98 classes is shown in Tab. III-8. One 
can find the classifications for the most vulnerable buildings according to the EMS-98 
classification (class A-B) to be the most accurate with a classification accuracy of 0.696 
(user’s) and 0.793 (producer’s), respectively. In contrast, the classification outcomes for the 
least vulnerable structures according to the EMS-98 classification (class C-D-E) are less 
feasible, with a user’s accuracy of 0.294 and a producer’s accuracy of 0.227, and the lowest 
ROC Area values. The strong confusion and poor predictive performance regarding class C-
D-E is most likely caused by the small number of instances and high intra-class variability. 
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TAB. III-8. RESULTS FOR THE EMS-98 CLASSES OF THE SUPERVISED CLASSIFICATION APPROACH USING THE CFS 
SUBSET FEATURES 
 
5. CONCLUSIONS 
This study shows that an indirect correlation between physical information in the (urban) 
environment, drawn from remote sensing data and seismic vulnerability of buildings, exists. 
We demonstrated how to derive and identify meaningful features using a combination of 
remote sensing data and how to quantitatively evaluate their explanatory power. By means of 
a sequential procedure of calculating features from very high resolution multispectral data, 
height information and spatiotemporal analyses, and of applying machine learning 
approaches, the seismic vulnerability of buildings can be estimated with viable accuracies. 
Furthermore, we identified features that have high explanatory content and are most useful for 
the estimation of seismic building vulnerability, in terms of a preliminary screening. The 
features merited as most useful, their influence and direction vary considerably in dependency 
of the in situ seismic vulnerability assessment applied. However, features such as building 
height characteristics and features related to the geometry of the individual buildings turned 
out to generally explain seismic vulnerability to a significant degree.  
We believe that this study generated insight into the capabilities of remote sensing for 
assessing seismic building vulnerability, and can be helpful for further empirical case studies 
in other parts of the world. Future research activities should comprise the systematic 
evaluation of remote sensing data according to wide-spread vulnerability assessment methods, 
such as the EMS-98, to make results comparable. In addition, the evaluation of the 
capabilities of remote sensing for estimating the seismic building structural type is a crucial 
task (see e.g., Sarabandi and Kiremidjian, 2007 for related work). Latest and future 
spaceborne missions, such as WorldView-2 and 3, CARTOSAT-3 or ALOS-3 have enhanced 
resolution characteristics, which will allow for the calculation of more sophisticated feature 
vectors (Novack et al., 2011). It is believed that this will entail more accurate predictive 
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performance of the models and further increase the applicability of remote sensing to assess 
the seismic vulnerability of buildings.  
We conclude that remote sensing data and methods have a high capability to support large 
area assessments of building vulnerability, indicating the need for systematic application and 
validation of our findings. Lastly, we want to trigger an open dialogue between the remote 
sensing and earthquake engineering community, to better understand how remote sensing data 
can be linked to assessment approaches from engineering science in a robust, standardized 
and transferable way, to define common scales and enable systematic large-area assessments 
and monitoring of dynamic earthquake prone urban areas around the globe. 
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ABSTRACT 
Detailed information about seismic building structural types (SBSTs) is crucial for accurate 
earthquake vulnerability and risk modeling as it reflects the main load-bearing structures of 
buildings and, thus, the behavior under seismic load. However, for numerous urban areas in 
earthquake prone regions this information is mostly outdated, unavailable, or simply not 
existent. To this purpose, we present an effective approach to estimate SBSTs by combining 
scarce in situ observations, multi-sensor remote sensing data and machine learning 
techniques. In particular, an approach is introduced, which deploys a sequential procedure 
comprising five main steps, namely calculation of features from remote sensing data, feature 
selection, outlier detection, generation of synthetic samples, and supervised classification 
under consideration of both Support Vector Machines and Random Forests. Experimental 
results obtained for a representative study area, including large parts of the city of Padang 
(Indonesia), assess the capabilities of the presented approach and confirm its great potential 
for a reliable area-wide estimation of SBSTs and an effective earthquake loss modeling based 
on remote sensing, which should be further explored in future research activities. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Increasing spatial concentration of exposed elements such as people, buildings, infrastructure 
or economic values in earthquake prone regions induce seismic risk at an unprecedented high 
level. In particular, urban areas in developing countries are characterized by a large amount of 
vulnerable buildings. At the same time, a very dynamic urban growth is accompanied by the 
construction of unplanned, spontaneous and highly vulnerable settlements. Thus, local 
governments and stakeholders face the problem of continuously updating their knowledge on 
the current building stock and simultaneously assessing exposed buildings area-wide to 
efficiently establish and adjust preparedness measures (Sarabandi and Kiremidjian, 2007; 
Taubenböck et al., 2009a; Wieland et al., 2012). Especially for earthquake loss estimation 
(ELE) modeling, the gathering of building inventory and vulnerability information represents 
normally the most time-consuming and expensive aspect (Dunbar et al., 2003). 
The exclusive application of conventional approaches such as detailed in situ building-by-
building analysis by structural engineers is decreasingly able to cope with this situation. 
Instead, in the last few years remote sensing has proven its great potential to extract relevant 
features for pre-event vulnerability analysis of built-up structures for large areas (Geiß and 
Taubenböck, 2012). So far, different approaches have been presented in the literature. By 
means of characteristics extracted from remote sensing data, Taubenböck et al. (2009a) and 
Borzi et al. (2011) reconstruct and characterize the built environment and retrieve specific 
fragility functions for designated building types. Pittore and Wieland (2012) use remote 
sensing data for delineating and characterizing homogeneous built-up areas. The vulnerability 
of the building inventory is determined in combination with information from a ground-based 
omnidirectional imaging system. Similarly, Borfecchia et al. (2009) assess the vulnerability of 
buildings in a hybrid way, namely by combining in situ ground truth for selected buildings 
with information derived from remote sensing data. Supervised classification techniques are 
subsequently used to classify the residual building inventory. Geiß et al. (2013) combine 
detailed in situ seismic vulnerability information with features describing the urban 
morphology derived from remote sensing data. Supervised regression and classification 
techniques are then applied to evaluate the suitability for an area-wide assessment. The 
aforementioned studies deploy very heterogeneous approaches with respect to the 
vulnerability levels or classes to be estimated. Taubenböck et al. (2009a), Borzi et al. (2011), 
and Borfecchia et al. (2009) use rather specific definitions, whereas Pittore and Wieland 
(2012) and Geiß et al. (2013) incorporate also more transferable, yet generalized, assessment 
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schemes, such as the European Macroseismic Scale (EMS-98; Grünthal et al. 1998). 
However, none of the cited studies focus on the estimation of seismic building structural types 
(SBSTs). SBSTs characterize the main load-bearing structure of a building. This is the most 
affecting factor for earthquake damage and, accordingly, it is generally the first property 
considered for categorizing a building. Further frequently considered parameters that may 
reflect the seismic performance also comprise the number of storeys, the period of 
construction or the presence of structural irregularities (Coburn and Spence, 2002). A function 
for individual SBSTs can be determined that relates the magnitude of the seismic hazard to 
the damage probability of the structures (Calvi et al., 2006). This enables the prediction of the 
probable damage distribution of the building inventory with respect to a certain level of 
seismic hazard (Douglas, 2007). Additionally, SBSTs can also contribute to the assessment of 
the seismic vulnerability according to schemes such as the EMS-98.  
In the pioneering work of Sarabandi and Kiremidjian (2007), information derived from 
remote sensing data is combined with ancillary (geo-)information to estimate SBSTs. In 
particular, they use very high resolution optical imagery to derive the building inventory and 
calculate features describing the height, extent, shape, and roof type characteristics of 
individual buildings. In addition, they use tax assessor data to compile information about 
occupancy and age. Subsequent to that, supervised classification techniques (Classification 
and Regression Trees (CART) and multinomial logistic regression) are deployed to estimate 
SBSTs. In this paper we propose considerable conceptual and methodological differences to 
estimate SBSTs. The plethora of sensors systems that provide useful and complementary 
information yields the possibility to substitute ancillary (geo-)information and, thus, fully rely 
on remote sensing to reconstruct and characterize the building inventory. Due to e.g. data 
availability it may be crucial to gain independence from proprietary sources of information 
(e.g. tax assessor data). In addition, a complementary set of remote sensing data allows to 
characterize the building inventory in an exhaustive manner and to encode for instance also 
spatial context information in the classifier. This in turn opens a good opportunity to boost 
predictive performance of learned models. An exhaustive characterization of the building 
inventory based on a comprehensive set of features simultaneously suggests relying on 
classification approaches that are able to cope efficiently with high-dimensional data sets. 
Moreover, SBSTs ground truth is very costly to obtain and at the same time is afflicted with 
uncertainties induced by an often challenging assignment process. This induces the general 
need for a more tailored approach, which is able to lower those uncertainties and can cope 
with the scarcity of in situ elaborated ground truth.  
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To address these considerations, the objective of this paper is to introduce an approach for 
estimating SBSTs area-wide based on scarce in situ ground truth and complementary multi-
sensor remote sensing data by means of a sequential procedure of advanced machine learning 
techniques. More specifically, we exploit very high resolution multispectral imagery, multi-
temporal medium resolution multispectral data, as well as height information from a 
normalized digital surface model (nDSM) to derive a comprehensive set of features 
characterizing the urban environment. Different feature selection techniques are then 
employed to reduce the dimensionality of the resulting dataset and identify the most relevant 
features. Outlier detection is applied to prune those objects from the data for which the 
available in situ information cannot be considered reliable. To tackle the scarcity of SBSTs 
ground-truth data, additional synthetic samples are generated. Finally, different SBSTs are 
estimated by means of advanced supervised classification techniques. In particular, both 
Support Vector Machines (SVM) (Vapnik, 1998; Schölkopf and Smola, 2002) and Random 
Forests (RF) (Breiman, 2001) are considered due to their capability of effectively handling 
complex remote sensing classification problems (Camps-Valls and Bruzzone, 2009; Gislason, 
2006). Since spatially distributed estimation of SBSTs represents a critical input for ELE 
models, we illustrate the applicability of the presented approach within scenario-based loss 
estimations for the city of Padang, Indonesia. 
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 characterizes the study site 
and data base for this study. In section 3 the methods are described and results and discussions 
are revealed in section 4. The paper is concluded and an outlook is given in section 5. 
2. STUDY SITE AND DATA 
2.1. STUDY SITE: PADANG, INDONESIA 
The presented study focuses on the city of Padang (Indonesia), which is situated in one of the 
most earthquake-prone regions worldwide. Padang is located on the island of Sumatra (mainly 
on the coast and to some extent sited beneath the mean sea level) and is the capital city of the 
Sumatera Barat province. It represents the third largest city on the island with approximately 
one million inhabitants. The dynamic urban system of Padang is constituted by a high 
concentration of population, infrastructure and economic values. The city has supra-regional 
relevance with an international airport and railway connection and possesses an essential 
economical role for the coastal region and the mountainous hinterland.  
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The Sumatra subduction zone represents one of the most active plate tectonic margins in 
the world (Petersen et al., 2004). The Australian plate plunges beneath the Sunda block of the 
Eurasian plate with convergence rates between ~56 and 62 mm/yr. (Chlieh et al., 2008) (Fig. 
IV-1a). The associated complex plate boundary setting leads to thrust earthquakes on the 
subduction fault, strike-slip earthquakes on the Sumatran fault, deeper earthquakes within the 
subducting lithosphere, and volcanic earthquakes (McCaffrey, 2009). Accordingly, the city is 
located in a region characterized by extremely high probability of severe earthquakes, as well 
as secondary effects such as tsunamis (Chlieh et al., 2008; Taubenböck et al., 2009b). As an 
example, in the afternoon of 30th September 2009, Padang was hit by an earthquake with a 
moment magnitude of Mw = 7.6 (Taubenböck et al., 2013). Overall, the earthquake event 
affected an area with a population of 1.2 million and caused 1,195 fatalities. 144,000 
buildings collapsed or were significantly damaged. In Padang, 383 people died and 431 were 
seriously injured, primarily due to collapsing buildings (EERI, 2009; BNPB, 2009). Despite 
the size of the event, the Sunda megathrust was not ruptured and the stress on the Mentawai 
segment, which was accumulated over 200 years, has not been significantly reduced. The 
megathrust strain-energy budget remained substantially at a high level and the threat of a 
great, also tsunamigenic earthquake with a magnitude Mw > 8.5 on the Mentawai patch is 
unabated (McCloskey et al., 2010). 
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Fig. IV-1. Overview on the location of the study area and acquired data. (a) overview on the location of Padang 
and tectonic setting; basic active structural elements of the obliquely convergent Sumatran plate boundary are 
shown; dashed lines parallel to the trench are the 50, 100, and 200km depth of the megathrust (Chlieh et al., 
2008); (b) very high resolution multispectral IKONOS imagery; (c) multitemporal LANDSAT data; (d) nDSM 
with object heights; (e) derived geoinformation consisting of building footprints and buildings blocks; (f) in situ 
data regarding SBSTs that are superimposed on (b). 
 
2.2. REMOTE SENSING DATA 
The remote sensing data used in our study have been acquired and processed within the “Last-
Mile” project (Taubenböck et al., 2009b) and comprise a multispectral IKONOS image, 
multitemporal LANDSAT data, as well as height information from a nDSM (all of them co-
registered to UTM 47S projection and WGS-84 datum). The multispectral IKONOS image 
was acquired on 12th April 2005 and covers a spectral range between 0.445 and 0.853 µm, 
with a geometric resolution of 1 m for the panchromatic band and 4 m for the 4 multispectral 
bands. The data were pan-sharpened and atmospheric correction was performed using the 
ATCOR (Atmospheric and Topographic Correction) model (Richter, 1996; Taubenböck et al., 
2009b) (Fig. IV-1b). Multitemporal LANDSAT data were acquired by the Thematic Mapper 
sensor and the Enhanced Thematic Mapper sensor on 25th July 1989 and 15th July 2000, 
respectively. Both images are characterized by 7 multispectral bands covering a spectral range 
between 0.45 and 2.35 µm at 30 m spatial resolution (Fig. IV-1c). Height information is 
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derived by means of a digital surface model (DSM) and a digital terrain model (DTM), both 
derived from airborne radar data acquired by pair antennas and processed using SAR 
interferometry techniques (Li et al., 2004). The DTM was derived based on measurements of 
the bare ground contained in the original radar data and by manually reviewing and editing 
(Intermap, 2010). The data sets have a geometric resolution of 5 m and a height Root-mean-
square-error (RMSE) of 1 m. To get relative height information of elevated objects a nDSM is 
calculated by subtracting the height values of the DTM from the height values of the DSM 
(Fig. IV-1d). Interested readers can refer to Taubenböck et al. (2009b) for a more detailed 
description of data acquisition and preprocessing.  
2.3. DERIVED GEO-INFORMATION AND IN SITU DATA  
Basic geo-information had already been derived from the remote sensing data and provided 
for this study. Within the “Last-Mile” project 87,573 building footprints were digitized from 
the IKONOS imagery by means of a manual photointerpretation procedure. They represent 
the core of Padang’s building inventory. Additionally, building blocks had been derived from 
a closed-meshed road network (Taubenböck et al., 2008) (Fig. IV-1e). Both information 
layers serve as basis for the calculation of features, which is explained in section 3.1. 
About four weeks after the earthquake on 30th September 2009 a field survey in the 
affected region took place in the framework of the Australia-Indonesia Facility for Disaster 
Reduction (AIFDR) jointly led by the Institut Teknologi Bandung (ITB) and Geoscience 
Australia. The primary objective of the survey was to undertake a population based inspection 
of buildings of all types and all damage levels. The results allowed inferring knowledge 
regarding the vulnerability of a range of building types present in the surveyed region and 
representative for others in Indonesia (Sengara et al., 2010). Overall, 3896 buildings were 
surveyed and each of them was assigned to a specific structural system, wall type, roofing 
type, floor type, number of storeys, usage, and the degree of damage suffered from the 
earthquake event. To conduct a vulnerability assessment and to derive fragility curves, the 
surveyed buildings were categorized according to SBSTs, which reflect a similar behavior 
under seismic load. In particular, the following classes were considered: “Confined masonry” 
(CM), “Reinforced concrete high” (RC high), “Reinforced concrete low” (RC low), “Steel 
frame” (SF), “Timber frame residential” (TF res), “Timber frame non-residential” (TF non-
res), and “Unreinforced masonry” (URM) (Fig. IV-1f). From the whole amount of surveyed 
buildings, 2779 are located in the study area. The position of each building was recorded with 
a GPS device (Fig. IV-1b) and digital pictures were also taken (ibid.). Nevertheless, due to 
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inaccuracies in the GPS positioning, only 561 buildings could be unambiguously assigned to 
their corresponding building footprint extracted from remote sensing imagery (Fig. IV-1e). 
Unfortunately, only two samples remained for the structural type SF. As this class represents 
a relatively rare but striking SBST, the corresponding in situ ground truth was extended with 
12 additional samples derived from another data set compiled in February/March 2008 during 
the “Last-Mile” project (Taubenböck et al., 2009b). The histogram depicting frequencies of 
different SBSTs of the final in situ data set is shown in Fig. IV-2. Descriptive statistical 
analyses were carried out to check whether the final in situ data set is consistent with all 
surveyed buildings and the results revealed a very good agreement. 
 
Fig. IV-2. Frequency of labeled samples (overall: 573) according to different SBSTs of the final in situ data set. 
 
3. METHODS  
Based on the remote sensing and in situ data, we carry out a sequential procedure to estimate 
SBSTs. Fig. IV-3 gives a schematic overview from the data sets used, the chronology of the 
procedure to the targeted SBSTs classification map. A set of features is derived from the 
remote sensing data at two different spatial levels, building and block level (section 3.1.). The 
hierarchical supervised classification approach is described in section 3.2. Outliers in the in 
situ data and building inventory are identified first. Therefore, a subset based feature selection 
technique (section 3.2.1.) is used to create a suitable group of features for building robust one-
class classification models based on the in situ data. The models are built by means of a one-
class support vector machine (OC-SVM, section 3.2.2.) approach and are applied on both in 
situ data and building inventory. Subsequent to outlier identification, multiclass classification 
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models are built in three consecutive steps. The remaining in situ samples are used to identify 
useful groups of features for building robust models by applying subset and ranker based 
feature selection techniques (section 3.2.1.). To tackle scarcity of the in situ data and learn 
efficient discriminative classifiers, synthetic training samples are generated by means of an 
oversampling technique (section 3.2.3.). Based on the generated feature groups and 
oversampled training data, multiclass classification models are learned by using SVM and RF 
(section 3.2.4.). Finally, the most accurate model is applied on the building inventory to 
estimate SBSTs spatially distributed. 
Fig. IV-3. Overview of the framework and processing steps followed in this study. Detailed explanations are 
given throughout the text in section 3.1 which describes the feature calculation, and section 3.2 which describes 
the hierarchical supervised classification approach.  
 
3.1. CALCULATION OF FEATURES FROM REMOTE SENSING DATA  
For a reliable estimation of SBSTs, numerous features have been extracted for both the 
aforementioned individual building footprints and building blocks (identified in the following 
by the subscripts B and S, respectively) (Fig. IV-1e and Fig. IV-3). Generally, the building 
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footprints allow characterizing individual buildings, whereas the building block layer 
characterizes the spatial setting which the respective buildings are embedded in. We chose to 
use building blocks derived from a street network rather than artificial spatial units, such as 
quadratic objects. This allows us to reflect the urban morphology, which is constituted by 
distinct areas that are generally irregularly shaped, more naturally. Simultaneously, the 
difficulty of having to determine the optimal kernel size a priori is avoided (Herold et al., 
2003).  
We use a set of features, that was introduced and explained in detail in Geiß et al. (2013), 
where it was used to evaluate the potential of remote sensing to assess the seismic 
vulnerability levels of buildings (see Tab. IV-1a). In particular, the features relate to the two-
dimensional extent of buildings as well as the description of their shape characteristics. In 
addition, statistical values of 1st and 2nd order were extracted from the available IKONOS 
imagery at building and block level. The first serve as a descriptor of roof surface material 
and arrangement whereas the latter are intended to describe the composition of distinct urban 
structures. Mean and standard deviation values of the different image bands as well as band 
ratios, which are intended to emphasize spectral dissimilarities, were calculated. Additionally, 
rotation-invariant texture measures for the panchromatic and near-infrared band were 
computed using both the co-occurrence matrix (GLCM) and grey level difference vector 
(GLDV).  
Features explicitly aiming to describe the spatial context are calculated at block level and 
consist of the area of building blocks and the average size of the buildings located within. 
Furthermore, spatial metrics such as proportion measures of land cover classes are computed. 
Based on a urban land cover map derived in Taubenböck et al. (2009b) (which exhibited an 
OA of 97%), proportions of land cover classes “buildings”, “sealed”, “grass/meadow”, 
“trees”, and “impervious surface”, which represents a combination of “buildings” and 
“sealed” were calculated per block. Additionally, a semantic classification (“Structure Type 
S”), which is built on physical features that describe the urban morphology, is incorporated. 
The classification describes the socio-economic status of the population by distinguishing 
“slums”, “suburbs”, “low income areas”, “medium income areas”, and “high income areas”. 
Beyond, the incorporation of height information allows the calculation of 3D features such as 
building floor number, floor space, ratio of diameter and height, ratio of width and height, as 
well the average building height within a building block. The mean slope for each building 
block was calculated to describe topographic location characteristics. By analyzing two 
Landsat images from 1989 and 2000, the period of construction is approximately described 
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based on a post classification change detection procedure, which aims to map the urban extent 
at the respective time step. For a more comprehensive description of all the features listed in 
Tab. IV-1a, the reader is referred to Geiß et al. (2013). 
In addition, we introduce a number of new features in this study (Tab. IV-1b). They 
characterize the buildings’ two-dimensional extent, shape and spatial context. They were 
chosen since they turned out to be beneficial in previous studies for discriminating different 
morphologically homogeneous urban structures based on geospatial data (Steiniger et al., 
2008; Colaninno et al., 2011). Overall, each building object is represented by a 145-
dimensional feature vector, whereby 79 features are calculated based on the individual 
building footprints, and 66 are calculated based on the building blocks. In this manner, a 
perceptual coherence (Steiniger et al., 2008) of physical appearance, spatial composition and 
context, and temporal development of the urban morphology and the main load-bearing 
structure of buildings is assumed. 
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TAB. IV-1. FEATURES DERIVED FROM REMOTE SENSING DATA TO CHARACTERIZE THE URBAN MORPHOLOGY; A) 
SET OF FEATURES EXTRACTED AS DESCRIBED IN GEIß ET AL. (2013); B) ADDITIONAL FEATURES THAT ARE RELATED 
TO THE EXTENT AND SHAPE OF INDIVIDUAL BUILDINGS AND THE SPATIAL CONTEXT THEY ARE EMBEDDED IN 
 
3.2. HIERARCHICAL SUPERVISED CLASSIFICATION APPROACH 
3.2.1. FEATURE SELECTION WITH FILTERS 
For taking into account the high dimensionality of the input data, several feature selection 
algorithms were deployed. The selection of features to be used for building robust 
classification models is generally a difficult task, especially when dealing with a large number 
of features as it is the case in this study. Thereby, high-dimensional feature vectors often 
exhibit redundancy, show inter-correlations and may suffer from the “Hughes phenomenon" 
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(which states that for a limited amount of samples the predictive power decreases as the 
dimensionality of the feature vector increases (Hughes, 1968)). Furthermore, multivariate 
classification methods can be prone to over-fitting. Filtering out the least promising features 
and thus reducing the dimensionality of the feature vector may attenuate the aforementioned 
problems (Guyon, 2003). 
Feature selection techniques can be categorized into filters and wrappers. That latter 
evaluate features by using accuracy estimates provided by the actual classification algorithm, 
which is deployed subsequent to feature selection. Thus, the classifier needs to be trained and 
accuracy estimation needs to be performed for each iteration of the evaluation process. This 
can lead to large processing times what make them unpractical for extensive studies on high-
dimensional data sets (Kohavi and John, 1997). Accordingly, in our study we employed filter 
methods for feature selection, as they operate independently with respect to the classifier. 
Among filter methods one can discriminate algorithms which evaluate individual features and 
those which assess subsets of features (Hall and Holmes, 2003). Overall, six different filter 
methods were applied in the context of the presented work (by means of the WEKA software 
environment (Hall et al., 2009)), namely Information Gain (IG), Gain Ratio (GR), Chi-
Squared (χ2), Pearson product-moment correlation coefficient (COR), and Relief-F (RelF), 
which all allow feature ranking, as well as the Correlation-based Feature Selection (CFS) 
which allows evaluating feature groups. 
IG belongs to the group of information theory indices, which evaluates a feature by means 
of the Shannon entropy. The decrease in entropy of a class is evaluated when a feature is 
considered (Duch, 2006). A drawback of the IG measure is that it tends to be biased towards 
features with a large number of distinct values. GR, which is a largely-employed modification 
of IG, aims to avoid this bias by a simple normalization utilizing the class entropy (Van 
Hulse, 2009). The χ2 method deploys the χ2 statistic to evaluate the strength of the relationship 
between each independent feature and a class (ibid.). COR measures the relation of a feature 
and a class based on Pearson’s Correlation coefficient (Hall et al., 2009) and was used as a 
benchmark in this study. Focusing on the expectation that useful features should differentiate 
between instances from different classes and have similar values for instances from the same 
class, RelF (Kononenko, 1994; Robnik-Šikonja and Kononenko, 2003) ranks features 
according to their ability to discriminate between neighboring instances. For multiclass 
problems RelF randomly samples an instance from the data and locates its k nearest neighbors 
from the same and different classes. The feature values of the nearest neighbors are compared 
to the sampled instance and used to up-date relevance scores for each feature. This procedure 
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is repeated for a number of instances m that has to be specified by the user (Hall and Holmes, 
2003). The CFS method (Hall, 1999) uses a best first search algorithm to identify a group of 
possibly suitable subsets. Each considered subset is subsequently merited by means of an 
entropy based heuristic. Subsets with high feature-class correlation and low feature-feature 
inter-correlation are merited best (Hall and Holmes, 2003). IG, GR, χ2, and COR are bivariate 
procedures. Each feature is evaluated independently of all other features in the data set. This 
is in contrast to the procedure of the RelF and CFS approach.  
For feature selection methods that require discrete values (i.e. IG, GR, χ2), numerical 
features were discretized according to the method of Fayyad and Irani (1993). Concerning the 
RelF approach, we set m to the number of all instances, since a larger value of m implies a 
more reliable approximation (Kononenko, 1994). We tested several values for the number of 
nearest neighbors to be considered. However, the results are hardly sensitive with respect to 
this parameter in this study, thus the number of neighbors k was set to 10. For the CFS 
method we used a stopping criterion for the search heuristic of 5 consecutive fully expanded 
non-improving subsets. The subset with the highest merit revealed during the search was 
selected. The results of the feature selection algorithms served for the creation of feature 
subsets that were used for building several multiclass classification models (section 3.2.4). 14 
subsets containing the n “best ranked” features (n = 5, 10, …, 50, 60, 80, 100, 120) were 
created based on the results of each ranker method. In addition, one feature subset was built 
according to the result from the CFS technique (n = 28). Altogether this leads to a total 
amount of 72 data sets, one containing the original number of features and 71 represent 
feature reduced subsets.   
3.2.2. OUTLIER DETECTION WITH OC-SVM 
Outlier detection is applied to exclude objects from the data for which the available in situ 
information cannot be considered reliable. The appearance of outliers can be related to several 
sources. The set of in situ samples may not be fully representative for all buildings in the area 
and the SBSTs, as defined in the context of the in situ survey, may not cover all structures. 
Inaccuracies may have been occurred in the surveying of single buildings, leading to the 
assignment of inappropriate labels. Mislabeling also cannot be excluded in the assignment 
process of the in situ data. Beyond, feature values of building objects can be biased due to 
errors or noise in the underlying remote sensing data.  
To lower those uncertainties we employ ν-OC-SVM, which were introduced by Schölkopf 
et al. (1999) as support vector method for novelty detection. It is based on the general 
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principle of SVM, which determine appropriate parameters that construct a decision surface, 
the optimal separating hyperplane, between the classes of training samples with respect to 
their position in an n-dimensional feature space (Vapnik, 1995, 1998). With the benefits of 
SVM, the one class classifier is able to capture the support region (i.e., where the density is 
large) without the need of prior assumptions about the distribution of the data. Therefore, the 
target class is described by a function that maps the majority of instances to a region where 
the function is nonzero. To achieve this, the origin of the feature space is first treated as the 
only available member of the non-target class (i.e., as an outlier). Then, a hyperplane with 
maximum margin separation from the origin is identified. Analogous to the usual SVM 
framework, outliers in the training data are handled by slack variables (Muñoz-Marí et al., 
2010).  
To keep computational costs low and mitigate over-fitting, we identified a group of 
valuable features for the one-class models by using the CFS technique (section 3.2.1.). The in 
situ data with the reduced set of features were split according to the SBSTs class labels. 
Subsequently, for each of them we determine a specific ν-OC-SVM model (all support vector 
methods in this paper were carried out with the LibSVM package by Chang and Lin (2011)). 
We used Gaussian radial basis function (RBF) kernels as commonly used in literature when 
addressing environmental applications since they showed generally good performances in 
plenty of studies (e.g., Camps-Valls and Bruzzone, 2009; Volpi et al., 2013). The application 
of the ν-OC-SVM approach with a RBF kernel requires adjusting the parameter ν, which 
represents the expected percentage of outliers in the training set and the kernel-width 
parameter γ. However, it is difficult to tune free parameters if only target labeled samples are 
available in the training data. In such situations solely the true positive rate (sensivity) can be 
calculated, whereas the error counterpart (specificity) cannot. To overcome this limitation, the 
free parameter selection was determined by evaluating	 argmaxθ	 ቄOAሾ%ሿ#SV ቅ, where θ is the set of 
free parameters (i.e., ν and γ), OA is the overall accuracy and #SV the number of support 
vectors. This heuristic enforces high OA while simultaneously limiting model complexity 
keeping a low number of SV (Muñoz-Marí et al., 2010). For both ν and γ we performed a grid 
search varying ν in the range {0.01, …, 0.1} in 0.01 steps and γ in the range {10-2, …, 102} in 
power of √10 steps, respectively. OA for each model was estimated by a 4-fold cross-
validation strategy. Tab. IV-2 shows the determined hyper-parameter combinations for the 
respective SBSTs with number of SV, OA estimates and corresponding values of the 
evaluation heuristic. 
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TAB. IV-2. DETERMINED HYPER-PARAMETERS (I.E., ν, γ) FOR THE RESPECTIVE SBSTS WITH AFFILIATED NUMBER 
OF SV (#SV), OA ESTIMATES (OA [%]) AND CORRESPONDING VALUES OF THE EVALUATION HEURISTIC 
(OA[%]/#SV) 
 
A ν-OC-SVM model was trained for each SBST based on the identified hyper-parameter 
combination and applied to the building inventory.  Building objects that were not identified 
as class members were removed from the in situ data. Analogous, instances from the building 
inventory that were not assigned to one of the 7 SBST classes were removed (Fig. IV-3b). 
3.2.3. OVERSAMPLING FOR HANDLING SCARCE IMBALANCED DATA SETS 
To tackle scarcity of the in situ data and address problems associated with class imbalance, 
we oversampled the training data. As can be seen in Fig. IV-2, the in situ data for the 
investigated classes exhibit an uneven distribution and for some of them only a very small 
number of samples is available. If a class is characterized by a small number of samples, it is 
difficult to uncover regularities and thus construct accurate decision boundaries. In addition, 
the classifiers are bias-prone and tend to favor the majority classes (Nguyen et al., 2009).  
Accordingly, we employed the SMOTE approach (Synthetic Minority Over-sampling 
Technique; Chawla et al., 2002), which generates new samples by interpolating between 
existing instances rather than simply duplicating original samples to avoid over-fitting. 
Thereby, the k nearest neighbors of a minority sample within the affiliated minority class are 
first identified. Depending on the amount of over-sampling required, some of the nearest 
neighbors are randomly selected and synthetic samples are generated along the line between 
the minority example and its selected nearest neighbors in the feature space (He and Garcia, 
2009). It has been shown that the error rate caused by class imbalance decreases when the size 
of the training data increases (Japkowicz and Stephen, 2002). For this reason, we choose to 
keep the influence of synthetic samples as low as possible and at the same time equal for each 
class. Thus, we oversampled in situ ground-truth data for all considered classes by 500%, by 
keeping the a priori distribution of the classes. It is ensured that every class consists of at least 
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60 instances and the classification models deployed later on are not biased due to an alteration 
of the class distribution. According to the recommendations of Chawla et al. (2002) the 
number of nearest neighbors to be considered was set to 5.  
3.2.4. MULTICLASS CLASSIFICATION WITH SVM AND RF 
For the actual estimation of SBSTs, we deploy SVM and RF since both algorithms showed 
excellent performances in previous studies, especially when high-dimensional data sets are 
considered. Contrarily to the OC-SVM approach described in Section 3.2.2., the multiclass 
SVM approach aims to discriminate two or more target classes from each other. To cope with 
class overlap or the existence of noise in the training data, soft margin SVM were introduced 
(referred to as C-SVM). This technique represents a modification of the maximum margin 
approach using relaxed separation constrains that allow for the possibility of instances on the 
incorrect side of the respective margin boundary (Cortes and Vapnik, 1995).   
The designated description of SVM refers to binary classification. To extend it to 
classification problems involving more than two classes normally a parallel architecture made 
of an ensemble of binary classifiers is utilized (Hsu and Lin, 2002; Melgani and Bruzzone, 
2004). Following this way, one can discriminate one-against-the-rest or one-against-one 
methods. We chose the latter, because this technique allows producing equal or better 
performances, while featuring a favorable trade-off between accuracy, computational costs 
and algorithm complexity (Hsu and Lin, 2002). As for the OC-SVM approach, also here we 
used RBF kernels. Learning the most appropriate C-SVM in conjunction with a RBF kernel 
requires the definition of the cost-parameter C (which controls the trade-off between the 
maximization of the margin and minimization of the classification error) and the kernel-width 
parameter γ. Tuning of C and γ was addressed by a grid search strategy based on 10-fold cross 
validation. Generalization accuracy is evaluated in terms of estimated kappa statistic κ (which 
allows considering both omission and commission errors; Foody, 2004) on the average of 5 
independent trials. In conformity with the recommendations of Hsu et al. (2010), a coarse 
grid-search with values of C = {2-4, 2-3, …, 212} and γ = {2-5, 2-4, …, 23} was performed. 
Subsequently, a refined grid-search in the neighborhood of the resulting C and γ pair was 
conducted to determine the final parameterization. A C-SVM was trained for each feature 
subset (section 3.2.1.) as well as for the whole feature set.  
RF represent a decision-tree-based ensemble learning method for classification and 
regression introduced by Breiman (2001). Ensemble learning methods build a prediction 
model by utilizing the strength of a collection of simple base models. Therefore, RF grow 
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multiple decision trees on random subsets of the training data. The high variance among 
individual trees, letting each tree vote for the class membership, and assigning the respective 
class according to the majority of the votes, allows the accurate and robust classification of 
unseen data with little need for fine-tuning, even in the presence of many noisy variables 
(ibid.; Stumpf and Kerle, 2011). Compared to the classification and regression tree approach 
(Breiman, 1984) used in Sarabandi and Kiremidjian (2007), RF represents a bagged predictor 
and thus always yields higher accuracies (Han and Kamber, 2006). 
The parameters that need to be specified for generating a RF model consist of the number 
of classification trees to be grown ntree and the number of features mtry used at each node. Both 
parameters are evaluated by means of the RF inherent out-of-bag (OOB) error measure on the 
average of 10 independent trials for this study (RF deployed in this paper were carried out 
with the randomForest package (Liaw and Wiener, 2002) within the statistical computation 
environment R (R Core Team, 2013)). An increase of ntree causes an improvement of 
classification accuracy until the performance converges. Since adding more trees to the model 
does not induce over-fitting, it is possible to run past the point of conversion to obtain more 
confident OOB values. However, adding more trees simultaneously rises computation time. 
To determine a suitable tradeoff, models were trained with all features for ntree = 1, 2, 5, 10, 
20, …, 50, 100, 200, …, 1000, 2000, …, 5000, 10000. We observed that the conversion point 
for our data set is located between a ntree value of 200 and 300. To provide a reliable OBB 
error estimate and maintaining the computation times in a reasonable range, we chose a ntree 
value of 500. This is in a good agreement with the RF parameter study performed by Genuer 
et al. (2008). According to Breiman (2001) a value for mtry = ඥ݌, with p denoting the number 
of input features, yields near optimum classification results. However, studies revealed that 
larger values of mtry might perform better for high-dimensional data sets (Breiman, 2002; 
Genuer et al., 2008). Accordingly, the original training data with all features were used to 
check for a possible increase in performance. As suggested by Genuer et al. (2008), 
classification models were learned with nine mtry values (1, ඥ݌/2, ඥ݌, 2ඥ݌, 4ඥ݌, ݌ 4⁄ , ݌ 2⁄ , 
3݌ 4⁄ , p), with ntree = 500 for each model. We observed that mtry = ඥ݌ shows near optimum 
results, coping with the dimensionality of the whole feature set. Thus, we used this 
parameterization since it is also very favorable from a computational point of view.  
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4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
4.1. DETECTED OUTLIERS 
Seven OC-SVM models were learned from the labeled samples to identify and exclude 
outliers from both the in situ data and the building inventory. Each model represents a 
descriptor of the SBST class it was trained on. Overall, from the 573 labeled samples 32 
samples were detected as outliers and thus were removed from the in situ data set (Tab. IV-
3a). Subsequently, each of the seven models was applied separately to the building inventory. 
The amount of buildings classified as class members and outliers according to each model is 
shown in Tab. IV-3b.   
TAB. IV-3. RESULTS OF THE OUTLIER DETECTION APPROACH FOR THE IN SITU DATA (A) AND BUILDING INVENTORY 
(B) WITH AFFILIATED NUMBERS AND SHARES OF CLASS MEMBERS AND OUTLIERS 
 
As can be seen from Tab. IV-3b, notable overlapping between individual classes exists. 
Especially CM, RC low, and URM show a certain degree of conformity. TF res and TF non-
res seem to be more distinctive from other SBSTs, but feature some interference between 
each other. RC high and SF appear to be the most distinctive SBSTs, what seems plausible 
since these SBSTs are generally characterized by a unique physical appearance. However, the 
task was not to discriminate one class from another, but to identify instances that feature a 
distinctive dissimilarity in relation to the in situ data. Overall, 5587 instances from the entire 
building inventory were not assigned to any of the seven SBSTs by the learned models and 
were therefore excluded. 
4.2. RELEVANCE OF FEATURES 
To identify the most relevant features for building robust multiclass classification models 
several feature selection algorithms were applied on the data. The features evaluated as most 
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important are shown in Fig. IV-4. It contains the 15 best ranked features according to the 
different feature ranking algorithms and the subset revealed from the CFS approach. These 
features contributed the largest shares to raise model performance for both SVM and RF 
(section 4.3.; Fig. IV-5).  
Fig. IV-4. Benchmarking of the most relevant features. The x-axis lists the features. The y-axis shows the ranks 
of the respective features according to the feature ranking algorithms and additionally the subset revealed from 
the CFS approach. 
 
Overall, 42 different features of the original 145 feature vector appear in the ranking or the 
CFS subset. 23 features represent individual building characteristics and 19 represent block 
level information. This shows that both spatial levels are valuable to add specific information 
for SBSTs estimation. The IKONOS Extent/Shape features are evaluated as very valuable and 
mostly appear at the top of the ranking. Especially the features “Area/Perimeter B”, “Length 
B”, and “Area B” have a very prominent position. Our findings hence go in line with earlier 
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work of Sarabandi and Kiremidjian (2007) who stress the importance of features on the extent 
of buildings to characterize seismic vulnerability. IKONOS Spatial context and nDSM 3D 
features show a more disperse ranking pattern and thus seem to be slightly less valuable. 
Interestingly, in relation to Geiß et al. (2013), the expanded feature set (Tab. IV-1b) contains 
some highly ranked features for both categories IKONOS Extent/Shape and IKONOS Spatial 
context. Features belonging to the groups IKONOS Spectral 1st and 2nd order primarily appear 
at the bottom positions of the ranking. However, features from these groups are noteworthy 
included. Overall, the LANDSAT temporal feature, which is intended to reflect approximate 
periods of constructions based on data from 1998 and 2000, appears to be less relevant for 
Padang. However, it is ranked high by the RelF approach, which shows distinctive 
performances for feature sets with a small number of features, as described in the next section. 
4.3. MULTICLASS CLASSIFICATION MODELS 
The classification model performances, decomposed according to the built feature sets, are 
reported separately for SVM (Fig. IV-5a) and RF (Fig. IV-5b). As mentioned, it can be seen 
that adding the first 15 best ranked features, according to the different feature selection 
techniques, induces a steep rise of performance. Subsequently, the increase of performance 
becomes more gradually. When comparing SVM and RF, it can be seen that the performance 
curve of the RF models start with higher κ values for the subsets containing solely five 
features. This trend remains until approximately 15-20 features are considered. At this point 
the model performances become relatively aligned. Adding further features, the estimated κ 
values of SVM models are higher than the estimated κ values of RF models. 
It is worth mentioning that the RF models built on the features ranked by the RelF 
approach show a comparatively distinctive performance with a few number of features.  
Especially the ten best ranked features induce a distinctive performance for both SVM and 
RF, what indicates the usefulness of these features (see Fig. IV-4) for estimating SBSTs. This 
feature set is constituted by features from different feature categories. Analogous, the best five 
features as evaluated by the GR approach show distinctive performances and represent also 
features from different categories. Contrarily, the best five features as evaluated by the COR 
approach belong only to one category and perform worst. Moreover, the CFS subset covers a 
broad spectrum of features from different categories and shows a distinctive positive 
performance. Overall, this gives an indication that features from different categories are 
complementary and hence yield higher performances. Regarding the actual κ values, it has to 
be accentuated that accuracy estimates are very optimistic and do very unlikely reveal real 
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generalization capabilities on unseen data. Due to the application of the SMOTE approach, 
the training data contains a large fraction of synthetic samples that are very similar to the 
original in situ data. This leads to well bordered clusters in feature space, what makes it 
possible to learn robust models on the basis of very scarce in situ data. Performing a cross-
validation with such a data set tends to produce very optimistic accuracy estimates. However, 
the accuracy estimates in terms of κ statistic served for the comparison and selection of 
models. 
 
Fig. IV-5. Performance of the SVM (a) and RF (b) models as a function of the different feature sets. The feature 
sets were built based on the feature selection techniques described in section 3.2.1. The x-axis lists the number 
of features contained in the respective feature set and the y-axis reveals the corresponding κ statistic of the 
learned models.   
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4.4. CLASSIFICATION OF BUILDING INVENTORY AND PLAUSIBILIZATION OF SBSTS ESTIMATION 
For the application and further plausibilization of the approach, we chose the SVM model 
built with the unreduced feature vector, since it yields the highest estimated κ statistic of all 
models. The spatially distributed estimation of SBSTs can be seen in Fig. IV-6a. Analogous 
to the shares of the different SBSTs of the in situ data, the building inventory of Padang is 
dominated by CM and RC low buildings. The first is more dominant in remote parts of the 
city and the latter shapes the central parts. Spatial concentrations of URM buildings appear in 
different sections of the city, whereas RC high buildings can be found primarily in the core 
area parallel to the coast line. TF buildings can be found in many parts of the city. They occur 
both in a diffuse and clustered manner. SF buildings appear most dominantly in the south-
eastern parts. Outliers primarily represent very huge buildings that are located in central parts 
or small, informal structures that are located in very remote parts. As described in the 
previous section, the estimated κ statistic of the models is most likely too optimistic. Thus, we 
use the in situ samples that could not be unambiguously assigned to individual buildings (see 
section 2.3.) for a further plausibilization. The location of the affiliated building is not exactly 
known, but must be very close to the respective in situ sample. 
A visual inspection reveals a good agreement in large areas. Five sections of Fig. IV-6b 
exemplify the visual plausibility checks. The results appear reasonable especially for the 
SBSTs CM, RC low, and URM. For timber frame buildings it appears that there were some 
confusions between TF res and TF non-res. Due to the fact that the unverified samples do not 
comprise SF buildings and a very small number of RC high, we do not make statements about 
these SBSTs. In order to support validity of estimated accuracies, we checked if there is a 
corresponding classified building object within a radius of 50 m from each of the 2221 
unverified in situ buildings. This analysis resulted in an OA of 84%, what underlines the 
plausibility of the results. 
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Fig. IV-6. a) Spatially distributed estimation of SBSTs by application of learned classification model to 
building inventory; b) Plausibilization of estimation by utilizing the spatially unverified in situ samples. 
 
4.5. APPLICATION FOR EARTHQUAKE LOSS ESTIMATION 
For the illustration of the applicability of the approach for ELE modeling, scenario-based loss 
estimations for Padang are presented. Fragility functions in the form of cumulative lognormal 
distributions have been derived from data collected after the 30th September 2009 event (Fig. 
IV-7a, Sengara et al., 2010) for different SBSTs. They relate the Modified Mercalli Intensity 
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(MMI) to a damage index DI. The latter represents an economic measure for damage and is 
constituted by the ratio of repair cost and total building reconstruction cost. For the presented 
scenarios, we assume that site effects do not play a significant role in the intensity 
distribution. Thus, the MMI is assumed to be spatially invariant within the city of Padang, 
what is consistent with observations from the aforementioned event (ibid.). Accordingly, Fig. 
IV-7b reveals calculated building inventory loss for several MMIs for the presented study 
area. In addition, spatially distributed building damage based on a violent MMI of 9 is shown 
in Fig. IV-7c. The estimation of densities regarding damaged buildings was carried out with a 
KDE approach (Bailey and Gatrell, 1995), with a Gaussian kernel and an adaptive kernel 
bandwidth that ensures a sample size of 50 buildings. Note that “SF” buildings and outliers 
are not included in the analyses due to missing fragility functions.   
Fig. IV-7. Application for scenario-based ELE; a) Fragility functions for different SBSTs. They were derived 
empirically by Sengara et al. (2010) for the buildings of Padang after the 30th September 2009 earthquake; b) 
building inventory loss for several MMIs; c) spatially distributed building damage for a MMI of 9.  
 
The presented approach allows to quantify building damage in a detailed way and make 
damage estimations spatially explicit by e.g., localizing hot spots within a city. These are key 
features for earthquake loss modeling and predictions. 
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5. CONCLUSIONS AND OUTLOOK 
This study aims to demonstrate how to estimate seismic building structural types by means of 
a remote sensing based approach and to evaluate the suitability of the data and methods. As 
there is no obvious correlation between the digital information of pixels and SBSTs, we 
showed how to derive sets of valuable features to characterize the urban environment. For this 
purpose we utilized very high resolution multispectral EO-data, height information and multi-
temporal medium resolution multispectral EO-data. It turned out that a combinatory use of 
features from different feature categories related to building shape and height, spatial context, 
and spectral information appears most promising. In this manner, we proposed a hierarchical 
supervised classification scheme that adapts techniques from the machine learning domain to 
estimate SBSTs. By means of a sequential procedure including feature selection, outlier 
detection, generation of synthetic samples, and learning non-parametric SVM and RF 
classification models, SBSTs could be estimated spatially distributed with plausible 
accuracies. Thus, we conclude that remote sensing data and methods have a high capability to 
support large area estimation of SBSTs.  
A spatially distributed and accurate estimation of SBSTs is a critical input for ELE models 
as illustrated in section 4.5. and thus represents a relevant contribution to seismic risk 
mitigation and preparedness activities. Furthermore, related to an actual earthquake hazard, 
post-event earthquake loss estimations for response and recovery activities can be made, e.g. 
also advanced earthquake early warning systems include the capacity for the rapid assessment 
of damage (Picozzi et al., 2013). Such information would also be useful for a guided and thus 
more accurate post-event damage mapping (Dell’Acqua and Gamba, 2012). Beyond, remote 
sensing has the capability to quantify exposed people (Taubenböck et al., 2009b), what also 
allows the estimation of human casualties within the aforementioned model setting.  
However, from a technical perspective, future research can utilize the enhanced resolution 
characteristics of latest and future spaceborne missions, such as WorldView-2 and 3, 
CARTOSAT-3 or ALOS-3, what allows the calculation of more sophisticated feature vectors 
(Novack et al., 2011). In addition, the application of computationally intensive wrapper 
methods for feature selection should be investigated. Regarding the actual classification task, 
the application of a semisupervised approach (e.g., Bruzzone et al., 2006), which also encodes 
some knowledge from the unlabeled data, appears promising especially when only very few 
labeled samples are available. To this end, active learning methods (e.g., Tuia et al., 2009) 
enable a guided selection of the most feasible samples. Nevertheless, the most exigent task 
regarding future research comprises the systematic and comprehensive collection of accurate 
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georeferenced in situ data for both SBSTs and experienced earthquake damage by structural 
engineers. Only this way the remote sensing community can fully demonstrate the usability of 
EO-data for SBSTs estimation and ELE modeling. This is why we see a need to trigger an 
open dialogue between the remote sensing and earthquake engineering community to share 
data and gather a common understanding about e.g., typologies. We believe that only a close 
interdisciplinary collaboration will enable systematic and valid large-area estimations of 
SBSTs and earthquake loss of dynamic earthquake prone urban areas around the globe. 
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ABSTRACT 
TanDEM-X (TerraSAR-X add-on for Digital Elevation Measurements) is a spaceborne radar 
interferometer, which delivers a global digital surface model with an unprecedented spatial 
resolution. This allows resolving objects above ground such as buildings. Extracting and 
characterizing those objects in an automated manner represents a challenging problem, but 
opens simultaneously a broad range of large-area applications. In this paper, we discuss and 
evaluate the suitability of morphological filters for the derivation of normalized digital surface 
models from the TanDEM-X mission in complex urban environments and introduce a novel 
region growing-based progressive morphological filter procedure. This approach is jointly 
proposed with a post-classification processing scheme to specifically allow for an accurate 
reconstruction of urban morphology even in challenging terrain. The introduced filter 
approach comprises a multistep procedure using concepts of morphological image filtering, 
region growing and interpolation techniques. It is based on the idea of progressive 
morphological filters that aim to discriminate ground and non-ground pixels in the digital 
surface model based on algebraic set operations. The post-classification processing scheme 
adapts techniques of object based image analyses (OBIA) to refine regions of classified non-
ground pixels. Digital terrain models are subsequently generated by interpolating between 
identified ground pixels. Experimental results obtained with intermediate digital elevation 
model (IDEM) data for an area that covers large parts of Izmir (Turkey) reveal promising 
empirical evidence. The approaches perform beneficial compared to basic morphological 
filter based methods, especially in terrain with high orographic energy and steep areas. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
The TanDEM-X mission acquires data for a global digital surface model (DSM) with 
unprecedented resolution characteristics (Krieger et al., 2007). The spatial resolution of 0.4 
arcseconds allows resolving objects in urban environments above ground such as buildings. 
Extraction of those objects opens a broad range of large-area applications, which are to-date 
unfeasible due to data availability and costs. In this sense, spatial analyzes can be extended by 
including threedimensional characteristics of urban environments and rely on data which is 
available for large areas consistently. Examples of this type of applications comprise analyzes 
concerning urbanization processes (Griffith et al., 2010; Taubenböck et al., 2012; Taubenböck 
et al., 2014), characterization of urban morphology (Baud et al., 2010; Graesser et al., 2012; 
Taubenböck et al., 2013), and the contribution to natural disaster related mitigation measures 
(Geiß and Taubenböck, 2013; Pittore and Wieland, 2013; Geiß et al., in press), among others.  
When aiming at the extraction of those objects in an automated manner, it is common to 
derive a digital terrain model (DTM) from the data first. A DTM contains elevation 
measurements of the bare earth without including objects above ground. A DTM allows 
computing a normalized digital surface model (nDSM). The latter then naturally comprises 
elevation information of objects above ground. Numerous approaches have been postulated to 
retrieve DTM information from a DSM. Thereby, a large share of approaches is related to the 
derivation of DTMs from very high resolution DSMs, with ground sampling distances usually 
smaller than one meter. These kinds of DSMs are frequently derived from stereoscopic optical 
acquisitions, interferometric SAR measurements, or laser scanning (LiDAR) (Sirmacek et al., 
2012; Wurm et al., 2011; Gamba and Houshmand, 2000). Especially the latter has triggered 
the development of ground filtering algorithms (Kraus and Pfeiffer, 1998; Axelsson, 1999; 
Zhang et al., 2003; Sithole and Vosselmann, 2004; Liu, 2008). However, lower spatial 
resolution of TanDEM-X DSM data hampers the use of many approaches.  
With the benefit of a very high spatial resolution, for instance the existence of a distinct 
difference between the slope of terrain and that of non-ground objects such as buildings and 
trees can be exploited (Vosselman, 2000; Sithole, 2001). This is a prerequisite that generally 
cannot be expected given the acquisition characteristics and spatial resolution of TanDEM-X 
DSM data. Moreover, for this study we only consider approaches that operate on greyscale 
images and neglect waveform related approaches. This is due to user-oriented considerations, 
which include the fact that elevation measurements of the TanDEM-X mission are converted 
into regular, greyscale grid images, including several tailored correction procedures such as 
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masking of water areas, before dissemination. Regarding techniques that are suitable for 
application on greyscale grid images, approaches based on mathematical morphology (Zhang 
et al., 2003; Haralick et al., 1987; Weidner and Förstner, 1995; Kilian et al., 1996; Chen et al., 
2007; Pingel et al., 2013), are common due to their simplicity in accordance with good 
performance. By means of compositions of algebraic set operations (Haralick and Shapiro, 
1991), objects in the image such as buildings, can be identified since their elevation is usually 
higher than those of surrounding ground measurements.  
However, mathematical morphology-based filters are prone to errors in steep terrains 
(Meng et al., 2010; Maguya et al., 2013). Generally, the biggest challenge when applying 
morphological methods is to keep terrain features unchanged while using large window sizes 
(Chen et al., 2007). Ground points are mistakenly treated as non-ground points in such 
settings, what results in an overestimation of objects and their height in the final nDSM 
(Sithole and Vosselmann, 2004; Liu, 2008; Meng et al., 2010). Besides these general 
challenges, the spatial resolution of TanDEM-X data poses individual challenges to a suitable 
approach. When aiming at the extraction of urban land cover objects such as buildings, the 
spatial resolution aggravates the use of algorithms that are designed for data with ground 
sampling distances considerably smaller than objects of interest. In particular, a large share of 
approaches uses the concept of progressive morphological filters that aim to separate 
ground/bare earth from non-ground/objects first (e.g., Zhang et al., 2003; Chen et al., 2007; 
Pingel et al., 2013). This allows progressively altering free parameters in dependence of the 
window size of the morphological filter in order to cope with different kind of land cover 
objects in the data (Mayer, 2000; Zhang et al., 2003). For instance, low elevation difference 
thresholds are used for small sizes of the filter window to eliminate objects such as bushes, 
small trees or cars. However, given the spatial resolution of the TanDEM-X data, even the 
smallest size of the filter window (3 × 3 pixels) comprises a size that already can easily 
exceed a building. In such a setting, i.e., applying parameters that are non-adaptive with 
respect to the window size, the conceptual advancement of a progressive procedure cannot be 
exploited the same way as it was done in previous studies.  
In this paper, we discuss and evaluate the suitability of morphological filters for the 
derivation of normalized digital surface models from the TanDEM-X mission in complex 
urban environments. More significant, a novel multistep procedure using progressive 
morphological image filtering, region growing, and interpolation techniques is described. The 
approach is designed to yield beneficial results also in settings where free parameters are 
nonadaptive with respect to the window size. Moreover, it is intended to address and lower 
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errors particularly associated with steep terrain. In this manner, the strategy adopted in this 
work aims at a significant reduction of omission errors while taking the risk of a solely 
moderate increase of commission errors when separating ground and non-ground pixels. 
However, accuracy of classified ground and non-ground pixels have a varying influence on 
the quality of the final nDSM, which is dependent on the terrain characteristics of the image 
domain and cannot be completely determined a priori. To provide a suitable tradeoff between 
reduction of omission errors and increase of commission errors, regions of pixels that were 
dominantly classified as non-ground by the introduced procedure are spatially refined. 
Therefore, a postclassification processing scheme is proposed, which adapts techniques of 
object based image analysis (OBIA; Blaschke, 2010). To evaluate the suitability of introduced 
methods, experiments are carried out with intermediate digital elevation model (IDEM) data 
for an area that covers large parts of Izmir (Turkey). We focus on the extraction of elevated 
objects in urban environments (i.e., buildings), which are characterized by steep terrains and a 
high orographic energy.  
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section II details morphological filters 
in a consecutive manner: the most basic morphological filter, progressive morphological 
filters, and the proposed region growing-based progressive morphological filter procedure are 
explained in section 2.1. to 2.3., respectively. In subsection 2.4., the post-classification 
processing scheme is introduced. Section 3 is used for the description of data sets and 
experiments, whereas section 4 reports the actual results of conducted experiments. 
Concluding remarks are given in section 5. 
2. MORPHOLOGICAL FILTERS FOR DERIVATION OF NORMALIZED DIGITAL SURFACE MODELS 
To retrieve heights of objects that are elevated from the earth’s surface such as buildings and 
vegetation from a DSM, the elevation of the terrain has to be removed. To this purpose, a 
DTM which represents the bare earth surface has to be derived first. With this information a 
nDSM can be calculated, which contains all objects above the terrain, by subtracting the DTM 
from the DSM: 
݊ܦܵܯ ൌ ܦܵܯ െ ܦܶܯ. (V-1) 
This way the DSM is decomposed in terrain (DTM) and object heights (nDSM). 
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2.1. MORPHOLOGICAL FILTER (MF) 
A very common approach to derive a DTM is to conduct a morphological opening operation 
(Haralick et al., 1987) on each measurement of the DSM. The approach sequentially executes 
a minimum and maximum filter with a structuring element w, e.g., a square window, on a grid 
of continuous surface elevation measurements Z. In the terminology of mathematical 
morphology, minimum filtering represents a special erosion operation, where the structuring 
element w has constant elevation values (Weidner and Förstner, 1995). For an individual 
surface elevation measurement zx,y, the erosion of surface elevation z at x and y is defined as 
ݖ̅ ൌ minሺ௫,௬ሻ∈୵ሺ ݖ௫,௬ሻ. (V-2) 
The eroded surface ܼ̅ is subject to maximum filtering, which represents a special form of 
dilation and is analogously defined as 
ݖ̿ ൌ maxሺ௫,௬ሻ∈୵ሺ ݖ௫̅,௬ሻ. (V-3) 
To fully eliminate the objects of interest (i.e., buildings) in the opened surface ܼ̿, the window 
size has to be chosen so that the structuring element w always exceeds an object’s outline. 
Thus, the window must have a side length of 2 × dmax + 1, with dmax being the largest number 
of pixels between an object of interest pixel and the next ground pixel, and can be determined 
empirically for an arbitrary image domain. 
Although this classical morphological approach has proven its viability especially in flat 
terrains (Kraus et al., 2011), it features some conceptual drawbacks. Every single 
measurement that does not represent a minimum in w is altered and the opened surface ܼ̿ is 
usually lower than the original measurements (Zhang et al., 2003; Kraus et al., 2011). 
Additionally, the shape of the structuring element w (e.g., square or disk) emerges in the 
resulting image. 
2.2. PROGRESSIVE MORPHOLOGICAL FILTER (PMF) 
To lower drawbacks related to MF, approaches were presented which introduce a major 
methodological difference. They aim to separate bare earth (BE) pixels from object (OBJ) 
pixels first and interpolate a DTM from the identified BE pixels. This is frequently done 
within a progressive procedure, which accounts for different non-ground objects with various 
sizes. An opening operation is conducted on the DSM with an initial window size of the 
structuring element. The opened surface is subtracted from the original DSM to compute a 
preliminary nDSM (pnDSM; ΔZ). This allows identifying BE pixels by applying an elevation 
difference threshold θ. In this manner, pixels are classified as BE when they fall below a 
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certain value for θ. Subsequently, the opened surface is subject to a renewed opening with 
increased size of the structuring element to identify additional BE pixels. Thereby, θ can be 
varied in dependence of the size of the structuring element to address the identification of 
non-ground objects of differing magnitudes (e.g., also in an adaptive way in dependency of 
the slope of the terrain). The procedure is repeated until a maximum window size is exceeded. 
As explained in the previous section, the maximum window size depends on the size of the 
largest object of interest. Finally, the identified BE pixels can be used for interpolating a DTM 
(Zhang et al., 2003; Chen et al., 2007; Pingel et al., 2013).  
In urban environments non-ground objects primarily consist of bushes, trees, cars, and 
buildings. Small non-ground objects such as cars and trees are removed within the first 
iterations while buildings will be removed when they are exceeded by larger sizes of the 
structuring element. Analogously, low elevation difference thresholds are used for small sizes 
of the filter window to eliminate objects such as bushes, small trees or cars. Larger thresholds 
are applied for window sizes which correspond to objects such as buildings. To ensure 
complete identification of buildings, θ must be set to the lowest building height in the study 
area. As stated in the introductory section, the spatial resolution of the TanDEM-X data 
hampers the exploitation of the conceptual advancement of a progressive procedure. Even the 
smallest size of the filter window (3 × 3 pixels) comprises a size (~1,300m² in our study area) 
that already can easily exceed a building. In such a setting, i.e., using parameters that are non-
adaptive with respect to the window size, a progressive procedure cannot be exploited the 
same way as it can be done for data with ground sampling distances considerable smaller than 
the objects of interest. 
Moreover, PMF perform generally well in flat terrains but at the same time they are prone 
to errors in steep terrains, similar to MF. There are two basic errors that arise in identifying 
BE pixels in the DSM. One is error of commission (False Positives, Type I error) that 
describes pixels which are mistakenly classified as BE. The second is error of omission that 
describes pixels that are mistakenly not classified as BE (False Negatives, Type II error). In 
steep terrain an increased number of BE pixels is mistakenly identified as OBJ pixels 
(omission error) because they feature a distinctive difference of the elevation with respect to 
surrounding pixels similar to e.g., buildings. This leads simultaneously to overestimations of 
objects and their height in the final nDSM. Generally, the influence of omission and 
commission errors on the quality of the final nDSM cannot be considered equally and is 
strongly dependent on the terrain characteristics. For a perfectly flat terrain, an extremely high 
omission error would yield an acceptable nDSM, since only a few correctly classified BE 
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pixels would allow an adequate interpolation and representation of the terrain. Contrarily, in 
steep terrain the nDSM is prone to contain large fractions of terrain information when BE 
pixels are not exhaustively identified. 
2.3. REGION GROWING-BASED PROGRESSIVE MORPHOLOGICAL FILTER (RPMF) 
To address problems particularly associated with non-flat terrain, the strategy adopted here 
aims at a significant reduction of omission errors while taking the risk of a solely moderate 
increase of commission errors compared to the PMF approach. An overview of the approach, 
referred to as region growing-based progressive morphological filter (RPMF), is given in Fig. 
V-1. 
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Fig. V-1. Flowchart of the region growing-based progressive morphological filter for the derivation of a nDSM 
from a DSM. 
 
The approach can be subdivided according to three consecutive main steps. First, the DSM 
is opened with the maximum window size wmax and BE pixels are identified by applying an 
elevation difference threshold. This is done to retain BE pixels that can be considered reliable 
(low commission error) but not exhaustive (high omission error). Second, a procedure is 
conducted for the remaining pixels, which aims to identify pixels which represent elevated 
objects (i.e., buildings; OBJ pixels). Ideally, all non-identified pixels then represent BE pixels, 
what allows interpolating solely areas that are covered by elevated objects. To this purpose, a 
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region growing procedure is deployed. Lastly, all identified BE pixels are used for 
interpolating a DTM, which enables computing the final nDSM. 
Regarding the region growing procedure, initial OBJ pixels are identified which are used 
as seed pixels. Fig. V-2 illustrates the image processing steps and criteria applied. The figure 
is divided according to the strategy adopted for objects that are exceeded by the minimum size 
of the structuring element (V-2a) and objects that are not exceeded by it (V-2b). To identify 
objects that are exceeded by wmin, a pnDSM is calculated by subtracting ܼ̿௪೘೔೙ from ܼ. OBJ 
pixels are identified by the application of a threshold θ on the pnDSM. An alternative strategy 
was adopted to account for objects that are not exceeded by wmin. These objects are fully 
preserved in ܼ̿௪೘೔೙ and are thus not contained in the pnDSM. Pixels at the border of an 
elevated object are identified by subtracting ܼ̅௪೘೔೙ from ܼ̿௪೘೔೙. Subsequently, these pixels can 
be classified as OBJ pixels by sequentially combining an edge extraction filter and contrast 
segmentation. 
 
Fig. V-2. Idealized procedure for the identification of initial OBJ pixels that represent the basis for the region 
growing procedure. (a) Objects that are exceeded by the minimum window size (wmin) can be identified by the 
application of a threshold θ on the pnDSM (ܼ െ ܼ̿௪೘೔೙). (b) Border pixels of objects that are not exceeded by 
wmin are identified by subtracting ܼ̅௪೘೔೙ from ܼ̿௪೘೔೙. They are classified as OBJ by combining edge extraction 
filter and segmentation. Section a) of this figure visualizes step (5) and (6) of Algorithm 1 and section b) 
visualizes step (7). The identification of initial OBJ pixels with IDEM TanDEM-X data is exemplified in 
Appendix A (Fig. V-8(a)). 
 
In particular, we rely on edge extraction by Lee-Sigma edge detection filtering (Lee, 1983). 
The Lee- Sigma filter represents an adaptive filter based upon the spatial domain. It utilizes 
the sigma probability of the Gaussian distribution to smooth variations in the image by 
averaging only those neighborhood pixels which have intensities within a fixed range of 
standard deviations of the center pixel. Consequently, edges and linear features are preserved. 
The filter is applied on the image data generated by subtracting ܼ̅௪೘೔೙from ܼ̿௪೘೔೙to extract 
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bright edges, i.e., distinctive transitions of brightness, which ideally represent boarder pixels 
of building objects exceeded by wmin. To classify these pixels as OBJ in an automated manner, 
a contrast segmentation approach is deployed. The filtered image is segmented into dark and 
bright pixels. To maximize the contrast between resulting dark pixels and bright pixels, a 
threshold is iteratively evaluated and accordingly adjusted (Trimble, 2012).  
After the identification of initial OBJ pixels that serve as seed pixels, the window of the 
morphological opening is increased linearly 
ݓ௞ ൌ 2 ੨ ݇ ൅ 1 (V-4) 
where k = 1, 2, …, dmax, with dmax being the largest number of pixels between an object pixel 
and the next ground pixel (see also section V-2.1.). In this manner, the filtered surface 
obtained from the previous iteration is opened with an increased window size. At each 
iteration additional OBJ pixels are identified if they exceeded θ in the respective newly 
calculated pnDSM and fulfill a similarity constraint with respect to already classified OBJ 
pixels. The similarity (sim) of a potential OBJ pixel (potOBJ) and adjacent OBJ pixel(s) (OBJ 
pixels that share a common boundary with a potOBJ pixel) is evaluated as 
ݏ݅݉ሺ݌݋ݐܱܤܬ, ܱܤܬሻ ൌ ൜1, ∣ ߤ൫∆ܼை஻௃൯ െ ∆ܼ௣௢௧ை஻௃ ∣൑ ߛ0, ݈݁ݏ݁  (V-5) 
where ∆ܼ represents the pnDSM value, μ the mean value and γ represents a threshold. This 
process is repeated during each iteration until a stable situation is reached, where no more 
potOBJ pixels are classified as OBJ pixels. Some magnifications of both the identification of 
initial OBJ pixels that serve as seed pixels as well as of the actual region growing procedure 
with IDEM TanDEM-X data are visualized in Fig. V-8(a) and V-8(b), respectively (Appendix 
V-A). The whole procedure to identify BE pixels is also described in the pseudocode under 
Algorithm 1. Lastly, all unclassified pixels are considered as BE and are used in conjunction 
with previously identified BE pixels to interpolate a final DTM. In this manner, an exact 
interpolation method is favorable to keep BE pixels unaltered. 
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Algorithm 1 Identification of bare earth (BE) pixels with RPMF 
__________________________________________________________________________________ 
Inputs: 
Z:  A regular grid of continuous surface elevation measurements 
wmin:  Minimum window size 
wmax:  Maximum window size 
θ:  Elevation difference threshold 
γ:  Threshold for similarity constraint 
Output: 
S:  Set of pixels that represent ground measurements 
__________________________________________________________________________________ 
1: Open Z by applying sequentially (V-2) and (V-3) with wmax 
2: Compute preliminary nDSM by subtracting ܼ̿௪೘ೌೣ from ܼ 
3: Identify BE pixels that are below elevation difference threshold θ and add them to S 
4: Open Z by applying sequentially (V-2) and (V-3) with wmin 
5: Compute preliminary nDSM by subtracting ܼ̿௪೘೔೙ from ܼ 
6: Identify initial OBJ pixels that are above elevation difference threshold θ and yet unclassified 
7: Subtract eroded surface from opened surface ܼ̅௪೘೔೙ from opened surface ܼ̿௪೘೔೙ and identify   
    unclassified, initial OBJ pixels by applying edge extraction and contrast segmentation 
8: repeat 
9:     Increase window w by (V-4) 
10:   Open ܼ by applying sequentially (V-2) and (V-3) with w 
11:   Compute preliminary nDSM by subtracting ܼ̿௪ from ܼ 
12:   repeat 
13:        Identify potential OBJ pixels that are above elevation difference threshold θ, have adjacent 
             OBJ pixel(s) and are yet unclassified 
14:        Assess similarity of potential OBJ pixels with respect to already identified OBJ pixels with 
             similarity constraint (V-5) and label them as OBJ pixels when below γ 
15:   until the number of classified OBJ pixels equals the number of classified OBJ pixels from 
                 previous iteration 
16: until w ≥ wmax 
17: Add all unclassified pixels to S 
 
2.4. SELECTIVE POST-CLASSIFICATION PROCESSING WITH OBJECT BASED IMAGE ANALYSIS  
        (RPMV-SOBV) 
As explained in the previous section, the strategy of RPMF is to identify OBJ pixels and 
subsequently consider all remaining unclassified pixels as BE. This procedure is prone to 
deliver dissatisfactory results when dealing with building objects with irregular roof surfaces, 
or when considerable local variations of elevation values occur. Especially when applying 
restrictive γ values for the similarity constraint (V-5) during the region growing procedure, 
pixels may remain unclassified although they are part of a continuous building object. Since 
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pixels that remain unclassified after the region growing procedure will be considered as BE, 
such errors will result in partially eliminated building objects in the final nDSM. To lower 
those errors, we introduce a post-classification processing scheme that adapts concepts of 
object based image analyses (Blaschke, 2010), referred to as region growing-based 
progressive morphological filter with selective object based voting (RPMF-SOBV). The 
selective object based voting scheme is constituted by three consecutive steps and is 
illustrated in Fig. V-3. (i) The pnDSM computed with wmax is segmented into homogeneous 
image regions. (ii) Segments are selected that contain solely OBJ and unclassified pixels after 
the region growing procedure of RPMF. (iii) All pixels of selected segments are classified 
according to the maximum class probability of the respective segment. 
 
Fig. V-3. Scheme for selective post-classification processing of regions with OBJ pixels and unclassified pixels 
after the region growing procedure of RPMF. First, a preliminary nDSM is calculated with wmax to ensure that 
all building objects are contained. A segmentation algorithm is used to discriminate homogenous image regions. 
Segments are selected that contain solely OBJ pixels and unclassified pixels. Pixels of selected segments are 
classified according to the maximum class probability of the respective segment. The selective post-
classification processing of IDEM TanDEM-X data is exemplified in Appendix B (Fig. V-9). 
 
Regarding step (i), the pnDSM is computed with wmax to ensure that all building objects are 
contained. Hence, segmentation aims at the delineation of building footprints, which are 
homogeneous in terms of their response in the pnDSM. We deploy multiresolution 
segmentation based on fractal net evolution (FNEA) approach (Benz et al., 2004). This is a 
region-growing segmentation algorithm to segment image data without a priori knowledge. 
Some parameters need to be specified when segmenting image data with this approach. In this 
manner, we suggest to put more emphasize on shape heterogeneity rather than on grey-value 
heterogeneity. This is due to the fact that man-made features such as buildings have distinct 
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shape and size properties, unlike e.g., natural features. Analogously, the weights for 
heterogeneity of smoothness and compactness can be maintained equal. However, the main 
difficulty lays in the objective determination of an optimal segmentation scale. We deploy the 
objective function introduced by the authors of (Espindola et al., 2006) to find domain-
specific optimal segmentation scales objectively. Based on the assumption that optimal 
segmentation maximizes intrasegment homogeneity and intersegment heterogeneity, a 
measure is calculated by incorporating intrasegment variance (σ²) and Moran’s I (I). The 
intrasegment variance (σ²) with respect to the pnDSM is calculated as 
ߪ² ൌ ∑ ܣ௜ߪ²௜
௡௜ୀଵ
∑ ܣ௜௡௜ୀଵ  (V-6) 
where ܣ௜ and ߪ²௜ represent the area and intrasegment variance of segment i. The intrasegment 
variance σ² is the weighted average, with the areas of segments being the weights. As 
mentioned, Moran’s I is used as a measure of intersegment heterogeneity 
I = 
ே
∑ ∑ ௘೔ೕೕ೔ ∙
∑ ∑ ௘೔ೕೕ೔ ሺఓೞሺ∆௓ሻ೔ିఓሺ∆௓ሻሻ൫ఓೞሺ∆௓ሻೕିఓሺ∆௓ሻ൯
∑ ሺఓೞሺ∆௓ሻ೔ିఓሺ∆௓ሻሻమ೔  
(V-7) 
where N is the number of segments indexed by i and j, ߤ௦ሺ∆Zሻ the mean pnDSM value of a 
segment, ߤሺ∆ܼሻ is the mean pnDSM value of all segments, and ݁௜௝ represents the spatial 
weight between segments i and j, implemented in our case analogous to a queen contiguity as 
follows 
݁௜௝ ൌ ൜1, if	݅, ݆	are adjacent neighbour segments0, else.  (V-8) 
With the determined variance and autocorrelation measure the objective function is calculated 
by summing up normalized values of σ² and I 
ܨሺߪଶ, ܫሻ ൌ ߪ²௠௔௫ െ ߪ²ߪ²௠௔௫ െ ߪ²௠௜௡ ൅
ܫ௠௔௫ െ ܫ
ܫ௠௔௫ െ ܫ௠௜௡. (V-9) 
The maximum value of function F(σ², I) is a statistical indicator of optimal segmentation.  
From the generated segments only those are selected that contain solely OBJ and 
unclassified pixels after the region growing procedure of RPMF. For the selected segments a 
decision rule is deployed (Huang et al., 2014), where a probability function is maximized 
ܥሺ݉ሻ ൌ arg max௩∈େ ሺ ෨ܲ௠,௩ሻ (V-10) 
with C being the labeling space constituted by class labels “OBJ” and “unclassified”, C(m) 
represents the final label of pixel m, and ෨ܲ௠,௩ denotes the probability of pixel m belonging to 
class v. In accordance with a crisp voting scheme revealed in (ibid.), we compute 
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௦ܲ,௩ ൌ 1௦ܰ෍߬ሺܥሺݑሻ ൌ ݒሻ௨∈ୱ
 (V-11) 
where τ is an indicator function capturing the number of times that the pixels u within a 
selected segment s feature class label v, and ௦ܰ is the number of pixels in selected segment s. 
The new class label of the pixels in selected segments is determined according to the 
maximum probability, as indicated in (10). 
The most common processing paradigm of object based image analysis comprises first a 
segmentation followed by an ‘objectification’ (i.e., classification; Blaschke et al., 2014). In 
contrast to that, RPMF-SOBV relies on per-pixel classification of RPMF, which is followed 
by a segmentation, and then classifies selected image regions based on certain class fractions 
of the superobjects of individual pixels. This procedure is designed to cope naturally with the 
resolution characteristics of the data, which hampers the use of a pure object based approach. 
The latter is frequently intended to model ‘meaningful image objects’ (ibid.). However, even 
the smallest spatial entity (i.e., pixel) may correspond to an object of interest (i.e., building). 
Moreover, in such a setting, a pure object based approach, comprising the complete 
aggregation of the image pixels according to certain scale(s), may hardly be applied to 
TanDEM-X data without violating the Shannon sampling theorem. The theorem states that 
modeled objects should be of the order of one tenth of the dimension of the sampling scheme 
– the pixel – to ensure that they will be completely independent of their random position and 
their orientation in relation to the sampling scheme (Blaschke, 2010). In this manner, RPMF-
SOBV is intended to benefit from both the per-pixel and object based image analyses 
paradigm. The selective post-classification processing of IDEM TanDEM-X data is 
exemplified in Appendix V-B (Fig. V-9). 
3. DESCRIPTION OF DATA SETS AND EXPERIMENTS 
3.1. TANDEM-X INTERMEDIATE DIGITAL ELEVATION MODEL (IDEM) DATA 
The TanDEM-X satellite was launched in June 2010 and is operating jointly in a unique helix 
tandem formation with its twin radar satellite TerraSAR-X, which is in space since June 2007. 
Since December 2010, however, the two satellites are operationally acquiring data to generate 
a seamless global multi-coverage digital elevation model using single-pass interferometry in 
bi-static mode (Krieger et al., 2007). Since August 2011 the data is being processed 
operationally. Single- and multi-baseline interferometric phase-unwrapping (Rossi et al., 
2012), manual quality inspection, water detection (Wendleder et al., 2012), height comparison 
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with ICESat data (Huber et al., 2009), and calibration including tilt and offset correction is 
carried out in order to provide a homogenous dataset for a regional mosaic (Gruber et al., 
2012). In our study, two tiles of the so called TanDEM-X Intermediate Digital Elevation 
Model (IDEM) (Wessel et al., 2013) are used (Tile N38E026 & N38E027). The IDEM 
consists only of the best quality single-baseline processed data of the first global coverage. 
Insufficient acquisitions affected by phase-unwrapping errors are excluded. The data sets 
cover large parts of the city of Izmir (Turkey) and its hinterland. The terrain features a high 
orographic energy with partially steep areas. The spatial resolution of the data of 0.4 arc 
seconds corresponds to ~12m in Izmir. 
3.2. URBAN FOOTPRINT (UF) DATA 
To focus our experimental analysis on urban environments, an approach which was 
introduced by (Esch et al., 2010), was deployed to discriminate “built-up” and “non-built-up” 
land cover. The approach was implemented as a fully automated image analysis procedure, 
which is currently applied to delineate Urban Footprints (UF) from single polarized Strip Map 
imagery of the TanDEM-X mission (Esch et al., 2013) globally. The high classification 
accuracy, which exceeds consistently an overall accuracy of 94% and a κ statistic of 0.75 for 
representative case studies (ibid.), allows us to spatially focus on man-made structures within 
urban environments (i.e., buildings) and at the same time neglect conceptual and 
methodological considerations related to other objects that are elevated from the earth’s 
surface (i.e., vegetation). The UF of Izmir comprises a large range of different man-made 
structures reaching from e.g., small and very low-rise informal settlements (Gecekondular) to 
large industrial buildings. 
3.3. DESCRIPTION OF EXPERIMENTS 
Experimental analyses are based on a reference data set, which contains BE and OBJ pixels. 
1000 points were randomly generated within the UF of Izmir. By careful manual inspection of 
the TanDEM-X data and additional utilization of VHR optical imagery, 605 BE pixels and 
186 OBJ pixels in the TanDEM-X data could be identified. The 209 remaining pixels could 
not be unambiguously allocated and thus were excluded from the reference data set.  
The experimental analyses are organized in three main parts. The first analysis aims at 
demonstrating the effectiveness of the proposed RPMF, and RPMF-SOBV approaches to 
separate BE from OBJ pixels. Therefore, a comparison with the PMF approach is provided in 
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terms of computed False Negative and False Positive Rates. The approaches’ accuracies are 
studied in dependency of their free parameters. In the second analysis, the accuracies of 
generated DTMs are assessed. The quality of the generated DTMs are assessed based on the 
605 verified BE pixels. Therefore, the deviations of the DTMs from BE pixels of the 
TanDEM-X data were calculated. In this manner, we do not assess absolute quality of DTMs 
with respect to a certain reference but their relative quality. Thus, this analysis serves as a 
further comparison of methods. It is carried out under the premise that low deviations of DTM 
values from BE pixel values of the TanDEM-X DSM (which represent terrain information) 
are favorable. In the third analysis we visually assess the quality of the final nDSMs 
according to the different DTM generation approaches and discuss favorable and less 
favorable characteristics of respective strategies. 
4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 
4.1. RESULTS OF ANALYSIS I: ACCURACY ASSESSMENT OF BE AND OBJ PIXEL CLASSIFICATION 
This analysis assesses the ability of PMF, RPMF, and RPMF-SOBV to distinguish BE and 
OBJ pixels. MF is not considered, since it does not feature the inherent concept of the other 
approaches to separate BE from OBJ pixels first and interpolate a DTM from the identified 
BE pixels. The classification accuracies of PMF, RPMF, and RPMF-SOBV are studied in 
dependency of their free parameters. Free parameters were kept constant during the 
progressive increase of the size of w. This is important since free parameters are frequently 
altered in dependency of the size of w when working with data with a very high spatial 
resolution. As explained in section 1 and 2.1., low θ values are used for small sizes of w to 
eliminate objects such as bushes, small trees or cars. With increasing size of w, θ values are 
also increased to account for objects such as buildings. However, regarding the TanDEM-X 
data, even the smallest size of w (3×3 pixels) comprises a size that already can easily exceed a 
building. To take account for large industrial buildings in the southeastern part of the study 
area, the maximum size of w was set to 15 pixels for all approaches. Additionally, we chose a 
square shaped structuring element. The height threshold was assessed in the interval θ ∈ [2, 
2.2, ..., 3.6] and the similarity constraint was assessed in the interval γ ∈ [0.6, 0.8, …, 2]. The 
basic parameters of the different approaches are also bundled in Tab. V-I. 
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TAB. V-1. BASIC PARAMETERS FOR PMF, RPMF, AND RPMF-SOBV USED IN THE EXPERIMENTS 
 
Filter approach 
 
Shape of 
structuring 
element 
wmin 
[pixels] 
Increment steps for 
windows 
(k in Equation (4)) 
wmax 
[pixels] 
θ 
[meters] 
γ 
[meters] 
PMF square 3 1, 2, …, 7 15 2, 2.2, ..., 3.6 — 
RPMF square 3 1, 2, …, 7 15 2, 2.2, ..., 3.6 0.6, 0.8, …, 2 
RPMF-SOBV square 3 1, 2, …, 7 15 2, 2.2, ..., 3.6 0.6, 0.8, …, 2 
 
Regarding the edge extraction filter procedure, which is part of RPMF (and then naturally also 
relevant for RPMF-SOBV), we apply a σ value of 4 (preliminary experiments showed that 
results are hardly sensitive with respect to the specification of σ). Regarding the segmentation 
which is an essential processing step of RPMF-SOBV, we put more emphasize on shape 
heterogeneity (Shape: 0.7) rather than on grey-value heterogeneity (0.5) as suggested. To 
identify an optimal segmentation scale that can be used for RPMF-SOBV, we calculated the 
objective function for scales in the range of [5, …, 15] when segmenting the pnDSM 
computed with wmax. The affiliated objective function is revealed in Fig. V-4. It can be seen 
that the maximum value, which represents a statistical indicator for optimal segmentation, is 
reached with a scale factor of 9 for our data set. Hence, segmentation used for RPMF-SOBV 
was carried out with this scale factor. 
 
Fig..V-4. Objective function calculated for scales in the range of [5, …, 15] when segmenting the pnDSM 
computed with wmax. The maximum value of the objective function is a statistical indicator for optimal 
segmentation. The maximum value for our data set is reached with a scale factor of 9. 
 
Based on the reference data, False Negative (FN) and False Positive (FP) Rates are calculated 
for PMF, RPMF, and RPMF-SOBV with the specified parameters. Results are revealed in 
Fig. V-5. In Fig. 5(a) it can be seen that FN rates decrease continuously with an increasing θ 
value and FP rates increase continuously with increasing θ value for PMF, RPMF, and 
RPMF-SOBV. This is reasonable since many building objects are lower than a high θ value in 
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this range what leads to an increase of FP. Analogously, terrain is predominantly classified as 
elevated objects with a low θ value what results in a high FN rate. Generally, it can be 
observed that all approaches face the problem of considerably misclassifying terrain as 
elevated objects, what results in a generally quite high level of FN rates. 
When comparing PMF and RPMF, it is obvious that FN rates of RPMF are consistently 
lower and simultaneously FP rates are consistently higher. FN rates of RPMF-SOBV are 
slightly higher than FN rates of RPMF and FP rates are slightly above FP rates of PMF. This 
uncovers a remarkable performance characteristic of RPMF-SOBV, which is also exemplified 
in Fig. 5(b). The figure shows FN and FP rates for a certain θ value (2.6m) as a function of γ. 
It can be seen that RPMF-SOBV combines favorable performance characteristics of both 
PMF and RPMF. Regarding FN rates it is aligned to the better performance of RPMF. In 
contrast, regarding FP rates it is aligned to the better performance of PMF. Generally, when 
increasing γ, we observe that FN and FP rates associated with RPMF and RPMF-SOBV 
become more aligned with the error rates of PMF for the given interval. In addition, the 
respondence of FN and FP rates become less sensitive. Fig. 5(c) visualizes the gain of 
accuracy (decrease of FN rate) and loss of accuracy (increase of FP rate) of both RPMF and 
RPMF-SOBV compared to PMF. Generally, it can be observed that the decrease in FN 
exceeds the increase of FP for both RPMF and RPMF-SOBV compared to PMF considerably, 
while maintaining FN rates in a reasonable range. Compared to RPMF, the decrease of FN 
rates of RPMF-SOBV is more moderate, however, the increase of FP remains simultaneously 
on a very low level. 
As already mentioned, the classification errors have a varying influence on the quality of 
the DTM that cannot be fully determined a priori. It is primarily dependent on the terrain 
characteristics (i.e., flat or steep). Hence, further analysis related to the quality assessment of 
the resulting DTMs is carried out in the next section. 
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Fig. 5. (a) False Negative (FN) and False Positive (FP) rates achieved with PMF, RPMF, and RPMF-SOBV 
(plotted on the yaxis) in dependency of the approaches’ free parameters. The free parameters are height 
threshold θ (plotted on the x-axis in meters) for PMF, RPMF, and RPMF-SOBV, and similarity constraint γ 
(plotted on the z-axis in meters; since this parameter is only relevant for RPMF and RPMF-SOBV it does not 
vary for PMF). (b) FN and FP rates for a certain θ value (2.6m) as a function of γ. (c) Gain of accuracy 
(decrease of FN rate) and loss of accuracy (increase of FP rate) of both RPMF and RPMFSOBV compared to 
PMF. 
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4.2. RESULTS OF ANALYSIS II: ACCURACY ASSESSMENT OF DTMS 
DTMs were generated based on the BE pixels classified by PMF, RPMF, and RPMFSOBV. 
Additionally, the surface generated by applying an opening on Z with wmax (MF) is evaluated. 
Analogous to the first analysis, the maximum size of w was set to 15 pixels for all approaches. 
A quite restrictive θ value (i.e., 2.6m) for PMF, RPMF, and RPMF-SOBV was chosen to 
account for the aforementioned very small and low buildings, as the general aim is to extract 
every single building. Additionally, a reasonable tradeoff between FN and FP is featured this 
way, as can be seen in Fig. V-5. Analogously, a quite restrictive value for the similarity 
constraint γ (i.e., 0.8m; only relevant for RPMF and RPMF-SOBV) was chosen, to achieve a 
favorable tradeoff regarding the overall gain of accuracy with respect to PMF. Analogous to 
the authors of (Zhang et al., 2003) we used a Kriging approach (Wackernagel, 2003) to 
interpolate BE pixels to a DTM surface. We used ordinary Kriging on the BE pixel sets with 
spherical semivariogram models and adaptive search radii to ensure a minimum number of 
BE pixels to be included.  
As explained in section 3.3, quality of the generated DTMs is assessed based on the 605 
verified BE pixels and is intended to serve as a further comparison of methods. In this sense, 
low deviations of DTM values from BE pixel values of the TanDEM-X DSM (which 
represent terrain information) are favorable. Deviations and absolute deviations in meters (m) 
are visualized in Fig. V-6 on the basis of boxplots (depicting median, interquartile range 
(IQR), as well as 1.5 times IQR). It can be observed that in general all approaches have the 
tendency to underestimate terrain heights. This will result in overestimations of object heights 
in the nDSM. However, RPMF shows consistently for both error measures the smallest 
deviations with e.g., lowest medians and spreads of interquartile range (IQR). It is followed 
by RPMFSOBV, with just slightly higher deviations. The deviations of PMF are noticeably 
higher, and MF shows least favorable performance characteristics with e.g., highest medians 
and largest spreads of IQR. These results reflect also results of analysis I. The ability to 
identify terrain exhaustively is expressed in a low FN rate. In analysis I, RPMF showed 
lowest FN rates, followed by RPMF-SOBV and PMF (see Fig. V-5(a)). 
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Fig. 6. Boxplots (depicting median, interquartile range (IQR), as well as 1.5 times IQR) for illustration of 
deviations, and absolute deviations of the DTMs with respect to BE pixels of the TanDEM-X data in meters. 
 
Besides, we calculated mean error (ME), mean absolute error (MAE), root-mean-square 
error (RMSE), and linear deviations at the 90th percentile (LDP90) (results are shown in Tab. 
V-1). In accordance with the results depicted in Fig. 6, RPMF shows the lowest deviations 
with respect to MAE (1.76m), ME (˗1.07m), and RMSE (2.5m). It is directly followed by 
RPMFSOBV, which shows slightly worse quality measures. PMF comes up with a MAE of 
2.84m, a ME of ˗2.36m and a RMSE of 4.12m. These values are considerably above RPMF 
and RPMF-SOBV but more favorable compared to the values of MF, which shows highest 
deviations. LDP90 reveals that 90 percent of the deviations are smaller than 3.68m and 4.35m 
when using RPMF and RPMF-SOBV, respectively, compared to considerably higher 
deviations for PMF (6.21m) and MF (7.6m). Overall, the results of this analysis are consistent 
with results of Analysis I and suggest that RPMF features a superior ability to identify terrain 
with a comparatively low error of omission. Nevertheless, it is directly followed by 
RPMFSOBV. A more distinct decrease of performance can be observed when using PMF. 
MF generally shows least favorable accuracies. 
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Tab. V-2. MEAN ERROR (ME), MEAN ABSOLUTE ERROR (MAE), ROOT-MEAN-SQUARE ERROR (RMSE), AND LINEAR 
DEVIATIONS AT THE 90TH PERCENTILE (LDP90) OF THE DIFFERENT APPROACHES IN METERS 
 
approach MAE ME RMSE LDP90 
MF 4.12 -3.71 4.96 7.60 
PMF 2.84 ˗2.36 4.12 6.22 
RPMF 1.76 ˗1.07 2.50 3.68 
RPMF-SOBV 2.07 -1.4 3.13 4.35 
 
 
4.3. RESULTS OF ANALYSIS III: VISUAL ASSESSMENT OF NDSMS 
The DTMs generated for the aforementioned analysis were subtracted from the TanDEM-X 
DSM to visually assess the quality of the resulting nDSMs. When values smaller than zero 
occurred in the resulting nDSM, these values were set to zero since they represent artifacts 
related to the DTM calculation method. “Non-urban” areas are faded out by integrating UF 
data. 
Computed nDSMs are visualized in Fig. V-7(a) for focus areas in steep (1) as well as flat 
(2) terrain. Additionally, magnification (3) is intended to exemplify a situation, which 
motivates the use of RPMF-SOBV. It focuses on large buildings with irregular roof surfaces. 
The first column shows VHR optical imagery for comparison. Subsequent to the optical 
imagery, nDSMs based on MF, PMF, RPMF, and RPMF-SOBV are presented. It can be 
observed that the overall height levels of the objects differ significantly with MF showing the 
highest level and RPMF the lowest. When comparing the individual nDSMs to the optical 
imagery, it is obvious that many pixels that represent bare earth in reality have misleadingly a 
height value in the MF and PMF based nDSM. In contrast, nDSMs calculated based on 
RPMF and RPMF-SOBV look fewer affected and generally exhibit a crisper and less blurry 
appearance. 
The overestimation of objects’ heights by MF and PMF can be dominantly observed in 
steep terrain (1), also partly for RPMF-SOBV. In the central part of the focus area coherent 
regions with exaggerated object heights appear. These are caused by BE pixels that were 
misclassified as OBJ pixels (the height difference to neighbor pixels is high due to the 
steepness of the terrain). In such a situation, the interpolation procedure cannot rely on 
sufficient BE pixels and thus underestimates the terrain heights. This causation is also 
revealed in the corresponding height profile (1) in part (b) of the figure (shaded relief with 
profile lines in yellow are shown in the last section of the upper part). Terrain heights of MF, 
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PMF, and RPMF-SOBV purport too low levels, whereas RPMF follows the actual terrain 
height very closely. In flat terrain (height profile 2 in (b)), a general characteristic of MF 
becomes obvious as this approach frequently produces terrain models with a too low height 
level. PMF follows the terrain height more closely and naturally. However, the profile reveals 
a fractional underestimation of the actual terrain heights. On the contrary, RPMF and RPMF-
SOBV hardly underestimate terrain heights. The surface generated by RPMF partially even 
reflects a volatile behavior of height values of the DSM. This can be related to FP errors 
which cause regions in the interpolated surface that are elevated towards the DSM surface. 
Interestingly, the surface generated based on RPMF-SOBV appears to be less prone to this 
behavior. This is specifically illustrated in height profile 3 in (b). It can be observed that the 
terrain surface produced by RPMF is considerably elevated towards the DSM surface, what 
leads to underestimated height values in the nDSM as can be seen in section (a), 
magnification 3. Generally, this error source motivated the introduction of RPMF-SOBV. As 
can be seen from this example, such errors can be largely avoided with RPMF-SOBV and 
more valid surface estimations are achievable.  
Overall, results are unambiguously in line with the results of analysis I and II, and reflect 
the capability of the approaches to distinguish bare earth from elevated objects correctly. In 
this manner, the level and proportions of FN and FP rates as evaluated explicitly in analysis I 
are directly reflected in the computed nDSMs. Hence, analyzes suggest that RPMF and 
RPMF-SOBV yield more favorable performance characteristics compared to PMF and MF. In 
that sense, RPMF features a distinct capability to identify bare earth pixels in an exhaustive 
manner, what is especially advantageous in steep terrain. Nevertheless, the method may 
perform less advantageous in situations where elevation values of elevated objects feature a 
volatile behavior. In such situations RPMF is prone to omit classifying OBJ pixels. This 
motivated the introduction of the post-classification processing scheme to spatially refine 
classification outcomes of the region growing procedure of RPMF. Analyses uncover a 
remarkable characteristic of RPMF-SOBV. It yields a favorable tradeoff between a significant 
decrease of omission errors while keeping errors of commission on a very low level. This 
makes the approach generally applicable in various settings. 
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Fig. V-7. (a) Visual comparisons of nDSMs based on MF, PMF, RPMF and RPMF-SOBV with particular focus 
on (a) steep terrain, (b) flat terrain, and (c) large buildings. (b) Affiliated height profiles of DTM surfaces 
generated by the different approaches. 
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5. CONCLUSIONS 
In this paper, we addressed the calculation of normalized Digital Surface Models from 
TanDEM-X data in urban environments. Numerous approaches to derive nDSM information 
have been postulated in scientific literature. However, distinct resolution characteristics of 
TanDEM-X hamper the use of many existing algorithms and pose individual challenges to a 
suitable approach. Hence, we jointly proposed a novel region growing-based progressive 
morphological filter procedure with a post-classification processing scheme to specifically 
allow for an accurate reconstruction of urban morphology even in challenging terrain. The 
former is based on a multistep procedure, which sequentially and iteratively executes 
progressive morphological image filtering and region growing to identify ground pixels. 
These are subsequently used for the interpolation of a DTM which allows normalizing the 
DSM. The post-classification processing scheme adapts techniques of object based image 
analyses to spatially refine regions of classified non-ground pixels.  
Experiments were carried out with Intermediate Digital Elevation Model data for an area 
that covers large parts of Izmir (Turkey). Results confirm the interest of the proposed 
approaches and reveal beneficial performance characteristics compared to basic 
morphological filter based approaches. This is evident especially in terrain with a high 
orographic energy and steep areas. In particular, when separating ground from non-ground 
pixels, RPMF features a remarkable decrease of omission errors which exceeds an increase of 
commission errors compared to a basic progressive morphological filtering procedure. The 
decrease of omission errors of RPMF-SOBV is more moderate compared to RPMF, however, 
the increase of commission errors remains simultaneously on a very low level. This makes the 
approach specifically suitable for an application in various settings. 
The TanDEM-X mission will deliver a globally consistent digital surface model with an 
unprecedented spatial resolution. Having suitable methods available for an automated 
extraction of objects above ground in urban environments will open a broad range of areawide 
applications. These are related to the analysis and monitoring of urbanization processes, 
characterization of urban morphology, and natural disaster mitigation, among others. Hence, 
valuable contributions to different fields of research can be achieved when extracting relevant 
information based on presented data and methods. 
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6. APPENDIX A 
 
Fig. V-8. Exemplification of the procedure for the identification of initial OBJ pixels (a) that represent the basis 
for the region growing procedure (b) with IDEM TanDEM-X data. a) Objects that are exceeded by the 
minimum window size (wmin) can be identified by the application of a threshold θ on the pnDSM (ܼ െ ܼ̿௪೘೔೙). 
Border pixels of objects that are not exceeded by wmin  are identified by subtracting ܼ̅௪೘೔೙ from ܼ̿௪೘೔೙. They are 
classified as OBJ by combining edge extraction filter and segmentation. These initial OBJ pixels are used for 
the region growing procedure shown in (b). The size of the structuring element w is increased and additional 
OBJ pixels are identified if they exceeded θ in the respective newly calculated pnDSM and fulfill a similarity 
constraint with respect to already classified OBJ pixels. In this example free parameters θ and γ were set to 
2.6m and 0.8m, respectively.  
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7. APPENDIX B 
 
Fig. V-9. Exemplified selective post-classification processing scheme. First, a preliminary nDSM is calculated 
with wmax to ensure that all building objects are contained. A segmentation algorithm is used to discriminate 
homogenous image regions. Segments are selected that contain solely OBJ pixels and unclassified pixels after 
the region growing procedure of RPMF. Pixels of selected segments are classified according to the maximum 
class probability of the respective segment. In this example, wmax corresponds to 15 pixels, and free parameters 
θ and γ were set to 2.6m and 0.8m, respectively. 
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ABSTRACT 
The impact of natural disasters such as earthquakes on mankind has increased dramatically 
over the last decades. Global urbanization processes and increasing spatial concentration of 
exposed elements induce seismic risk at a uniquely high level. The increase of urban 
population has occurred during a time period that is comparatively short with respect to the 
return time of severe earthquakes. Earthquakes that had little impact in the past, when they hit 
sparsely populated and spatially fragmented settlement areas, will nowadays shake urban 
agglomerations with millions of people. To mitigate this situation determines detailed 
knowledge about seismic risk. In particular, it is crucial to have information about the 
building inventory and its behavior with respect to a certain level of ground shaking.  
Numerous studies emphasize that remote sensing can play a valuable role in supporting the 
extraction of relevant features for pre-event vulnerability analysis of urban environments. 
However, majority of approaches operate on building level. This induces the deployment of 
very high spatial resolution remote sensing data what hampers nowadays utilization 
capabilities for larger areas due to data costs and processing requirements. In this manuscript, 
we alter the spatial scale of analysis and propose concepts and methods to assess 
homogeneous urban structures. A procedure is designed which comprises four main steps 
dedicated to: i) delineation of urban structures by means of a tailored unsupervised data 
segmentation procedure with scale optimization; ii) characterization of urban structures by a 
joint exploitation of multi-sensor data; iii) selection of most feasible features under 
consideration of in situ vulnerability information; iv) estimation of seismic vulnerability 
levels of urban structures within a supervised learning framework.  
Experimental results obtained for the earthquake-prone mega city Istanbul confirm 
viability of procedures. When estimating damage grades for Istanbul’s district Zeytinburnu 
with a support vector regression approach, best models are characterized by mean absolute 
percentage errors less than 11% and fairly strong goodness of fit (R > 0.75). When aiming to 
identify types of urban structures (i.e., urban structures determined by large 
industrial/commercial buildings that can be considered as highly vulnerable, and urban 
structures determined by tall detached residential buildings that can be considered as slightly 
vulnerable), results obtained with soft margin support vector machines showed distinctive 
increase of accuracies when compared to results obtained with ensembles of one-class support 
vector machines. Ensembles of one-class support vector machines were not able to exceed 
moderate agreements, with κ statistics slightly above 0.45. Instead, soft margin support vector 
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machines allowed to obtain κ statistics showing substantial and even excellent agreements (κ 
> 0.6 up to κ > 0.8). Analyzes provide promising empirical evidence, which confirms the 
potential of remote sensing to support the seismic vulnerability assessment of urban 
structures.  
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1. INTRODUCTION  
The impact of natural disasters such as earthquakes on mankind has increased dramatically 
over the last decades. Global urbanization processes and increasing spatial concentration of 
exposed elements such as people, buildings, infrastructure, and economic values in 
earthquake prone regions induce seismic risk at a uniquely high level. Thereby, the increase 
of urban population has occurred during a time period that is comparatively short with respect 
to the return time of severe earthquakes. Earthquakes that had little impact in the past, when 
they hit sparsely populated and spatially fragmented settlement areas, will nowadays shake 
urban agglomerations with millions of people. This situation, when left unmitigated, is 
expected to cause unprecedented death tolls, enormous economic and ecological losses, 
critical infrastructure and service failures, and poses a significant threat for civil security, and 
a sustainable development in the future (Bilham, 2009; Holzer and Savage, 2013; Tucker, 
2013). To mitigate those perils requires detailed knowledge about seismic risks. As an 
important constituent element of seismic risk, the seismic vulnerability of the built 
environment needs to be assessed. In particular, it is crucial to have information about the 
building inventory and its behavior with respect to a certain level of ground shaking (Erdik et 
al., 2003).  
Generally, conventional approaches to assess the seismic vulnerability of the building 
inventory, which incorporate an exclusive application of detailed in situ building-by-building 
analysis by structural engineers, may provide very detailed and high quality vulnerability 
information, but are decreasingly able to cope with the high spatiotemporal dynamics of urban 
environments. On the contrary, information collected on a very broad spatial level such as 
spatially aggregated census data hampers the consideration of small-scale hazard effects in a 
downstream risk model (Wieland et al., 2012). Hence, building inventory data and affiliated 
seismic vulnerability information is often outdated, spatially aggregated and discontinuous, 
and in many earthquake prone regions of the world simply not existent.   
Remote sensing has already proven its great potential to extract relevant features for pre-
event vulnerability analysis of buildings. The intrinsic advantage of remote sensing is the 
ability to offer an overview of building stocks and serve as a screening method for derivation 
of building vulnerability related features, such as shape characteristics, height, roof material, 
period of construction, structure type and spatial context (Geiß and Taubenböck, 2013). This 
topic is subject to a lively research and has gained much scientific contemplation in the past 
few years. Thereby, the research environment is constituted primarily by two distinctive 
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science communities: remote sensing and earthquake engineering. Nowadays, concepts and 
methods have reached a level, where they are found to be relevant and being accepted in both 
communities. This is evident since the following studies are published in established journals 
of both communities. Taubenböck et al. (2009), and Borzi et al. (2011) characterize the built 
environment by means of remote sensing data and retrieve specific fragility functions for 
designated building types. Borfecchia et al. (2009) assess the vulnerability of buildings in a 
hybrid way, by combining in situ ground truth for selected buildings with information derived 
from remote sensing data. Supervised classification techniques are subsequently applied to 
classify the residual building inventory. Geiß et al. (2014 a, 2014 b) combine detailed in situ 
seismic vulnerability information with features describing the urban morphology derived from 
remote sensing data. Supervised regression and classification techniques are then applied to 
evaluate the suitability for an area-wide seismic vulnerability assessment and earthquake loss 
estimation. All cited studies present promising empirical evidence with respect to the viability 
of the approaches. However, from a conceptual point of view, all approaches operate on 
building level. This induces the deployment of very high spatial resolution remote sensing 
data what hampers utilization capabilities for larger areas due to data costs and processing 
requirements. When aiming at spatially continuous and consistent assessment approaches that 
are applicable for large regions, on a national level, or even globally, those data represent 
nowadays a clear limitation.  
To alleviate these restrictions, analyzes can be addressed at a coarser level of the urban 
morphology. From a conceptual point of view, urban environments are perceived as systems 
that exhibit a hierarchical arrangement (Banzaf and Höfer, 2008). At the lowest level of 
aggregation, individual objects such as buildings can be considered, followed by their 
homogeneous assemblage at block level (i.e., urban structures), and end with a spatially 
indifferent urban area at the highest level of aggregation. In this manuscript, we alter the 
spatial scale of analysis compared to the aforementioned studies and propose concepts and 
methods to assess vulnerability for physically homogeneous urban structures. Thus, a coarser 
level of urban morphology is addressed when compared to building level. However, this 
allows relying on remote sensing data with a lower spatial resolution but larger spatial 
coverage.  
This idea goes along with the concept of urban structure types (UST). UST represent 
distinct and homogeneous spatial entities in terms of physical arrangement of their constituent 
elements such as surface materials, affiliated environmental characteristics (e.g., micro-
climate), or functional properties such as land use (Heiden et al., 2012; Pauleit and Duhme, 
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2000). From a remote sensing perspective, the concept of urban structure types has been 
exploited within different applications. Previous studies emphasize the viability of this 
concept in order to e.g., identify distinctive settlement types (Niebergall et al., 2008; Wurm et 
al., 2009; Baud et al., 2010), classify urban biotopes (Bochow et al., 2007), support urban 
(micro-)climate modeling (Heldens et al., 2012; Bechtel and Daneke, 2012), or monitor urban 
dynamics (Banzhaf and Höfer, 2008). As can be seen from the cited studies, definitions about 
target class(es) to be mapped and characterized are very heterogeneous, what render “urban 
structure types” rather a concept then an accepted typology with defined specification. Hence, 
we use the term urban structures to generally describe distinctive and homogeneous 
assemblages of land cover/land use elements.   
In the context of seismic vulnerability research already Mueller et al. (2006) note that 
urban structures can be helpful in order to assess the seismic vulnerability of buildings, since 
they represent a characteristic grouping of idealtypic building types and the spatial context 
they are embedded in. In this manner, Wieland et al. (2012) and Pittore and Wieland (2013) 
use multitemporal Landsat data to discriminate homogeneous urban structures based on an 
image segmentation approach and semantically annotate them by utilizing a supervised 
classification scheme. Derived urban structures are intended to serve as strata for a more 
detailed analysis of the building stock with VHR optical data and a ground-based 
omnidirectional imaging system. The sensed information is combined with ancillary 
information (i.e., information from the world housing encyclopedia) for a subsequent 
probabilistic seismic vulnerability assessment. Hence, the approach delineates and determines 
urban structures without prior knowledge and assesses the seismic vulnerability a posteriori.   
In contrast to that, here, we suggest a procedure, which learns prior seismic vulnerability 
knowledge for urban structures. Hence, the primal objective of this manuscript is to introduce 
an original procedure for seismic vulnerability assessment of urban structures with earth 
observation data. In particular, we combine multispectral data and elevation measurements in 
order to characterize the urban morphology and use techniques of object based image analysis 
(Pal and Pal, 1993; Blaschke, 2010) and statistical learning (Chen and Ho, 2008; Camps-Valls 
et al., 2014) to assess the vulnerability of urban structures under consideration of in situ 
information.  
Generally, a number of remote sensing systems appear to be promising for the 
characterization of urban structures. In this manuscript, we exploit multispectral and elevation 
data, which feature a lower spatial resolution compared to systems with the highest spatial 
resolution available nowadays (e.g., QuickBird-2, Geoeye-1, WorldView-2, etc.), but allow at 
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the same time a larger spatial coverage. In particular, we use data from the RapidEye 
constellation (Tyc et al., 2005), Tandem-X mission (Krieger et al., 2007), and the Landsat 
archive (Tucker, 2004). The RapidEye constellation consists of five equally designed 
satellites, which operate in a single sun-synchronous orbit. The system appears to be 
promising for area-wide analyses of urban structures, since it offers a high spatial resolution 
of 6.5m (pixel size), in conjunction with a swath width of 77 km, and a maximum acquisition 
capacity of 1500 km per orbit (Tigges et al., 2013; also missions such as e.g., Sentinel-2 
(Drusch et al., 2012) can be considered as an interesting opportunity with respect to a suitable 
characteristic of spatial resolution and swath size). TanDEM-X is a spaceborne radar 
interferometer, which acquires data for a seamless global digital surface model (DSM) with 
an unprecedented, globally consistent spatial resolution of ~0.4 arcseconds. This allows 
resolving objects that are elevated from the earth’s surface in urban environments such as 
buildings. Lastly, data from the Landsat archive, which dates back to 1972, is considered 
since they enable a characterization of spatiotemporal developments of urban structures 
(Taubenböck et al., 2012).   
Based on the remote sensing data and subsequently derived information layers, a procedure 
is designed which comprises four main steps dedicated to: i) delineation of urban structures 
by means of tailored unsupervised data segmentation procedure with scale optimization; ii) 
characterization of urban structures by a joint exploitation of multi-sensor data; iii) selection 
of most feasible features under consideration of in situ vulnerability information; iv) 
estimation of seismic vulnerability levels of urban structures within a supervised learning 
framework.  
Three challenging experiments are designed, which are intended to demonstrate feasibility of 
procedures and discuss viability of results. Thereby, we relate our experimental analyses to 
Istanbul (Turkey), since the city faces an enormous seismic threat (Erdik et al., 2003). In 
addition, in situ observations are available for relevant parts of the city. The remainder of the 
paper is organized as follows. Section 2 gives an overview on study area, utilized remote 
sensing data and reference information. Section 3 presents developed and deployed methods. 
We use section 4 to give an overview on the concept and objective of designed experiments 
and report and discuss outcomes of experiments in section 5. Concluding remarks are given in 
section 6. 
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2. STUDY AREA AND DATA 
2.1. ISTANBUL, TURKEY 
Istanbul (41° 1` N, 28° 58` O) has about 14.2 million inhabitants (TurkStat, 2014), what 
constitutes it a mega city. Some sources estimate the number of people living in Istanbul to be 
even higher, since numerous people are not registered and, thus, do not appear in official 
statistics. Massive migration during past decades induced a complex and erratic city structure, 
which comprises small and low-rise informal settlements (i.e., Gecekondular), large industrial 
buildings, and high-rise residential and commercial buildings, among others. About one fifth 
of the building inventory was built within the past 15 years (Cakti, 2013). Besides, many 
existing buildings were expanded without permission by new stories and extensions, what 
alters structural properties. Moreover, authorized real estate projects were already modified 
during the construction phase. It is estimated that the majority of buildings in Istanbul does 
not correspond to any structural standards and lack regulatory supervision. Hence, it is 
assumed that most of the buildings are not shake resistant, although a law to enforce resistant 
design was issued in 1999.  
Almost all earthquakes in Turkey are related to tectonic movement (Erdik et al., 1999), and 
Istanbul is located close to the North Anatolian Fault (NAF; Fig. VI-1a). The NAF represents 
an active right-lateral strike-slip fault. Previous earthquakes along the fault indicate a 
westbound regime (Stein et al., 1997) and give rise to a possible earthquake close to Istanbul. 
According to Parsons (2004), a 35-70% probability for the occurrence of an earthquake with a 
magnitude >7 along the NAF within the next 30 years is expected.  
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Fig. VI-1. Overview on the location of the study area, tectonic setting and acquired data; (a) location of Istanbul 
and main ruptures along the North Anatolian Fault since 1939, which indicate a westbound regime; (b) acquired 
RapidEye data; (c) Tiles of TanDEM-X Intermediate DSM data; (d) in situ information for the city district 
Zeytinburnu and for residual settlement areas in Istanbul. 
 
2.2. REMOTE SENSING DATA: RAPIDEYE, TANDEM-X, AND LANDSAT 
We acquired five RapidEye images which were collected between April and August 2009. 
They cover the main parts of the settlement area of Istanbul (Fig. VI-1b). Cloud coverage was 
minimal and imagery was delivered as level 2A. Hence, data were subject to geometric and 
radiometric sensor corrections and were calibrated to at-sensor radiances with a pixel size of 
6.5m at nadir. In the experiments, we deploy the blue (0.440-0.510 µm), green (0.520-0.590 
µm), red (0.630-0.685 µm), and nir (0.760-0.850 µm) band, and neglect RapidEye’s specific 
red edge band (0.690-0.730 µm). We want to rely on image bands that are frequently 
available for multispectral scanners and thus render methods and results more transferable and 
ubiquitous. 
The TanDEM-X satellite was launched in June 2010 and is operating jointly in a helix 
tandem formation with its twin radar satellite TerraSAR-X, which is in space since June 2007. 
Both satellites are operationally acquiring data to generate a seamless global multi-coverage 
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digital elevation model using single-pass interferometry in bi-static mode (Krieger et al., 
2007). Since August 2011 the data is being processed operationally. Single- and multi-
baseline interferometric phase-unwrapping, manual quality inspection, water detection, height 
comparison with ICESat data, and calibration including tilt and offset correction is carried out 
to provide a homogenous dataset for a regional mosaic. In our study, four tiles of the so-called 
TanDEM-X Intermediate Digital Elevation Model (IDEM) are used (Tile N40E028, 
N40E029, N41E028, N41E029; Fig. VI-1c). The IDEM consists only of the best quality 
single-baseline processed data of the first global coverage. Insufficient acquisitions affected 
by phase-unwrapping errors are excluded. Data sets cover the city and its hinterland. The 
spatial resolution of the data of 0.4 arc seconds corresponds to ~12 m in Istanbul. 
For spatiotemporal analysis we use multitemporal LANDSAT data, which were acquired 
by the Multispectral Scanner (MSS), Thematic Mapper sensor (TM), and the Enhanced 
Thematic Mapper sensor (ETM+) in 1975, 1987, and July 2000, respectively. Images are 
constituted by 4 (MSS) and 7 (TM, ETM+) multispectral bands covering a spectral range of 
0.500-1.100 µm (MSS) and 0.450-2.350 µm (TM, ETM+) at 79 m and 30 m spatial 
resolution, respectively. 
2.3. IN SITU DATA: SEISMIC BUILDING VULNERABILITY REFERENCE INFORMATION 
Two different kind of in situ information were available for the experiments. (i) For Istanbul’s 
district Zeytinburnu (40° 59` N, 28° 54` O), a spatially continuous assessment of the buildings 
according to the capacity spectrum method was available. The approach relates the capacity 
of the structure (in the form of a pushover curve) with the seismological impact on the 
structure (in the form of response spectra). The intersection of the two functions approximates 
the response of the structure (Freeman, 2004). Thus, it allows quantifying expectable damage 
grades. The necessary in situ information to adapt the functions for Zeytinburnu was gathered 
and provided by Taubenböck et al. (2009). (ii) In addition, ground-based GPS-photos for 
large parts of the settlement area were available from Google PanoramioTM. Generally, such 
information can support a rapid visual screening assessment of buildings (FEMA, 2002). 
Here, the information was used to identify urban structures according to distinctive types as 
identified by the capacity spectrum method. Please find a more detailed description of 
procedures in section 4.1., where we describe the experiments. 
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3. METHODS 
Presented data are subject to a multistep procedure to assess seismic vulnerability of urban 
structures. A block scheme of the procedure is reported in Fig. VI-2. First, remote sensing 
data are pre-processed. The multispectral data are atmospherically corrected by means of the 
software tool ATCOR-2 (Richter, 2008), and a mosaic is generated from the different images 
(section 3.1.). Data from the TanDEM-X mission serves for both the derivation of a 
settlement mask (i.e., urban footprint; section 3.1.1.), and the computation of a normalized 
digital surface model (nDSM; section 3.1.2.). Landsat imagery are deployed for 
spatiotemporal analyzes, and are subject to a post classification change detection procedure 
(section 3.1.3.). Subsequently, four main steps are carried out within a supervised learning 
framework: i) section 3.2. is used to describe an unsupervised image segmentation procedure 
with scales optimization to allow for an objective delineation of urban structures; ii) section 
3.3. details multi-scale calculations of features from both the multispectral data and height 
information from the nDSM for a comprehensive characterization of urban structures; iii) in 
section 3.4. features are grouped according to different underlying remote sensing data and 
segmentation scales to better understand the respective value within the process of supervised 
learning; in addition, supervised feature selection techniques are deployed to possibly identify 
the most suitable feature sets for model learning; iv) lastly, in section 3.5. we reveal three 
different formulation of support vector machines (SVM), for multi- and one-class problems, 
and function estimation within a supervised learning framework, which were used in the 
experiments. 
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Fig. VI-2. Block scheme of the proposed procedure.  
 
3.1. PRE-PROCESSING 
Multispectral RapidEye data were subject to atmospheric corrections with ATCOR-2 (ibid.) 
to account for radiometric distortions. The five images were radiometrically adjusted with a 
histogram match and merged to a spatially continuous mosaic. Generally, data (i.e., RapidEye 
and TanDEM-X imagery) have been resampled (by means of a nearest neighbor interpolation) 
and properly coregistered to a common spatial resolution of 5 m. 
3.1.1. DERIVATION OF SETTLEMENT MASK FROM TANDEM-X 
To focus analyses on urban environments, we deploy a fully automated image analysis 
procedure to discriminate “built-up” and “non-built-up” land cover (referred to as “urban 
footprint – UF”; Esch et al., 2013). Based on the TanDEM-X mission, which collects two 
global data sets of very high resolution synthetic aperture radar images between 2011 and 
2013, built-up areas can be delineated globally with an unknown spatial detail. The binary 
layer is generated with an unsupervised classification scheme accounting for both the original 
backscattering amplitude and extracted texture characteristics. A high classification accuracy, 
which exceeds consistently an overall accuracy of 94% and a κ statistic of 0.75 for 
representative case studies (ibid.), ensures a reliable delineation of built-up areas. The original 
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urban footprint data were subject to some generalization procedures in this study. We 
deployed morphological operators (i.e., closing was performed by sequentially carry out 
dilation and erosion; Haralick et al. 1987) to ensure a spatially non-fragmented representation 
of the settlement area of Istanbul. The utilized urban footprint of Istanbul covers an area of 
501.89 km2 and is visualized in Fig. VI-1d. 
3.1.2. CALCULATION OF NORMALIZED DSM FROM TANDEM-X 
Height characteristics of urban structures are important features with respect to seismic 
vulnerability. We use elevation measurements of TanDEM-X IDEM to compute a nDSM, 
which comprises elevation information of objects above ground. To this purpose, a digital 
terrain model (DTM) is derived from the data first with a region growing-based progressive 
morphological filter procedure (see Chapter V). This approach was recently proposed to 
address general challenges associated with the use of morphological filters in non-flat terrain, 
and overcome individual challenges related to the spatial resolution of TanDEM-X data. It 
comprises a multistep procedure using concepts of morphological image filtering, region 
growing and interpolation techniques. It is based on the idea of progressive morphological 
filters that aim to discriminate ground and non-ground pixels in the digital surface model 
based on algebraic set operations. Some free parameters need to be determined when using 
this approach. To ensure extraction of all buildings present in the area under investigation, the 
structuring element must always exceed a building’s outline. The side length of the 
structuring element was determined empirically for eight individual subsets of the study. In 
addition, an elevation difference threshold and similarity constraint needs to be fixed. Both 
were set according to previous experimental analyses, to ensure a favorable tradeoff between 
decrease of omission errors and increase of commission errors when classifying ground pixels 
(i.e., 2.6 m for elevation difference threshold and 0.8 for similarity constraint). Identified 
ground pixels are interpolated to a DTM based on Inverse Distance Weighting (Shepard, 
1968). Lastly, the DTM was subtracted from the DSM to receive the final nDSM.  
3.1.3. SPATIOTEMPORAL ANALYSIS WITH LANDSAT 
To uncover the spatiotemporal evolvement of urban structures in Istanbul, we integrate results 
from a post classification change detection procedure provided by Taubenböck et al. (2012). 
Based on LANDSAT imagery, the settlement area is classified (Fig. VI-1d). The approach 
deploys spectral classification in conjunction with a temporal hierarchical scheme. This 
means that the classified settlement area for a past time step is used as a spatial condition 
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when classifying urbanized areas for the more current time steps. The individual classification 
feature viable accuracies. The overall accuracy for 1975 is 93.7% (κ = 0.82), 92.4% (κ = 0.79) 
for the year 1987, and 90.8% (κ = 0.82) for 2000, respectively.  
Data form the Landsat archive are used quite frequently to estimate the period of 
construction of built environments in seismic vulnerability studies (e.g., Taubenböck et al., 
2008; Borfechia et al., 2009, Wieland et al., 2012). Here, we assign the estimated period of 
construction posterior to model learning (see Fig. VI-2 in this section and Fig. VI-10 in the 
experimental results section). This reduces the computational burden compared to an 
assignment prior to model learning, since this way a model must be learned based on labeled 
samples for every class of interest and time step. However, we simultaneously ensured a 
stratified collection of labeled samples across areas of all estimated periods of construction.   
3.2. SEGMENTATION PROCEDURE FOR DELINEATION OF URBAN STRUCTURES 
This section is dedicated to the description of an unsupervised segmentation procedure with 
scale optimization for delineation of urban structures. In contrast to natural environments, 
urban man-made structures have been identified as few examples of objects within a 
landscape with distinct and crisp boundaries, which feature often also an irregular shape 
(Herold et al., 2003). This makes the utilization of object based image analysis techniques 
feasible and especially the latter limits the use of uniform spatial entities such as quadratic 
objects. Image segmentation represents the basis for object based images analysis and aims at 
the delineation of meaningful real-world objects (Blaschke, 2010). In this study, segmentation 
focuses on the distinction of intra-urban areas, which are homogeneous in terms of their 
response in the multispectral and elevation data. For a joint exploitation, a brightness layer is 
computed first 
ܤ ൌ ଵ௡ೡ ∑ ݖ௜ሺ௩ሻ
௡ೡ௜ୀଵ  (VI-1) 
with ݖ௜ሺ௩ሻ being the visible bands, NIR, and nDSM, and ݊௩ the number of bands (i.e., 5). 
Segments represent basic spatial units to delineate and characterize homogeneous urban 
structures later on. We deploy multiresolution segmentation based on fractal net evolution 
(FNEA) approach (Benz et al., 2004). This is a bottom-up region-growing segmentation 
algorithm. It starts from individual pixels and merges pixels in dependence of user-defined 
constraints related to spectral and geometrical properties of modelled segments. Based on this 
technique, several automated routines are carried out in a sequential way to ensure 
parameterization and outcomes of optimized multiresolution image segmentation to be 
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objective, data-driven and generic. A schematic overview of the segmentation procedure is 
given in Fig. VI-3. 
 
Fig. VI-3. Schematic processing steps of the segmentation procedure. 
3.2.1. SEGMENTATION 
First, an initial image level is built, which includes all “built-up” areas from the UF data set 
(Section 3.1.1.; exemplifications are provided in Appendix A, Fig. VI-13a). The subsequent 
segmentation is limited to areas identified as “built-up”. The multiresolution segmentation 
approach is controlled by scale, color, and shape, with shape being composed of compactness 
and smoothness. The scale parameter is a function of the geometric resolution of the image 
data and defines the maximum allowable heterogeneity of modeled segments, with a lower 
scale parameter resulting in a higher number of segments. We suggest to put more emphasize 
on shape heterogeneity rather than on grey-value heterogeneity. This is due to the fact that 
man-made features such as urban structure have distinct shape and size properties, unlike e.g., 
natural features. Analogously, weights for heterogeneity of smoothness and compactness can 
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be maintained equally. However, the main difficulty lays in the determination of a scale 
which is suitable to represent different kinds of urban structures adequately. In this manner, 
the usage of a single scale is prohibited, since urban structures feature several orders of 
magnitude of spatial extend. Thus, we adapt a multilevel segmentation procedure proposed by 
Esch et al. (2008), which compares the distinctiveness of segments generated at multiple 
scales. Prior to this, we deploy the objective function introduced by Espindola et al. (2006) to 
find scene-specific optimal segmentation scales objectively. Based on the assumption that 
optimal segmentation maximizes intrasegment homogeneity and intersegment heterogeneity, 
a measure is calculated by incorporating intrasegment variance and Moran’s I. 
During the procedure, we suggest to maintain constant weights for color and shape criteria 
and create segments at ascending scales in the interval [hs, 150]. Thereby, hs represents the 
initial scale. In order to determine an appropriate initial scale and ensure that generated 
segments can represent valid delineations of urban structures, some constraints are introduced. 
In this sense, we define that valid image segments must correspond to the Shannon sampling 
theorem. This theorem states that modeled segments should be of the order of one tenth of the 
dimension of the sampling scheme – the pixel – to ensure that they will be completely 
independent of their random position and their orientation in relation to the sampling scheme 
(Blaschke, 2010). Thus, we define that there should be at least ten pixels to represent a valid 
segment in terms of size, and five pixels to represent a valid segment in terms of width  
ݒ݈ܽ݅݀	ݏ݁݃݉݁݊ݐ ൌ 	
ۖە
۔
ۖۓ1, if √ܣܿ ൉
1
10 ൐ 1 ∧ ܵ ൏ 3
1, if	 ݀ܿ ൉
1
5 ൐ 1 ∧ 	ܵ ൒ 3					
0, ݈݁ݏ݁
 (VI-2) 
where ܣ is the area of a segment, ܿ represents the pixel size of the image data, ݀ is the width 
of a segment, and S a shape complexity index calculated as perimeter to boundary ratio 
ܵ ൌ ݍ2	 ∙ ݎ ∙ ߨ , ݎ ൌ ඨ
ܣ
ߨ (VI-3) 
where ݍ is the perimeter of a segment, and ݎ is the radius of circle with the same surface area. 
Analogous to Hengl (2006), we chose a threshold of 3 to differentiate between compact 
(ܵ ൏ 3) and narrow/long (ܵ ൒ 3) segments. Generally, a suitable hs should include a 
comparatively small share of non-valid segments and represent a local maximum regarding 
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the decline in shares of non-valid segments. This principle and the selection of hs for our 
application is illustrated in the experimental setup section 4.2. (Fig. VI-8a). 
Following the aforementioned heuristic of Espindola et al. (2006), for each of the created 
scales in the interval [hs, 150] the intrasegment variance (σ²) with respect to the brightness 
layer was calculated 
ߪ² ൌ ∑ ܣ௜ߪ²௜
௡௜ୀଵ
∑ ܣ௜௡௜ୀଵ  (VI-4) 
where ܣ௜ and ߪ²௜ represent the area and intrasegment variance of segment i. The intrasegment 
variance ߪ² is the weighted average, with the areas of each segment being the weights. As a 
measure of intersegment heterogeneity Moran’s I is used  
I = 
ே
∑ ∑ ௘೔ೕೕ೔ ∙
∑ ∑ ௘೔ೕೕ೔ ሺఓ஻೔ିఓ஻തሻ൫ఓ஻ೕିఓ஻ത൯
∑ ሺఓ஻೔ିఓ஻തሻమ೔  
(VI-5) 
where N is the number of segments indexed by i and j; μB is the mean brightness of a 
segment; ߤܤത  is the mean brightness of all segments; and ݁௜௝ is the spatial weight between 
segments i and j, implemented in our case analogous to a queen contiguity as follows 
݁௜௝ ൌ ൜1, if	݅, ݆	are adjacent neighbour segments0, else.  (VI-6) 
With the determined variance and autocorrelation measure the objective function is calculated 
by summing up normalized values of ߪ² and I 
ܨሺߪଶ, ܫሻ ൌ ߪ²௠௔௫ െ ߪ²ߪ²௠௔௫ െ ߪ²௠௜௡ ൅
ܫ௠௔௫ െ ܫ
ܫ௠௔௫ െ ܫ௠௜௡. (VI-7) 
Generally, the objective function is calculated for ascending scales. Thereby, ߪ² values 
represent a monotonic function: for the sequel ሺߪ²௡ሻ୬∈Թ the condition ߪ²௡ାଵ 	൒ ߪ²௡ is 
fulfilled. The maximum value of function ܨሺߪଶ, ܫሻ is a statistical indicator of optimal 
segmentation (section 4.2., black arrow in Fig. VI-8b). As discussed above, a single optimal 
scale is not sufficient to take into account the relationship between the spatial structure of an 
image and the structure of urban environments. Thus, we deploy a plateau objective function 
ܨሺݑሻ, which was introduced by Martha et al. (2011), in order to obtain multiple optimal 
scales. The function is defined as  
F(u) = ܨሺߪ², ܫሻ௠௔௫ െ σ (VI-8) 
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where ܨሺߪ², ܫሻ௠௔௫ represents the maximum value of the objective function, and ߪ is the 
standard deviation of the function calculated for all scales. Optimal segmentation scales 
should be located above the plateau function, since these scales have high external and low 
internal heterogeneity levels, and the balance between under- and oversegmentation is still 
present (ibid.). As initial segmentation scale for the subsequent multilevel optimization 
procedure, we select the segmentation of the first scale above the plateau objective function 
(Section 4.2., black arrow in Fig. VI-8b; exemplified in Appendix A, Fig. VI-13b, ioMRS).  
3.2.2. OPTIMIZATION PROCEDURE 
Segments that do not represent valid segments according to the Shannon sampling theorem 
criteria defined above (exemplified in Appendix A, Fig. VI-13c-I, nvS) are merged with 
adjacent neighbor segments that have the smallest mean brightness difference of all adjacent 
neighbor segments (Fig. VI-13c-II, ioMRS-m). Subsequently, a second hierarchical scale 
level is created and the mean percentage difference (mPD) between subsegment level (L1) 
and supersegment level (L2) is calculated as 
mPD = |ఓ஻ಽభି ఓ஻ಽమ|ఓ஻ಽమ  
(VI-9) 
where μB is the mean brightness of the respective super- and subsegments. Similar to the 
simplified and data-driven version of the multiscale optimization approach proposed by Lu et 
al. (2011), we regard segments as “real” subsegment if their mPD exceeds the mean mPD of 
all subsegments by more than two standard deviations 
ݎ݈݁ܽ	ݏݑܾݏ݁݃݉݁݊ݐ ൌ ൜1, ݉ܲܦ ൐ 2ߪ௠௉஽0, else.            (VI-10) 
Identified “real” subsegments (exemplified in Appendix A, Fig. VI-13d-I, rSS) are transferred 
to the supersegment level (Fig. VI-13d-II). Then, the similarity of transferred adjacent 
subsegment is evaluated in terms of their mean brightness values, and two adjacent segments 
are merged (Fig. VI-13d-III) if they fulfill the following condition 
ݏ݈݅݉݅ܽݎ݅ݐݕ௦௘௚௠௘௡௧ଵ,௦௘௚௠௘௡௧ଶ ൌ ൜1, หߤܤ௦௘௚௠௘௡௧ଵ െ ߤܤ௦௘௚௠௘௡௧ଶห ൑ ߛ0, else 				 (VI-11) 
with ߛ being a threshold. The procedure is repeated for the remaining scales above the plateau 
objective function, whereby the result of the previous cycle becomes the subsegment level in 
each step, and a number of segments are merged to create a supersegment level above, 
according to the respective scale factor (ibid.). The complete procedure is intended to provide 
an optimized segmentation that comprises distinctive and valid segments independent of their 
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particular scale. However, as the multilevel optimization procedure and the merging of non-
valid segments alters image segments and alignment, we calculated the objective function 
again for the processed levels in order to identify the most sufficient final segmentation 
(Section 4.2., black arrow in Fig. VI-8c; exemplified in Appendix A, Fig. VI-13e, fS). 
3.3. FEATURE CALCULATION FOR CHARACTERIZATION OF URBAN STRUCTURES 
Features based on the RapidEye and TanDEM-X nDSM data were computed to allow for a 
comprehensive characterization of urban structures. Thereby, a perceptual coherence 
(Steiniger et al., 2008) of seismic vulnerability properties and physical appearance as well as 
composition of constituent elements of urban structures, as measured with remote sensing, is 
assumed.  
We extracted statistical measures of 1st and 2nd order from both the multispectral RapidEye 
data and TanDEM-X nDSM (Fig. VI-4). Measures of central tendency and measures of 
spread of the different image bands are deployed. The same measures are computed for the 
nDSM to take into account height characteristics of discriminated areas. Additionally, 
rotation-invariant texture measures for the optical and nDSM data were computed based on 
the co-occurrence matrix (GLCM; Haralick et al., 1973). It could be shown that texture can 
provide valuable information when aiming at discrimination of urban structures (Herold et al., 
2003), and generally allow to overcome a lack of spectral information (Pacifici et al., 2009). 
The last group of features consists of spatial metrics. By using the NDVI (Rouse et al., 1974), 
we quantify the share of vegetation per segment. Thereby, pixels which exceed a certain 
NDVI value (i.e., 0.3) are considered as vegetation. To specifically describe height 
characteristics of elevated objects that do not represent vegetation within a segment (i.e., 
buildings), we first identify pixels that exceed a certain nDSM value (i.e., 2.6m). Besides the 
share of elevated objects per segment, measures of central tendency and spread of elevated 
objects are computed. 
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Fig. VI-4. Features derived from remote sensing data and for different segmentation scales to characterize the 
urban morphology. 
 
We calculate the aforementioned features not only for the optimized multiscale 
segmentation, which generally provides the spatial entities for subsequent procedures, but also 
for two segmentations with a larger scale factor (i.e., scale factor 80 and 120), which were not 
subject to the optimization procedure. This was done to ensure a sufficient consideration of 
spatial context information of urban structures. In fact, it is very challenging to fully exclude 
oversegmentation by means of an unsupervised segmentation procedure. When urban 
structures are subject to oversegmentation, a characteristic appearance with respect to 
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spectral-spatial composition may not be reflected. However, including information from 
coarser segmentation scales allows to model spatial context relations in feature space 
adequately. Generally, this idea is consistent with approaches that deploy supersegment 
information to enhance classification accuracy (e.g., Bruzzone & Carlin, 2006; Johnson & 
Xie, 2013).  
3.4. FEATURE GROUPING AND SELECTION 
Two different strategies were followed to bundle features into feature sets to be used in the 
experiments. First, a thematic grouping was carried out to quantify the usability of the 
different remote sensing data sets and evaluate the value of features from multiple 
segmentation levels. Beside the unreduced feature vector containing all computed features, we 
grouped all optical features, all height related features, all optical features from the optimized 
segmentation level, all height related features from the optimized segmentation level, and 
both all optical and height related features from the optimized segmentation level.   
The second strategy to bundle features is motivated by the circumstance that feature 
vectors with a high dimensionality often exhibit redundancy, are highly correlated, and may 
suffer from the “Hughes phenomenon” (which states that for a limited amount of samples the 
predictive accuracy decreases as the dimensionality of the feature vector increases (Hughes, 
1968)). Accordingly, we applied two machine learning-based feature selection algorithms on 
the data. The two approaches represent filter methods, which work independently with respect 
to the classifier, what is in contrast to the concept of wrapper methods. They were chosen 
since they can handle both regression problems and evaluate discrete valued variables. We 
used the Relief-F approach (Kononenko, 1994), because it enables to rank individual features, 
and deployed the Correlation-based Feature Selection (CFS) method (Hall, 1999), since it 
enables the scoring of the value of groups of features. The applied filter methods run 
supervised and aim to identify the best features for building robust regression and 
classification models.  
The Relief-F approach ranks features according to the assumption that useful features 
should be able to differentiate between instances from different classes and have similar 
values for instances from the same class (Kononenko, 1994, Robnik-Šikonja and Kononenko, 
2003). Therefore, an instance from the data is randomly sampled and k nearest neighbors from 
the same and opposite classes are located. Feature values of the k nearest neighbors are 
compared to the sampled instance and are used to up-date relevance scores for each feature. 
This procedure is repeated until a number of instances m was considered. Thereby, m is a free 
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parameter, but frequently set to the maximum number of labeled instances available in order 
to achieve a reliable approximation (Kononenko, 1994). 
 CFS deploys a best first search algorithm to identify a group of subsets, which are 
possibly suitable. The identified subsets are evaluated by means of an entropy based heuristic. 
The heuristic favors subsets with a high feature-class correlation and low feature-feature inter-
correlation. Relief-F and CFS are both multivariate procedures, which evaluate features in 
dependence of other features in the data set.  
3.5. SUPPORT VECTOR MACHINES 
Support Vector Machines emanate from the field of machine leaning and represent a family of 
non-parametric approaches for supervised classification and regression (Vapnik, 1995). They 
are based on the structural risk minimization principle, which suggest a tradeoff between the 
accuracy of an approximation and the complexity of the affiliated approximation function. 
SVMs determine a suitable set of parameters to fit a decision surface, the so-called 
hyperplane, between different classes of labeled samples. To deal with nonlinearly problems, 
the labeled samples are mapped through a nonlinear transformation ϕ(·) from the input space 
X into a space of higher dimensionality H. In that space, the optimal separating hyperplane 
maximizes the margin between the patterns of the different classes and the hyperplane. The 
maximized margin can be described by two additional, marginal hyperplanes that border the 
samples closest to the separating surface, the so-called support vectors (Burges, 1998; 
Leinenkugel et al., 2011). Only those samples are needed to define the model, what allows to 
build robust models with a high generalization capability based on a comparatively small 
number of labeled training samples. A linear separation in H corresponds to a nonlinear 
separation in the original input space X (Volpi et al., 2013). This general principle of SVMs 
allows to learn nonlinear relations and is visualized in Fig. VI-5a-d. 
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Fig. VI-5. Idealized procedure for generation of a nonlinear decision function by SVM; (a) Dataset with two 
classes (red and blue dots) that are non-linearly separable in X are mapped through a nonlinear transformation 
ϕ(·) into a space of higher dimensionality H (b); a linear separation becomes possible in that space and a 
hyperplane (cyan) with maximum margin is fitted (c), what corresponds to a nonlinear decision function in X  
(d). 
 
Different formulations of SVM allow to render a prediction problem in three ways: (i) if two 
or more classes are to be discriminated based on labeled samples of all classes present in the 
data under investigation, the framework of C-SVMs can be utilized; (ii) if solely labeled 
samples are available for the class(es) of interest and not for all classes present in the data, 
one-class ν-SVM can be deployed; (iii) if the statistical level of measurement is higher and 
corresponds to an interval or ratio scale, a Support Vector Regression approach allows to 
estimate a function from the training samples. We depict these three formulations with 
affiliated minimization objective and decision function in the subsequent three subsections to 
clarify methodological divergences, which are relevant for differing real-world situations. 
Those may evolve when aiming to assess urban structures according to different engineering-
related methods and a varying amount of prior knowledge available. For a more detailed 
theoretical and application-oriented background of SVM, the reader can refer to Vapnik 
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(1995, 1998), Burges (1998), Chang and Lin (2001), and Schölkopf and Smola (2002, 2004). 
In the context of remote sensing, e.g., Melgani and Bruzzone (2004), Camps-Valls and 
Bruzzone (2005, 2009), Mountrakis et al. (2011), or Salcedo-Sanz et al. (2014) provide 
comprehensive literature. 
 
Fig. VI-6. Different formulations of SVM; (a) C-SVM provide a linear decision function with relaxed 
separation constraints, which allow for labeled samples lying on the incorrect side of the hyperplane (modified 
adaption from Melgani and Bruzzone, 2004); (b) ν-OC-SVM treat the origin of the feature space (O) as the only 
available sample of the non-target class first, and fit a hyperplane with maximum margin from the origin 
(modified adaption from Muñoz-Marí et al., 2010); (c) in SVR all samples outside a fixed tube with size ε (i.e., 
support vectors) are penalized by applying a cost function. Here, Vapnik’s ε-insensitive cost function is 
deployed, which accounts for a linear penalization (modified adaption from Schölkopf and Smola, 2002, and 
Salcedo-Sanz et al., 2014).   
 
3.5.1. MULTICLASS CLASSIFICATION WITH C-SVM 
The C-SVM method was introduced by Cortes and Vapnik (1995) to cope with class overlap 
or the existence of noise in the training data in multiclass problems. This technique represents 
a modification of the maximum margin approach using relaxed separation constraints that 
allow for the possibility of instances on the incorrect side of the respective margin boundary. 
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Consider a data set with labeled instances ሼܠ௜, ݕ௜ሽ௜ୀଵ௡ , with ܠ௜ ∈ Թௗ and ݕ௜ ∈ ሼെ1,൅1ሽ. The 
data is mapped through a nonlinear transformation ϕ(·) to a space with a higher dimension. 
An appropriate determination of ϕ(·) ensures that the transformed samples are more likely to 
be linearly separable in the higher dimensional space (Camps-Valls and Bruzzone, 2005). 
Then, the minimization objective of C-SVM is formulated as 
minܟ,క೔,௕ ൝
1
2 ‖ܟ‖
ଶ ൅ ܥ෍ߦ௜
௡
௜ୀଵ
ൡ (VI-12) 
subject to  
                                                  ݕ௜ሺ〈߶ሺܠ௜ሻ,ܟ〉 ൅ ܾሻ ൒ 1 െ ߦ௜  ∀i = 1, …, n (VI-13) 
                                                              		 ߦ௜ ൒ 0 ∀i = 1, …, n (VI-14) 
where w represents the normal perpendicular to the optimal separating hyperplane and b is the 
nearest distance to the origin (O) of the coordinate system. These parameters constitute a 
linear classifier in H, which separates the labeled samples of different classes with maximum 
margin. To enhance generalization capabilities and reduce over-fitting, positive slack 
variables ߦ௜ are introduced to account for labeled samples lying on the incorrect side of the 
respective margin boundary (Fig. 6a). The constant C determines the trade-off between 
maximizing the margin and the number of incorrectly classified samples (training errors). An 
optimal parameterization of C can be determined empirically. It can be noted that equation 
(12) is constituted by two distinctive terms that are clearly interpretable: the objective is to 
minimize simultaneously both the norm of the model weights, ‖ܟ‖ଶ, which is equivalent to 
the maximization of the margin, and the committed errors ∑ ߦ௜௡௜ୀଵ 	(Salcedo-Sanz et al., 2014).  
The minimization objective of equation (12) is reformulated from its primal form to its 
dual form by introducing Lagrange multipliers, so that it can be solved with quadratic 
programming techniques efficiently (Schölkopf and Smola, 2002). Finally, a decision function 
is given that allows to assign a class label to an instance of unknown class membership ܠ∗  
݂ሺܠ∗ሻ ൌ sgn	 ൭෍ݕ௜ߙ௜ܭሺܠ௜, ܠ∗ሻ ൅ ܾ
௡
௜ୀଵ
൱ (VI-15) 
with ߙ௜ being the Lagrange multipliers and ܭ being a kernel function. The Lagrange 
multipliers are determined by optimization and feature nonzero values for instances lying on 
the margin – the support vectors (Cortes and Vapnik, 1995; Camps-Valls and Bruzzone, 2005; 
2009). The kernel function ܭ is expressed as the dot product of mapped instances ܭ൫ܠ௜, ܠ௝൯ ൌ
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〈߶ሺܠ௜ሻ, ߶ሺܠ௝ሻ〉. Hence, the outcome of the decision function (15) only relies on the dot 
product of the vectors in the input space X. This allows to avoid an explicit projection to a 
space of higher dimensionality, since this formulation yields the same solution (also known as 
the kernel trick). This property of the SVM algorithm enables a very efficient computation of 
decision functions for data with a very high dimensionality. A number of different kernels 
with varying characteristics exist. However, in environmental applications it is common to 
use Gaussian RBF kernels, that take the form ܭ൫ܠ௜, ܠ௝൯ ൌ exp	ሺെฮܠ௜ െ ܠ௝ฮଶ/2ߪଶሻ, due to 
their interpretability (they express local similarity) in accordance with favorable performance 
properties (Volpi et al., 2013). Hence, we rely on this kernel for all support vector methods in 
the experiments.  
3.5.2. ONE-CLASS CLASSIFICATION WITH ν-SVM 
One-class ν-SVM were introduced by Schölkopf et al. (1999) as support vector method for 
novelty detection. They can be deployed in situations where the objective is to identify only 
one or few classes of interest from all classes present in the data - simultaneously having only 
labeled samples of the classes of interest available.  
Generally, the strategy of ν-OC-SVM is to capture the support region (i.e., where the 
density is large) without the need of prior assumptions about the distribution of the data. 
Therefore, the target class is described by a function that maps the majority of instances to a 
region where the function is nonzero. To achieve this, the origin of the feature space is first 
treated as the only available member of the non-target class (i.e., as an outlier). Then, a 
hyperplane with maximum margin separation from the origin is identified (Fig. 6b). To 
separate the data from the origin, the minimization objective is as follows 
minܟ,ஞ೔,௣ ൝
1
2 ‖ܟ‖
ଶ ൅ 1ߥ݈෍ߦ௜௜
െ ݌ൡ  (VI-16) 
subject to 
                                                              〈ܟ, ߶ሺܠ௜ሻ〉 ൒ ݌ െ ߦ௜ ∀i = 1, …, l (VI-17) 
                                                                          ߦ௜ ൒ 0 ∀i = 1, …, l (VI-18) 
where ܟ represents a vector, which is perpendicular to the hyperplane, and ݌ is the distance to 
the origin. Parameter ν ∈ (0,1] controls the tradeoff between an upper bound of fraction of 
margin errors (as can be seen from (16), outliers in the training data are handled by slack 
variables analogous to the C-SVM framework) and a lower bound of fraction of support 
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vectors (i.e., model complexity) (Schölkopf et al., 2001, Muñoz-Marí et al., 2010). Again, by 
utilizing Lagrange multipliers and a kernel function, the final decisions function to assign a 
class label to an instance of unknown class membership ܠ∗ is obtained by 
݂ሺܠ∗ሻ ൌ sgn	 ൭෍ߙ௜ܭሺܠ௜, ܠ∗ሻ െ ݌
௜
൱. (VI-19) 
In practice, ν-OC-SVM can be used in problems when more than a single specific class of 
interest is considered at a time by employing an ensemble of one-class classifiers. Thereby, 
each classifier is trained on a specific class of interest. When manifold classifiers assign a 
class label to an instance, a heuristic can be applied to the outputs (e.g., a winner-take-all rule 
based on prior or posterior probabilities) to determine the final class membership (Marconcini 
et al., 2014).  
3.5.3. FUNCTION ESTIMATION WITH SVR 
SVR allows approximating a function from training data, when the statistical level of 
measurement of the target variable corresponds to an interval or ratio scale (i.e., ݕ ∈ Թሻ. In 
accordance to the presented SVM framework, SVR defines a linear model over samples that 
are mapped to a higher dimensional space via a nonlinear function. A common SVR 
formulation deploys Vapnik’s ε-insensitive cost function, in which errors up to ε are not 
penalized, and further errors are subject to a linear penalization (Fig. VI-6c). Thereby, SVR 
determines weights ܟ by minimizing a regularized functional 
minܟ,క೔,క೔∗,௕ ൝
1
2 ‖ܟ‖
ଶ ൅ ܥ෍ሺߦ௜
௜
൅ ߦ௜∗ሻൡ (VI-20) 
subject to 
                                                  ݕ௜ െ ሺ〈߶ሺܠ௜ሻ, ܟ〉 ൅ ܾሻ ൑ ߝ ൅ ߦ௜  ∀i = 1, …, n (VI-21) 
                                                   ሺ〈߶ሺܠ௜ሻ,ܟ〉 ൅ ܾሻ െ ݕ௜ ൑ ߝ ൅ ߦ௜∗ ∀i = 1, …, n (VI-22) 
                                                                              ߦ௜, ߦ௜∗ ൒ 0 ∀i = 1, …, n (VI23) 
where ߦ௜ and ߦ௜∗ are positive slack variables, which quantify the distances of the labeled 
training samples that lie outside of the ε-insensitive tube to the boarder of the tube (Fig. VI-
6c). The regularization parameter C determines the tradeoff between the flatness of the 
function and the tolerance to observed errors. Similar to the previous formulations, the 
minimization objective can be solved by introducing linear restrictions (21)-(23) into (20) 
using Lagrange multipliers ߙ௜, calculate the Karush-Kuhn-Tucker conditions, and solve the 
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dual problem with quadratic programming techniques (Drucker et al., 1997; Schölkopf and 
Smola, 2002; Verrelst et al., 2012; Salcedo-Sanz et al., 2014). Subsequently, the final 
estimation function is given by   
݂ሺܠ∗ሻ ൌ ෍ሺߙ௜ െ ߙ௜∗ሻܭሺܠ௜, ܠ∗ሻ ൅ ܾ
௡
௜ୀଵ
. (VI-24) 
 
4. DESCRIPTION OF EXPERIMENTS AND EXPERIMENTAL SETUP 
4.1. DESCRIPTION OF EXPERIMENTS   
Experiments are designed with three different formulations of the supervised prediction 
problem. Generally, suggested procedures can be considered relevant when prior information 
about seismic vulnerability is available for parts of an area of interest but not for an area of 
interest in a spatially continuous and complete way. Here, we render the prediction problem in 
three ways to address operational requirements that may evolve in many real-life cases.  
(i) For the district Zeytinburnu we first aggregate the damage grade, as determined with the 
capacity spectrum method, from building level to structure level. Hence, the aim is to estimate 
the damage grade for spatial entities, where no damage grade information is available based 
on SVR approach (Fig. VI-7a). 
(ii) Then, we use the ground-based GPS-photos to identify urban structures that are either 
determined by large industrial/commercial buildings or tall detached residential buildings. 
Generally, the predominant building type can be seen as proxy for the vulnerability of an area 
(Wieland et al., 2012). In this study, those two structure types revealed distinctive properties 
with respect to the capacity spectrum assessment. Thereby, urban structures determined by 
large industrial/commercial buildings can be considered as highly vulnerable, whereas urban 
structures determined by tall detached residential buildings can be considered as slightly 
vulnerable. In the second experiment, we aim to identify those two urban structures within the 
settlement area of Istanbul, disregarding all other potentially present classes in the area. 
Thereby, only labeled samples are available for the classes of interest and not for all classes 
present in the data (Fig. VI-7b). This is a very challenging but realistic task. The availability 
of information comprising all urban structures present in the area of interest is infrequently 
satisfied in real-life situations. We deploy an ensemble of ν-OC-SVM to address this problem.  
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(iii) However, in experiment three, we investigate feasibility of procedures when also 
labeled samples of other classes are available (Fig. VI-7c). This renders the classification 
problem fully supervised and we approach it with C-SVM. 
Fig. VI-7. Concept and data for experiments; (a) damage grade for Zeytinburnu which is to be estimated with 
SVR; (b) available labeled samples of classes of interest deployed for learning ensembles of  ν-OC-SVM; (c) 
setting for C-SVM: additional labeled samples for classes of residual urban structures are available what renders 
the classification problem fully supervised. 
 
4.2. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP  
Regarding free parameters of multiresolution segmentation, we put more emphasize on shape 
heterogeneity (Shape: 0.7) rather than on grey-value heterogeneity (0.5) as suggested in 
section 3.2. First, an initial scale hs was determined. Therefore, the ratio of valid and non-
valid segments, as evaluated with (2), was computed. Fig. VI-8a shows the corresponding 
function. We chose scale 24, since it features a small share of non-valid segments and the 
decline in shares of non-valid segments with respect to neighboring scales is comparatively 
explicit. Hence, the objective function is calculated for the interval [24, 150], and the outcome 
is plotted in Fig. VI-8b. It can be seen that optimal segmentation scales above the plateau 
objective function (F(u) = 1.432) are located between 24 and 38. Hence, those scales were 
subject to the optimization procedure described in section 3.2.2 (γ in similarity constraint (11) 
was set to 5). Outcomes are reassessed with the objective function in order to determine the 
final segmentation (black arrow in Fig. VI-8c). 
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Fig. VI-8. Outcomes of multilevel image segmentation optimization procedure.  
 
Regarding the feature selection algorithms, we tested varying numbers for neighbors to be 
considered regarding the Relief-F approach. Finally, k was consistently set to 10, since it was 
found that results are hardly sensitive for this parameter in this study. Based on Relief-F, we 
compiled four feature sets, containing the 10, 20, and 50 best ranked features, and a set with 
all features that have a positive degree of relevance (w > 0). For the CFS approach we 
deployed a stopping criterion of 5 consecutive fully expanded, non-improving subsets. The 
subset with the highest merit according to the evaluation heuristic during the search was 
selected. Together with the thematically grouped features (sets include features from different 
remote sensing data sources and segmentation scales) computed features were subdivided in 
eleven different feature sets. 
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As mentioned, we use RBF kernels for all support vector methods (support vector methods 
in this paper were carried out with the LibSVM package by Chang and Lin (2001)). Features 
were normalized in feature space, yielding normalized kernel functions (Graf et al., 2003).  
Regarding the SVR approach, the number of samples has been varied to test sensitivity 
with respect to accuracy. We learn models with randomly drawn 25%, 50%, 75%, and 100% 
of the labeled samples available and estimate generalization capabilities based on 5-fold 
cross-validation. To avoid skewed results, five different training sets sharing the same number 
of labeled instances were created. It was made sure that samples contained in one set are also 
contained in the affiliated set with a larger number of samples (i.e., the samples randomly 
drawn in one of the five sets with 25% of available labeled samples are also contained in the 
corresponding set with 50% of available labeled samples and so on), to avoid a biased 
quantification of the effect of training set size on prediction accuracy. Generalization 
capability is evaluated in terms of mean absolute percentage error (MAPE) and reported as 
average of three independent trials (some Pearson’s correlation coefficients R are also 
reported in the results section to account for the models’ goodness of fit). Model parameters 
were optimized with respect to MAPE in the ranges σ = {10-1, …, 10}, C = {1, …, 100}, and 
ε = {10-6, 10-3}.  
Application of the ν-OC-SVM approach with a RBF kernel requires adjusting the 
parameter ν, and the kernel-width parameter γ. Generally, it is difficult to tune free parameters 
if only target labeled samples are available in the training data. In such situations solely the 
true positive rate (sensivity) can be calculated, whereas the error counterpart (specificity) 
cannot (i.e., a suitable model cannot be distinguished from a fatally underfitted model since 
also the latter would yield a high accuracy). To overcome this limitation, the free parameter 
selection was determined by evaluating arg maxθ ቄOAሾ%ሿ#SV ቅ, where θ is the set of free 
parameters (i.e., ν and γ), OA is the overall accuracy and #SV the number of support vectors. 
This heuristic enforces high OA while simultaneously limiting model complexity keeping a 
low number of SV (Muñoz-Marí et al., 2010). For both ν and γ we performed a grid search 
varying ν in the range {0.01, …, 0.1} in 0.01 steps and γ in the range {10-2, …, 101} in power 
of √10 steps, respectively. OA for each model was estimated by a 5-fold cross-validation 
strategy. The parameter combination yielding the highest value of the evaluation heuristic was 
chosen. In case a segment is voted as belonging to the class of interest by multiple ν-OC-SVM 
models, reasonably, we assign the segment to the residual class since results can be 
considered non-distinctive, and we generally observe considerable errors of commission in 
preliminary model runs. In the experiments, we used 50% of available samples for training 
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the models and 50% for validation. Results are reported based on five independent trials. 
Evaluation is based on estimated κ statistic (which allows considering both omission and 
commission errors and is thus not biased by class distribution; Foody, 2004). 
For the C-SVM, we adopt a one-against-one scheme (Hsu and Lin, 2002), since we deal with 
more than two classes to be discriminated. Learning the most appropriate C-SVM in 
conjunction with a RBF kernel requires the definition of the cost-parameter C and the kernel-
width parameter γ. Tuning of C and γ was addressed by a grid search strategy based on 5-fold 
cross-validation. Generalization accuracy is evaluated in terms of estimated κ on the average 
of three independent trials. In conformity with the recommendations of Hsu et al. (2010), a 
grid-search with values of C = {2-4, 2-3, …, 212} and γ = {2-5, 2-4, …, 23} was performed. 
Analogous to the SVR approach, we reveal generalization capabilities as a function of feature 
sets with different shares of available labeled samples. 
5. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
5.1. ESTIMATION OF DAMAGE GRADES FOR THE DISTRICT ZEYTINBURNU WITH SVR 
For Zeytinburnu, mean absolute percentage errors with respect to estimated damage grades 
are reported in Fig. VI-9a-c as functions of training set size. The different figures and 
functions correspond to MAPE obtained with different feature sets. Generally, it can be noted 
that graphs reveal distinctive differences with respect to accuracy. When using solely features 
calculated from the elevation data (i.e., nDSM) MAPE are considerably higher than 
corresponding MAPE obtained with features computed from the optical data (Fig. VI-9a). In 
particular, MAPE decrease from 20.76% (± 0.94; R = 0.163), achieved with elevation 
features, to 16.23% (± 0.36; R = 0.544), achieved with the optical features, when all samples 
were deployed within the cross validation procedure. Analogously, when examining 
accuracies obtained with features computed not only from the optimized segmentation level 
but also from supersegments (Fig. VI-9b), we also observe a considerable decrease in MAPE 
from 14.54% (± 0.41; R = 0.596) to 11.64% (± 0.30; R = 0.753). Besides, an explicit gain of 
accuracy can be observed when incorporating supersegment information compared to a single 
segmentation (e.g., decrease of MAPE with both optical and elevation features from 16.34% 
to 11.85%; simultaneously, goodness of model fit raises from R = 0.521 to R = 0.741). Fig. 
VI-9a and b also reveal that a joint use of optical and elevation information does not increase 
accuracy remarkably compared to accuracies obtained with optical features alone (difference 
in MAPE is 0.36% and 0.30%, respectively). Lastly, Fig. VI-9c shows that the application of 
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filter methods allow to identify beneficial feature sets for the estimation of damage grades. 
Thereby, lowest MAPE of all feature sets (i.e., 10.74%; R = 0.778) could be obtained with the 
50 highest ranked features from the Relief-F algorithm. 
Fig. VI-9. Mean absolute percentage errors (reported as mean and standard deviation of different model runs) as 
a function of training set size; (a) MAPE obtained with features from the optimized segmentation level only; (b) 
MAPE obtained with features from all three segmentation levels; (c) MAPE obtained with features selected by 
filter methods.  
 
These numerical results suggest that features from optical data allow estimating damage 
grades with viable accuracies, whereas elevation features, as derived from the TanDEM-X 
data, do not allow estimating damage grades in a viable way. Here, also a joint exploitation of 
both data sets does not feature a clear improvement in accuracy. In contrast, the idea to 
exploit supersegment information proved to enhance accuracy of estimates considerably. This 
is in line with previous experimental analyses that confirm an increase of prediction accuracy, 
when modeling spatial context information in feature space with supersegment information 
(e.g., Bruzzone & Carlin, 2006; Johnson & Xie, 2013). However, this observation 
simultaneously suggests that homogeneous urban structures could not consistently be 
discriminated properly based on the optimized segmentation, and that oversegmentation has 
occurred. However, in contrast to undersegmentation, oversegmentation leaves the possibility 
to gain accurate mapping results after classification (i.e., a possibly oversegmented urban 
structure, which may be represented by two segments instead of one, can be mapped properly 
if both segments are assigned to the same class). In this sense, the incorporation of 
supersegment information allowed to gain viable accuracies in the experiments. In addition, 
deployed feature selection algorithms proved useful to alleviate problems associated with 
high-dimensional feature vectors in conjunction with a comparatively small number of labeled 
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samples, since best accuracies were achieved with subsets of the features. Thereby, best 
models are characterized by MAPE less than 11% and fairly strong goodness of fit (R > 0.75).  
As a further means, an application of a model to estimate damage grades for Zeytinburnu is 
shown in Fig. VI-10a. It was learned with 50% of available labeled samples and 50% were 
held out for validation. A MAPE of 13.00% and R of 0.754 was obtained based on 50 features 
ranked highest with Relief-F. Generally, a good spatial agreement of reference and model 
estimates can be observed. Areas characterized by a high vulnerability and high damage 
grades in the northern part of Zeytinburnu feature also highest model estimates. Instead, a vast 
majority of the central and southern parts correspond to moderate or low damage grades in 
both maps. Simultaneously, as can be seen from the scatter plot, the model overestimates 
damage grades for instances with low damage grades, and underestimates high damage 
grades. 
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Fig. VI-10. Application of learned models; (a) estimated damage grade with SVR for Zeytinburnu; (b) 
classified urban structures of Istanbul according to an ensemble of ν-OC-SVM; (c) classified urban structures of 
Istanbul according to a fully supervised C-SVM 
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5.2. ASSIGNMENT TO CLASSES OF INTEREST WITH AN ENSEMBLE OF ν-OC-SVM 
We aimed to identify two distinctive urban structures (i.e., urban structures determined by 
large industrial/commercial buildings that can be considered as highly vulnerable, and urban 
structures determined by tall detached residential buildings that can be considered as slightly 
vulnerable) within the settlement area of Istanbul, disregarding all other potentially present 
classes in the area. Only labeled samples were available for the classes of interest in this 
experiment and not for all classes present in the data, what rendered the prediction problem 
extremely challenging.  
Prediction accuracies, as evaluated with estimated κ statistics for different feature sets and 
model runs, are shown in Fig. VI-11. Analogous to results of SVR, we observe considerable 
differences in accuracy with respect to deployed feature sets. It can be noticed that κ statistics 
achieved with features from the optimized segmentation level indicate agreements just 
slightly better than chance (i.e., κ statistics vary from –0.03 to 0.24). Again, elevation features 
used alone perform worst. Interestingly, when incorporating knowledge from supersegments, 
a consistent increase of inter-rater agreement can be observed for all three feature groups. 
Corresponding κ statistics show a mean increase in terms of absolute values by 0.09, 0.05, and 
0.12, respectively. Thereby, the unreduced feature vector allows to exhibit fair agreements 
with κ statistics between 0.23 and 0.34. Nevertheless, applied strategies to reduce 
dimensionality of the feature vector proved useful since features sets generated with filter 
methods generally provide highest κ statistics. Best models feature a moderate agreement, 
with κ statistics larger than 0.45. 
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Fig. VI-11. κ statistic obtained with an ensemble of ν-OC-SVM for different feature sets. Samples were split in 
a stratified manner and models were learned with 50% of available samples and 50% were used for validation; 
five different model runs with a differing composition of samples were carried out (marked with different 
symbols, i.e., x, ○, Δ, ◊, □). 
 
Interestingly, in accordance with the findings regarding the SVR approach, also here we 
observe that elevation features used alone yield least favorable results. However, in contrast to 
SVR, a joint exploitation with optical features yields a substantial improvement in accuracy 
when simultaneously considering supersegment information (mean κ statistics increase from 
0.17 to 0.29). Results are comparable to those obtained with models learned from filter-based 
features sets. In this sense, feature selection algorithms proved useful again, since best results 
were obtained with 20 and 50 features ranked highest with Relief-F. However, κ statistics 
cannot exhibit a moderate agreement (i.e., best models feature κ statistics between 0.4 and 
0.47) what questions viability in real-life situations. Although benchmark accuracies that need 
to be met in real life situations are largely absent within this rather emerging application 
context, results correspond to the challenging nature of the prediction problem.  
An ensemble of models was applied to assign urban structures of Istanbul to the classes of 
interest (Fig. VI-10b). It was learned with 50% of labeled samples available for non-residual 
urban structures and 50% were held out for validation. A κ statistic of 0.47 and OA% of 65.4 
was obtained based on 50 features ranked highest with Relief-F. From the affiliated user’s and 
producer’s accuracies it can be seen that urban structures determined by tall detached 
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residential buildings could be identified most accurately, closely followed by urban structures 
determined by large industrial/commercial buildings. The residual class shows lowest 
accuracies. In particular, large parts of the settlement area were assigned to either non-residual 
class. The validity of this vast assignment can be questioned, in particular in conjunction with 
results from the subsequent experiment (discussion follows at the end of the subsequent 
subsection). In turn, this suggests a large error of commission, evolving from broad, non-
sufficient decision functions of the models describing the distributions of the two classes of 
interest. 
5.3. ASSIGNMENT TO CLASSES OF INTEREST WITH C-SVM 
To complement results obtained with an ensemble of ν-OC-SVM, we also rendered the 
prediction problem fully supervised and approached it with C-SVM. Results are reported in 
terms of estimated κ statistics in Fig VI-12a-c. As for the two previous experiments, also here, 
we observe considerable differences with respect to accuracy in dependence of deployed 
feature sets. When using solely elevation features computed from the optimized segmentation 
level, κ statistics feature a fair to moderate agreement (i.e., mean κ statistics vary between 
0.42 ± 0.09 and 0.46 ± 0.05). In contrast, optical features allow to achieve substantial κ 
statistics larger than 0.6 most of the time (Fig. VI-12a). Again, usability of supersegment 
information is expressed in a further increase of κ statistics, which definitely met a substantial 
agreement (i.e., κ > 0.6) when using optical features or jointly exploit optical and elevation 
features (Fig. VI-12b). Thereby, a joint use of optical and elevation features yields an increase 
of κ between 0.022 and 0.044 compared to the use of optical features alone. In this sense, best 
models show excellent κ statistics larger 0.8. Regarding feature sets composed with filter 
methods, we observe that only a sufficient number of features ensures viable κ statistics with 
a substantial or excellent agreement. Thereby, features that show a positive degree of 
relevance as evaluated with Relief-F (w > 0; n = 152) consistently performed best (Fig. VI-
12c).  
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Fig. VI-12. κ statistics (reported as mean and standard deviation of different model runs) as a function of 
training set size; (a) κ obtained with features from the optimized segmentation level only; (b) κ obtained with 
features from all three segmentation levels; (c) κ obtained with features selected by filter methods. 
Results obtained with C-SVM show distinctive increase of accuracies when compared to 
results obtained with ensembles of ν-OC-SVM. Ensembles of ν-OC-SVM could not exceed 
moderate agreements, with κ statistics slightly above 0.45. Instead, C-SVM allowed to obtain 
κ statistics showing substantial and even excellent agreement (κ > 0.6 up to κ > 0.8). 
Generally, this is reasonable and meets expectations, since C-SVM can rely on more prior 
knowledge. In fact, it is much more challenging to estimate the support of multiple multi- or 
high-dimensional distributions, than to discriminate known target classes from each other. 
Nevertheless, the use of labeled samples from classes others than the classes of interest 
proved very useful to achieve accuracies that may be needed in real-life cases. Hence, results 
confirm viability of proposed procedures to support an assessment of urban structures with 
respect to their seismic vulnerability.  
The application of a C-SVM model to assign urban structures of Istanbul to the classes of 
interest is shown in Fig. VI-10c. It was learned with 50% of available labeled samples and 
50% were held out for validation. A κ statistic of 0.77 and OA% of 85.6 was obtained with all 
available features. User’s and producer’s accuracies reveal that urban structures determined 
by tall detached residential buildings could be identified very accurately (accuracies > 90.0), 
and also urban structures determined by large industrial/commercial buildings feature very 
good agreements (accuracies ~ 84.0). A moderate decrease in accuracy can be observed for 
the class of residual urban structures (user’s acc. of 70.5 and producer’s acc. of 74.7). 
However, in distinction to the results obtained with an ensemble of ν-OC-SVM, the majority 
of the settlement area of Istanbul is assigned to residual urban structures and urban structures 
of particular interest emerge now in a spatially very explicit way. As just one example, 
consider urban structures determined by large industrial and commercial buildings in the 
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southern part of the Asian side. Those clearly emerge in a linear manner - in reality - along an 
arterial road. 
6. SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND FUTURE PERSPECTIVES  
Global urbanization processes and increasing spatial concentration of exposed elements 
induce seismic risk at a uniquely high level. To mitigate affiliated perils determines detailed 
knowledge about building inventories and their behavior under a certain level of ground 
shaking. In this manuscript, we suggested procedures which learn prior seismic vulnerability 
information to identify seismic vulnerability of urban structures based on remote sensing. In 
contrast to numerous studies that operate on building level, we therefore addressed a coarser 
level of the urban morphology. This allowed relying on remote sensing data with a lower 
spatial resolution but larger spatial coverage. In this sense, we exploited data from the 
RapidEye constellation, TanDEM-X mission, and Landsat archive. A sequential procedure 
comprising the (i) delineation of urban structures by means of a tailored unsupervised data 
segmentation procedure with scale optimization, (ii) characterization of urban structures by a 
joint exploitation of multi-sensor data, (iii) selection of most feasible features under 
consideration of in situ vulnerability information, and (iv) estimation of seismic vulnerability 
levels of urban structures within a supervised learning framework, was proposed.  
Numerical results obtained for the city of Istanbul confirm viability of procedures. When 
estimating damage grades for Istanbul’s district Zeytinburnu with SVR, best models are 
characterized by mean absolute percentage errors less than 11% and fairly strong goodness of 
fit (R > 0.75). When aiming to identify types of urban structures (i.e., urban structures 
determined by large industrial/commercial buildings that can be considered as highly 
vulnerable, and urban structures determined by tall detached residential buildings that can be 
considered as slightly vulnerable), results obtained with C-SVM showed distinctive increase 
of accuracies when compared to results obtained with ensembles of ν-OC-SVM. This is 
reasonable since C-SVM could rely on more prior knowledge. Ensembles of ν-OC-SVM were 
not able to exceed moderate agreements, with κ statistics slightly above 0.45. Instead, C-SVM 
allowed to obtain κ statistics showing substantial and even excellent agreements (κ > 0.6 up to 
κ > 0.8).  
Besides, during experiments we observed that elevation information, as provided by the 
nDSM, used alone does not allow to learn viable models. However, when jointly exploited 
with optical data, learned models exhibit viable accuracies. It is worth noting that the idea to 
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model spatial context relations in feature space with supersegment information has also 
shown very favorable results and in most cases enabled to retrieve viable accuracies at all. In 
this regard, feature selection algorithms proved generally useful to alleviate problems 
associated with high-dimensional feature vectors in conjunction with a comparatively small 
number of labeled samples. All in all, analyzes provide promising empirical evidence, which 
confirms the potential of remote sensing to support the seismic vulnerability assessment of 
urban structures.  
However, from a methodological perspective, future work may exploit semi-supervised 
approaches (e.g. Bruzzone et al., 2006), which encode some knowledge from the unlabeled 
data also. They may yield favorable accuracies especially in situations where only very few 
labeled samples are available. Ascertainment of labeled samples can generally be considered 
to be very costly within this application context. Therefore, the idea of a targeted estimate, 
i.e., identifying the classes of interest by having only labeled samples of the classes of interest 
available and not for all classes present in the data, should be further followed. In this 
manuscript, we deployed ensembles of ν-OC-SVM for this task. Thereby, identification of 
most suitable hyperparameters is generally very difficult and we used a heuristic which 
evaluates overall accuracy and model complexity, expressed by number of support vectors. 
However, more sophisticated approaches may identify more suitable combinations of free 
parameters (e.g., approaches that aim to characterize and assess the shape of the decision 
function of learned models). In addition, unsupervised pre-classification of the feature space 
has shown promising results recently (Krawczyk et al., 2014). Besides, other machine 
learning one-class approaches (e.g., ensembles of one class random forests; Desir et al., 2013) 
can be considered as an interesting opportunity. Regarding alternative techniques for function 
estimation, Gaussian process regression (Rasmussen & Williams, 2006) has shown distinctive 
accuracies recently, when compared to other machine learning regression techniques (e.g., 
Verrelst et al., 2012).  
From a conceptual point of view, an intensive exchange with the earthquake engineering 
community appears exigent. Definition of typologies that need to be estimated in a 
standardized way and commitment of benchmark accuracies that need to be met would allow 
a rigorous evaluation of approaches. This may contribute to a further determination of the role 
of remote sensing within this emerging research field. 
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7. APPENDIX A 
Fig. VI-13. Illustration of some basic processing steps of the image segmentation procedure. It starts with the 
incorporation of the UF as basic segmentation level (a). The initial optimal multiresolution segmentation (b) 
(ioMRS) is determined with a plateau objective function. Then, segments are identified that do not correspond to 
the Shannon sampling theorem (c-I) and are considered as non-valid segments (nvS). Subsequently, non-valid 
segments are merged with most similar adjacent segments (c-II) (ioMRS-m). Subsequently, distinctive 
subsegments (d-I) (rSS) are determined and transferred to the supersegment level (d-II). They are merged if a 
similarity constraint is fulfilled (d-III). The final segmentation (fS) is identified by reassessment with the 
objective function after multilevel segmentation procedure (e). 
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1. SUMMARY AND MAIN CONCLUSIONS 
From a general perspective, the overarching goal of this thesis was to develop, apply, and 
evaluate tailored methods and procedures that allow for a seismic vulnerability assessment of 
the built environment based on remote sensing data. This thesis provides very promising 
results, which show that remote sensing has a high capability to contribute to a rapid 
screening assessment of the seismic vulnerability of buildings and urban structures. 
Experimental results obtained for the city of Padang (Indonesia) and Istanbul (Turkey), 
confirm the viability of combining features derived from remote sensing with in situ 
observations to estimate seismic vulnerability levels of buildings and urban structures. To this 
purpose, we used and designed supervised learning procedures. However, this also determines 
both the availability of training data and finding robust features from remote sensing that 
allow for a discriminative characterization of in situ observations. In this sense, adaption to 
other cities (in other regions/countries) must be done with care, and local idiosyncrasies 
cannot be bypassed. Nevertheless, when being able to infer models with viable accuracies, as 
shown in this thesis, an assessed built environment allows to quantify expectable earthquake 
loss and make damage estimations spatially explicit in a consistent manner. These are key 
features of significant earthquake loss modeling and predictions and naturally enable 
mitigation measures. 
Moreover, a number of more detailed conclusions can be drawn. In this sense, a review of the 
scientific literature uncovered a number of points that motivated and directed research 
objectives throughout this thesis. Generally, it is found that earthquake vulnerability–centered 
assessments incorporating remote sensing data are increasing primarily in recent years. This 
goes along with a changing perspective of the scientific community which considers the 
assessment of vulnerability and its constituent elements as a pivotal part of a comprehensive 
risk analysis. Thereby, the availability of new sensors systems enables an appreciable share of 
remote sensing first. Vulnerability-related building parameters that were extracted from 
remote sensing data in previous studies incorporate building footprint, height, shape 
characteristics, roof materials, location, period of construction and structure type (Mueller et 
al., 2006; Sarabandi et al., 2008; Taubenböck et al., 2009a; Borfecchia et al., 2010; Sahar et 
al., 2010; Borzi et al., 2011). Very high and high spatial resolution optical imagery is found to 
be suitable to quantify and characterize the building stock based on manual cartographic 
methods, statistical enumeration of samples (Ehrlich et al., 2010), or automatic image 
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information extraction methods (Sahar et al., 2010; Borzi et al., 2011). Especially the latest 
generation of optical spaceborne sensors are perceived as a breakthrough for operational 
applications particularly where no alternative data source is available such as in third world 
countries and smaller and medium size remote urban areas (Deichmann et al., 2011). 
Combining optical sensors and LiDAR data allows for the automated evaluation of seismic 
building vulnerability with a viable accuracy (Borfecchia et al., 2010), whereas, for example, 
the joint use of optical and SAR data allows to derive crucial parameters such as building 
footprint and floor number (Polli and Dell’Acqua, 2011). 
However, the review showed also that previous studies have evaluated the potential of 
remote sensing for seismic vulnerability assessment in a solely qualitative manner (Mueller et 
al., 2006) or presented results that emphasize the viability of the use of remote sensing 
(Borfecchia et al., 2010), but lack the identification and documentation of the necessary and 
meaningful features. That is why we raised the questions: (i) Which features can be derived 
from satellite remote sensing data that best explain seismic building vulnerability?; (ii) How 
suitable are features derived from satellite remote sensing data for estimating seismic building 
vulnerability levels? To answer these questions, we derived a set of features from high 
resolution optical imagery, height information from a normalized digital surface model, and 
multi-temporal medium resolution optical data to characterize the urban environment for the 
city of Padang (Indonesia). Features are computed on individual building level, and in 
addition on building block level to characterize the spatial context the buildings are embedded 
in. In situ information was integrated to describe the vulnerability level of buildings according 
to a scoring method and the EMS-98 scheme. To identify features that best explain seismic 
building vulnerability, we deployed ordinary least squares regression models for the scoring 
method and generalized ordered logit regression models to examine the influence of the 
features on the respective EMS-98 class. The influence and direction of the features vary 
considerably in dependency of the applied in situ seismic vulnerability assessment. However, 
features describing building height characteristics and features related to the geometry of the 
individual buildings turned out to generally explain seismic vulnerability to a significant 
degree. When assessing the vulnerability level according to the scoring method, the overall 
mean absolute percentage error is 10.6%, if using a supervised Support Vector Regression 
approach and a certain subset of the features, as identified with a feature selection algorithm. 
When predicting EMS-98 classes, the results show an overall accuracy of 65.4% and a κ 
statistic of 0.36, if using a naïve Bayes learning scheme. The individual urban environment of 
Padang with respect to existing buildings, their physical appearance and affiliated seismic 
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vulnerability hampers a non-adapted transfer of empirical findings to other earthquake prone 
regions. Although local idiosyncrasies cannot be bypassed, results provide useful insights into 
drivers of seismic building vulnerability as measurable with remote sensing, and give details 
about expectable viability of procedures when aiming to estimate seismic vulnerability levels 
of buildings.   
From an application-oriented point of view, the assessment of the seismic vulnerability of 
the building inventory is driven by the affiliated possibility to estimate earthquake loss prior 
to a potentially damaging event. In this sense, we aimed to complete the previous analyses for 
Padang by estimating seismic building structural types. They reflect the main load-bearing 
structure of buildings and, thus, the behavior under seismic load. In addition, information 
about building seismic structural types can support an assessment according to e.g., the EMS-
98. To this purpose, we designed a hierarchical supervised classification scheme. It is based 
on five consecutive main steps dedicated to: (i) calculation of features from remote sensing 
data, (ii) feature selection, (iii) outlier detection, (iv) generation of synthetic samples, (v) and 
supervised classification under consideration of both support vector machines and random 
forests. Experimental results obtained for Padang confirm the potential for a viable area-wide 
and spatially consistent estimation of seismic building structural types. Thereby, it turned out 
that a combinatory use of features from different feature categories related to building shape 
and height, spatial context, and spectral information appeared most promising. To 
demonstrate the applicability of the approach for earthquake loss estimation, we combined 
this information with available fragility functions for designated building types, which were 
derived empirically after the last severe earthquake in Padang on 30th September 2009. This 
way, the approach allowed to quantify building damage in a detailed way and make damage 
estimations spatially explicit by e.g., localizing hot spots within a city. These are key features 
for significant earthquake loss modeling and predictions. 
Up to this point of the thesis, analyses were carried out on building level. As discussed, 
from a conceptual point of view, this induces the deployment of very high spatial resolution 
remote sensing data. Nowadays, data costs and processing requirements hamper utilization 
capabilities for larger areas. When aiming at spatially continuous and consistent assessment 
approaches that are applicable for large regions, on a national level, or even globally, those 
data represent a clear limitation. In accordance with the synthesis from a quantitative analysis 
of the scientific literature reviewed in chapter III, which suggested to “addresses settlement 
scales on a coarser morphological level such as structure types that can be detected, 
characterized and assessed properly and cost-effective (see also Wyss 2012) when using 
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remotely sensed data” (Geiß and Taubenböck, 2013, p. 29), we alter the spatial scale of 
analysis. As mentioned, from a conceptual point of view, urban environments are perceived as 
systems that exhibit a hierarchical arrangement. At the lowest level of aggregation, individual 
objects such as buildings can be considered, followed by homogeneous urban structures, and 
end with a spatially indifferent settlement area at the highest level of aggregation. Hence, a 
coarser level of urban morphology was addressed when compared to building level in the 
subsequent analysis. However, this simultaneously allowed relying on remote sensing data 
with a lower spatial resolution but larger spatial coverage. In particular, we exploited 
multispectral data from the RapidEye constellation, elevation information from the TanDEM-
X mission, and data from the Landsat archive.  
Before, we aimed to extract elevated objects in urban environments (i.e., buildings) from 
TanDEM-X data to be able to infer valid height information in the subsequent analyses. To 
this purpose, it is common to derive a digital terrain model from the data first. A digital terrain 
model contains elevation measurements of the bare earth without including objects above 
ground. This information allows computing a normalized digital surface model. The latter 
then naturally comprises elevation information of objects above ground. To retrieve this 
information it is common to deploy approaches based on mathematical morphology due to 
their simplicity in accordance with good performance. However, we introduce a novel region 
growing-based progressive morphological filter for this task to address challenges associated 
with the use of morphological filters in non-flat terrain, and overcome individual challenges 
related to the spatial resolution of TanDEM-X data. The approach comprises a multistep 
procedure using concepts of morphological image filtering, region growing and interpolation 
techniques. It is based on the idea of progressive morphological filters that aim to discriminate 
ground and non-ground pixels in the digital surface model based on algebraic set operations. 
Experimental results obtained for large parts of the settlement are of Izmir (Turkey) reveal 
promising empirical evidence. Errors of omission could be considerably reduced while 
enforcing a solely moderate increase of commission errors when discriminating ground and 
non-ground pixels in the digital surface model. Thus, a beneficial performance compared to 
basic morphological filter-based methods in terrain with high orographic energy and steep 
areas could be shown. 
Chapter VI documents an approach which is intended to alleviate restrictions that are 
nowadays inherent to the use of very high resolution remote sensing data. As discussed, a 
coarser level of urban morphology was addressed when compared to building level. We 
suggested procedures which learn prior seismic vulnerability information to assess seismic 
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vulnerability of urban structures in a spatially continuous and consistent manner based on 
remote sensing. Four main steps are carried out, which are dedicated to: i) delineation of 
urban structures by means of an original and tailored unsupervised data segmentation 
procedure with scale optimization; ii) characterization of urban structures by a joint 
exploitation of multi-sensor data; iii) selection of most feasible features under consideration 
of in situ vulnerability information; iv) estimation of seismic vulnerability levels of urban 
structures within a supervised learning framework. We render the prediction problem in three 
ways to address possible real-world, operational requirements. Experimental results are 
reported for the mega city Istanbul (Turkey), which faces an enormous seismic threat. 
Numerical results confirm viability of procedures. When estimating damage grades for 
Istanbul’s district Zeytinburnu with a Support Vector Regression approach, best models are 
characterized by mean absolute percentage errors less than 11% and fairly strong goodness of 
fit (R > 0.75). When aiming to identify types of urban structures (i.e., urban structures 
determined by large industrial/commercial buildings that can be considered as highly 
vulnerable, and urban structures determined by tall detached residential buildings that can be 
considered as slightly vulnerable), results obtained with C-SVM showed distinctive increase 
of accuracies when compared to results obtained with ensembles of ν-OC-SVM. This is 
reasonable since C-SVM could rely on more prior knowledge. Ensembles of ν-OC-SVM were 
not able to exceed moderate agreements, with κ statistics slightly above 0.45. Instead, C-SVM 
allowed to obtain κ statistics showing substantial and even excellent agreements (κ> 0.6 up to 
κ> 0.8). Besides, during experiments we observed that elevation information, as provided by 
the nDSM, used alone does not allow to lean viable models. However, when jointly exploited 
with optical data, learned models exhibit viable accuracies. It is worth noting that the idea to 
model spatial context relations in feature space with supersegment information (i.e., we 
computed features for two additional supersegment levels) has also shown very favorable 
results and in most cases enabled to retrieve viable accuracies at all. In this regard, feature 
selection algorithms proved generally useful to alleviate problems associated with high-
dimensional feature vectors in conjunction with a comparatively small number of labeled 
samples. All in all, analyses provide promising empirical evidence, which confirms the 
potential of remote sensing to support the seismic vulnerability assessment of urban 
structures.  
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2. FUTURE RESEARCH 
Overall, this thesis provides very promising results, which show that remote sensing has a 
high capability to contribute to a rapid screening assessment of the seismic vulnerability of 
buildings and urban structures. Further work can build upon these results and may challenge 
empirical findings in further case studies, enhance developed and applied methods, transfer 
concepts and approaches to other sensor systems/data sources, or apply data and 
methodologies within integrative and holistic risk assessment strategies.   
From a technical point of view, it would be interesting if follow-up research would 
systematically evaluate the current high-end capabilities of remote sensing to characterize 
urban environments and subsequently assess their vulnerability. For instance, evaluation of 
usability of detailed 3-D building models (e.g., Bulatov et al., 2014; Xiong et al., 2014) is 
largely absent, and current studies (including this thesis) deployed very basic models (i.e., 
building footprints with elevation information). For characterization and discrimination of 
urban structures, spectral super-resolution information as collected by e.g., Sentinel-2, or full- 
polarized synthetic aperture radar data, may yield interesting opportunities.  
From a methodological point of view, future work may enhance deployed methods and also 
expand procedures by relevant components. For the enhanced characterization of urban 
environments, interesting features may be deployed by further analysis of spatial, structural, 
and contextual relations (e.g., Histogram of Oriented Gradients, Line Support Regions, 
lacunarity etc.; Graesser et al., 2012). In this sense, we deployed GLCM measures for the 
characterization of image textures. However, texture measures based on local binary patterns 
(Ojala et al., 2002; Musci et al., 2013) can be considered as an interesting opportunity to 
enhance predictive performance of models. Regarding the actual classification task, future 
work may exploit semi-supervised approaches (e.g. Bruzzone et al., 2006), which encode 
some knowledge from the unlabeled data also. This may yield favorable accuracies especially 
in situations where only very few labeled samples are available. Ascertainment  of labeled 
samples can generally be considered to be very costly within this application context. 
Therefore, active learning strategies (Tuia et al., 2009; Tuia et al., 2011) may be followed to 
solve estimation of vulnerability levels efficiently, based on remote sensing data in a 
supervised fashion. Active learning deploys predefined heuristics to rank unlabeled instances 
in the domain under analysis that are considered the most valuable for improvement of 
estimation accuracy. Once instances are selected they are labeled and the process is iterated. 
Thus, active learning starts with a minimal, non-optimal set of labeled samples and the model 
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builds the optimal set of labeled samples itself to minimize prediction error. Recent 
approaches also include the spatial domain for this task (Stumpf et al., 2014; Pasolli et al., 
2014), and consider labeling costs emerging from ground surveys (i.e., labeling costs of 
samples are modeled by a cost function that exploits road information and digital elevation 
model data; Demir et al., 2014). Such approaches may guide civil engineers through the 
building inventory to collect most valuable in situ information efficiently.  
From a conceptual point of view, this thesis followed a very narrow definition of seismic 
vulnerability, i.e., vulnerability was regarded as the expected degree of damage (loss) to a 
given element at risk resulting from a given level of seismic hazard (i.e., ground shaking). 
However, also with respect to a more holistic understanding of vulnerability, which may 
explicitly consider e.g., social, economic, or political factors, information describing the 
expectable behavior of the building inventory may be crucial, and can be combined with other 
data for a holistic risk assessment by e.g., index overlays (Taubenböck et al., 2008). 
Nevertheless, a spatially detailed and continuously assessed building inventory opens the 
possibility to estimate potential earthquake loss under consideration of small scale hazard 
effects. In this sense, validation of model estimates based on experienced damage is an 
exigent task to gain insights about viability of remote sensing-based procedures. Lastly, an 
intensive exchange with the earthquake engineering community appears exigent. Definition of 
typologies that need to be estimated in a standardized way and commitment of benchmark 
accuracies that need to be met would allow a rigorous evaluation of approaches. This may 
contribute to a further determination of the role of remote sensing within this emerging 
research field. 
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